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OUTLINE OF THE THESIS: 
I. The History of the Period - Conditions of English Life Before 
the Industrial Revolution. 
I. Agriculture: 
a. Method of cultivation similar to that used 
in medieval times - land held in 
common by the villagers. (p. I) 
b. sense of responsibility felt by the 
farmer for his laborers. (pp. 2-3) 
2. Industry: 
a. Home industry - spinning and weaving. (p. ) 
b. small manufacturers: 
I. Hand labor used entirely. (pp. 3-4) 
2. Medieval regulations in force. (p. 4) 
3. The same sense of responsibility of 
master for man. (p. 6) 
3. Transportation: 
a. Poor roads and few canals. (p. 6) 
b. Economic stability within each isolated 
district. (p. 4) 
4. The Intellectual Life: 
a. It was aristocratic, and centered within 
London. (p. 6) 
b. Literature as well as education stemmed 
from classic models. (pp. 7-8) 
II II. The History of the Period - the Coming of the Industrial and Agricultural Revolutions. 
I 
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I. Inventions: 
a. Alterations in the spinning and weaving 
processes. (pp. 9-II) 
b. The steam engine. (p. II) 
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c. The development of the iron industry. 
( pp • II-2) 
2. The growth of the Factory System: 
a. The formation of manufacturing cities 
around the factories. (p. I2) 
b. The loss of independence by the worker. 
(pp. I2-3) 
3. Changes in the agrarian scene: 
a. Enclosures. (p. I4) 
I 
I 
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b. The depopulation of the villages. (pp. I4- ) 
4. The theories of the political economists: 
a. Adam Smith- "The Wealth of Nations". 
(pp. I6-7) 
b. Malthus - "Essay on Population 11 • (p. I7) 
c. Ricardo - "Principles of Taxation". (p. I7 
d. Bentham - Utilitarianism. (pp. I7-8) 
5. Conditions at the close of the Napoleonic Wars: 
a. Hysteria of the people at the thought of 
possible riots by the workers. (p. 9) 
b. Political reform gradually attained. 
(pp. I9-20) 
c. working conditions for the laborers: 
I. Hours and factory procedure. (p. 2I) 
2. Health hazards. (pp. 2I-3) 
3. Child labor. (pp. 23-6) 
4. Housing. (pp. 27-8) 
6. Social reform: 
a. Chartism as a movement toward it. (p. 29) 
b. The work of the reformers in parliament. 
(pp. 30-2) 
II 
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c. The repeal of the Corn Laws. (pp. 32-3) 
Evidences of the Influence of the Agricultural and 
Industrial Changes upon the Poetry 
of the Late Eighteenth Century. 
I. Goldsmith. 
2. Crabbe. 
3. Blake. 
a. "The Traveller". (p. 37) 
b. "The Deserted Village". (pp. 38-43) 
:t.A discussion as to whether "Auburn11 
was English or Irish. 
2. Goldsmith's picture of the 
depopulation of the villages. 
a. "The Village" - a realistic picture of 
rural poverty. (pp. 43-6) 
b. "The Borough 11 - concern for child labor. 
(pp. 46-7) 
a. 11 The Chimney Sweeper" - "Songs of 
Innocence". (pp. 48-9) 
b. "The Chimney Sweeper" - "songs of 
Experience". (p. 49) 
c. "Holy Thursday" - "Songs of Experience". 
(pp. 50-I) 
d. Fragment from 11Milton11 • (pp. 5I-2) 
IV. The Reactions of the Romantic Poets to the Changes Taking 
Place about Them. 
I. wordsworth. 
"The Excursion": (pp. 55-60) 
I. Concern for the workers who have no 
time to be human beings. 
2. The plight of the children. 
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3. Education as a solution to the J 
====================== children's worst difficulties. __ r 
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2. Shelley. (pp. 6I-4) 
a. "Song to the Men of England". 
b. "Sonnet -England in I8I9 11 • 
Revolt as an escape from injustice. 
3. Hood. (pp. 64-7) 
a. "The Song of the Shirt". 
b. 11 The Workhouse Clock". 
Romanticism flowers into a deep concern 
for humanity. 
The poets ~fuose Chief Concern Lay in the Agricultural 
Problems: 
I. Byron. (pp. 68-7I) 
"The Age of Bronze" - satire directed against 
the landowners. 
2. Moore. (pp. 7I-3) 
"Cotton and Corn: a Dialogue". 
3. Ebenezer Elliott. (pp. 74-9I) 
a. "Scotch Nationality: a Vision". (p. 75) 
b. "The Splendid Village 11 • (pp. 75-8) 
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Influehced by Crabbe's "The Village 1 
this poem gives a picture of land-
grabbing and depopulation. 
c. 11 The Village patriarch". (p. 78) 
d. "Corn Law Rhymes 11 • ( pp. 79-86) 
I. pathetic. 
2. Vituperative and bitter. 
3. Their purpose - to fight the Corn 
Laws through influencing the 
thought of the people. 
e. "Corn Law Hymns". (pp. 86-9) 
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poets Who Dealt With the question of Child Labor: I/ 
I. Mrs. Norton. (pp. 92-I03) I 
I 
a. "A Voice from the Factories". (pp. 92-6) 1 
b. "The Child of the Islands". (pp. 9?-IOI) 
c. Her solution for the problems of child 
labor - pity and aid from those in 1 
power. 
2. Gerald Massey. (pp. I03-5) 
3. Elizabeth Barrett Browning. (pp. I05-I2) 
a. "A Song for the Ragged Schools of London". 
(pp. I05-8) 
Her plea - moral teaching to help poor 
children bear . their hard situation. 
b. "The Cry of the Children" (pp. I08-I2) 
The masterpiece of the child labor refor 
poetry. 
Thomas Cooper, The Chartist poet: 
I. Cooper's background and life. (p. II3} 
2. "A purgatory of Suicides". (pp. II4-5) 
A repetition of the cry to revolt - but this 
time to revolt through the medium 
of the 'strike. 
VIII. Conclusions: 
j-
1 
English poetry changed in form, in subject matter, in 
mood, and in width of appeal by its 
reaction to the changes brought 
about by the industrial and 
agricultural revolutions. (pp. II5- ) 
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INTRODUCTION: 
I 
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The problem of the thesis is an investigation and discussion !! 
of changes brought about in English poetry by the great social 
upheaval of the industrial and agri cultural revolutions during 
the period of the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries 
How much was the poetry of these years affected by the changes 
in the economic life of England? Thi s was the question I set 
myself to answer. 
The history of the period, of the inventions, of the g r owth 
of the factory system, of housing, child labor, the enclosures 
and the Corn Laws, and of many other factors which played their 
part in the developments of the cen tur y - this was my first 
study. It forms the first two chapters of the thesis, providing 
a background for the poetry. In searching out evidence of 
changes in the poetry itself, I went to the verse of the writers 
who lived and worked in those years, and to biography and 
literary criticism, to clarify their backgrounds. In the case of 
It a well-known poet, such as Wordsworth or Elizabeth Barrett 
11 
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Brovming, I have let their works speak for them; while in the 
case of a more obscure poet - Ebenezer Elliott, for instance - I 
have tried to give a brief but revealing sketch of the 
environment out of which he came, in order to cast light upon 
I 
I his poetry. The greater writers whom I have quoted in this thesi~ 
were men of wide interests; the verse related to industrial or 
agricultural problems was only a small part of their total 
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1 output - yet it is a significant part, showing, as it does, that II 
!· 
they were alive to and affected by the vital currents of the 
I world of affairs in their time, and that from this awareness of 
lj 
J1 reality, poetry could be shaped. Other poets found their whole 
lJ end and aim in. a struggle against some injustice caused by the 
li 
11 maladjustment which accompanied the first hurried years when 
i 
1 industry was changing overnight into the giant it became. These 
I men, too, are significant, for they show that poetry was coming 
j to be used as a tool for understanding and for social reform. I 
/ have quoted passages from the works of the various poets, to 
/ demonstrate their various attitudes, approaches, and solutions 
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to the problems. such is the scope of this thesis. 
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SIGNIFICANT CHANGES IN ENGLISH POETRY BROUGHT ABOUT 
BY THE INDUSTRIAL AND AG1UCULTURAL REVOLUTIONS -
TO THE MIDDLE OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. 
Chapter I 
"The History of the Period - Conditions of English Life 
before the ·Industrial Revolution." 
In order to understand the far reaching quality of the 
changes brought about by the industrial and agricultural 
revolutions in English lite in general, and, as a part of' that 
life, in English poetry, one must have in mind a picture of 
England · as it was at the start of the' second halt ot the 
eighteenth century. The centuries before, economically, at least, , 
. I 
had peen times of slow-moving progression from one system to 
another - progression so ordered and deliberate that it was only 
by . looking back a generation or twp that one could see that any 
change had taken place. Already men had entered upon that series 
o~ inventions which was so startlingly to change the land and 
the lite of the people; but as yet the effects of such 
discoveries were unfelt. England, seen by an observer who could 
take in the country at a glance, would have seemed a simple, 
largely agricultural land. Writing of the country at that period 
Toynbee says: 
"Farms were small and the method ot cultivation 
primitive. The old system of common cultivation was 
still to be seen at work in a large number of parishes. 
Rotation of' crops was only imperfectly understood; the 
practice of growing winter roots and artificial grasses 
was only slowly spreading. 'As for the sheep,' said an 1 
!i 
II 
II 
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old Norfolk shepherd, • they hadn't- such food provided ~~· 
for them as they have now. In winter there was little 
to eat except what God Almighty sent tor them, and 
when the ' snow was deep on the ground, they ate the ling 
or died ott• ·". 1 
Far~ing was not so much a business as a community enterprise, in 
which each villager had his share. It was managed in the 
following way: 
"Arable land or each village was divided into 
three great strips, subdivided by baulks three yards 
wide. Every farmer owned at least one piece or land in 
each field, and all were bound to follow the 
customary tillage. One strip was lett tal l ow each year; 
on the other two were grown wheat and barley. The 
meadows were also held in common. Every farmer had righ 
of pasture on the waste land. The crops raised were 
poor, because the same course of crops was necessary; 
and much time was lost by laborers travelling from one 
piece to another ••• " 2 
That this method o:t' agriculture had its disadvantages, as 
mentioned above - its failure to make the best use o:t' the land, 
or to raise diversified or high quality crops • is granted. The 
way o:t' life which it provided for the people was not conducive 
to intellectual development. But it was stable, and it did give 
even the humblest laborer a sense that there was a place for him 
in the social system, where he belonged, and where he could live 
an adequate lite. A warmth of personal attachment existed betweerll 
farmer and farm laborer which made up for many harshnesses. The I 
laborer was a member of the family, and as such entitled to II 
I 
share in the times of ease and plenty, as well as in the hard 1 
work1 Toynbee quotes William Cobbett•s description or life in I 
the farmhouse as he knew it in his boyhood: • I. li 
"•The tarmer,' he says, •used to sit at the head o~\ 
I. Toynbee, A., "Lectures on the Industrial Revolution or the -. \j 
-~+-====~t.e-entlJ..=';~ Iao-ndoa-,---:bG.ngmanB=G-.raellj==l:g_r-2-:,:=~~-
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the oak table along with his men, say grace to them, and 
cut up the meat and the pudding. He might take a eup of 
strong beer to himself when they had none; but that was 
pretty nearly all the difference in the manner of 
living'" .1 
oynbee goes on: 
"It we turn again to the old Norfolk shepherd whom 
I have already quoted, we shall find that he tells us 
the same thing. 'The farmer then worked like the men, 
and all messed together. He hadn't much more book 
learning than we shepherds, who could neither read nor 
write•".~ · 
such was the agricultural life ot England, and such had it been, 
time out of mind - slow changing, deeply rooted in old customs, 
hard and mentally unstimulating, yet involvipg ,a vital sense of 
the oneness of the community. 
passing from the agriculture to the industry of the time, an 
observer would have seen a multitude of small manufacturers, who 
combined their weaving or tanning or iron smelting - (done with 
charcoal as the fuel "in small furnaces blown by leather bellows 
3 
worked by oxen"), with farming. Toynbee gives an excellent 
description of one such manufacturing district. He writes: 
2. 
3. 
"To show you the external condition of industrial 
life in the middle of the eighteenth century, I cannot, 
I think, do better than give a short description of the 
way in which wool was manufactured in the neighborhood 
of Leeds ••• . ,The business was in the hands of small 
master-manufacturers who lived not in the town but in 
homesteads in the fields, and rented little pasture-
farms - we are especially told that clothiers who took 
arable farms rarely prospered - of from three to fiftee 
acres in size. Most of them kept .horses to carry their 
wool to Leeds, where it was sold. Every master worked 
e 
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with his own hands, and nearly all the processes through l 
which the wool was put - the spinning, the weaving, the 
dyeing, were carried on in his own house. Few owned more 
than three or four looms, or employed more than eight or 
ten people, men, women, and children. This method of 
carrying on the trade was called the domestic system. To 
make my description of the system complete, I ought to 
remind you that the manufacture of wool was not confined 
to one or two d~stricts. A spinning wheel was to be 
found in every cottage and farmhouse in the kingdom, a 
loom in every village. And mention of this fact brings 
me to another point in the economic history of this 
period - the extremely narrow circle in which trade 
moved. In many districts the farmers and laborers used 
few things which were not the work of their own hands, o 
which had not been manufactured a few miles from their 
own homes" •. 1 · 
The explanation of the limited character of the inland trade 
rests partly on its organization, which kept the limitations and 
restrictions of the Medieval system. The law of apprenticeship 
as still in force; the town corporations supervised prices and 
quality of all wares sold; and the Justices of the Peace 
.!1-
regulated wages within the district. There was no particular 
incentive to send one's goods farther than the nearest market 
town - especially as the state ot the roads and of transportation 
in general was very poor. Adam Smith writes that: 
"A broad-wheeled wagon, attended by two men, and 
drawn by eight horses, in about six weeks time carries 
and brings back between London and.-. Edinburgh near four 
ton weight of goods ••• Upon two hUrtdred tons of goods, 
therefore, carried by the cheapest land-carriage from 
London to Edinburgh, there must be charged the 
maintenance, and, what is nearly equal to the 
maintenance, the wear and tear of four. hundred horses as 
well as of fifty great wagons, and the maintenance of a \1, 
hundred men, for three weeks."3 
I. Toynbee, Lectures on 
Eighteenth Century", 
2~ Ibid.~ PP• 52-3. 
3. Smith, Adam, "The 
( I90Q ) , p. 25. 
wealth of Nations", New York, F.P.Collier, 
--~~~==~=========================~- ~~------ -
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Other travellers corroborate his statement; we are told that "it 
cost forty shillings to send a ton of coal from Manchester to 
.. Liverpool", and that, for example, the "highroad between Preston 
and Wigan had even in the middle or summer, ruts four feet deep, , 
floating with mud" ?"Where goods could be shipped by river or sea I 
it was f~r quicker and less expensive to do so. Thus such trade 
as there was, at the time, tended to be between districts or 
towns · reached by water. Adam Smith compares the two methods or 
transportation: j 
· "In about the same time (as the land-carriage - 1 
six weeks) a ship navigated by six or eight men, and I 
sailing between the ports of London.and Leith, 
frequently carries and brings back two hundred ton 1 
weight of goods. Six or eight men, therefore, by the · I 
help of water carriage, can carry and bring back in the 
same time the same quantity of goods between London and j 
Edinburgh, as fifty broad-wheeled wagons, attended by a 1 hundred men, and drawn by four hundred horses 11 .3 i 
These facts about the trade of the period are chiefly· important l 
in that they serve to make clear the causes for the essential 
economic stability which ·manufacturers as well as farmers 
experienced. Toynbee brin@;s this out: 
"There was no such thing as a long-continued wide 
spred.d depression of trade. ·over-production was 
impossible when the producer liTed next door to the 
consumer, and knew his wants intimately. And when 
foreign ti•ade was insignificant, wars and rumors of 
wars could exercise but little influence over the 
general circle or commerce".'t 
The inner life of the manufacturing communities was stable also, 
as well as the outer, economic manifestations of it. As in the 
I. Toynbee, "Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the 
Eighteenth Century", p. Ig7. 
2. Ibid.; P• Ig7. 
3. Smith, Adam, "The wealth of Nations'', p~25. 
4. Toynbee, ''Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the 
- e ------r~. I-i6-~ 
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case ot the farmers and the farm laborers, the majority of 
employers were, as Toynbee says: 
"in ideas and habits o.f life but little removed 
from the workmen, out ot whose ranks they had risen, an 
to whose ranks they might return once more. Few of the 
masters did not work with their own hands; and it was 
the common thing for them to teach . their ·apprentices th 
trade. Both the apprentices, for whose moral education 
he was responsible, and the journey-men were lodged and 
boarded in the master's house. Between men living in 
such close and continuous relations (the journey-man was 
hired by the year, and seldom changed his master it he 
was a good one), the bonds were naturally very intimate. 
If a weaver were sick, the master lent him money; if 
trade were slack, he kept him on at a loss. •we conside 
it a duty to keep our men•~ said one employer. 'Masters 
and men~• said another, •were in general so joined 
together in sentiment, and, if I may · be permitted to us 
the term, in love to each other, that they did not wish 
to be separated if they could help it.• And the workmen 
corroborated the assertions of the masters. •It seldom 
happens,• said a weaver, . •that the small clothiers 
change their men except in case of sickness and death•. 
It was not uncommon for a workman to be employed by the 
1 same master for forty years; and the migration of I 
laborers was small."4 · · 
such was the state of manufacturing at the dawn of the industria~ 
reYolution - a state in which the manufacturer was more the 
craftsman than the capitalist, and in which home industry was 
the key stone. 
· What of the intellectual, and particularly the literary, 
life of the time? What would an observer have seen? In the rural 
districts, little or nothing. Here and there, poets, 
the Town - such as John Dyer in Wales,-wrote as they pleased; 
. . . . 
but by and large the social tenets ot the drawing-rooms and 
coffee~houses of London determined literary subjects and styles. 
The writers belonged, the vast majority of them, to the upper 
I 
I 
I· 
6 
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classes~ to whom writing was a gentlemanly and proper occupation.! 
i 
I Educated at the public schools~ they were steeped from boyhood irt 
I 
the classic tradition. Shepard and Wood write of this: 
"In these great schools the curriculum~ 
throughout the neo-classical period and for long after 
it~ included nothing whatever except the classical 
languages and literatures, with great emphasis laid on 
the composition of Latin and Greek prose andof Latin 
verse. The effect of this training upon the most 
influential minds of the period can hardly be 
exaggerated, and there can be no doubt that many traits 
of neo-classical literature~ and especially of its 
poetry~ are attributable directly to it. Docile · 
subjection to •rules• and willing imitation of •models' 
came naturally to men who had first learned to write in 
a dead language under a schoolmaster's eye ••• 
Imagination, originality~ creative power~ and self-
expression were qualities of which they might be aware 
vaguely in ancient authors but which they were not 
encouraged to emulate. The sharp distinction maintained 
between the work of these_ schools, on the one hand~ and 
those in which dissenters and the middle classes were 
taught the vernacular and something of the natural 
sciences~ gave a reco~ized social value to such 
classical training ••• • 4 
such a literature~ stemming from classic models~ one which ' 
tended to feel that the best things had been said already~ and 
that what was left for the present age was merely to crystallize 
into the old forms experiences cemmon to generalized humanity, 
avoiding any hint of individual peculiarity~ difficulty~ or 
uncouthness~ was not interested in expressing the industrial or 
social problems of the common people. Such problems seemed 
entirely outside the realm of literature~ or of thought. This 
tendency shows in the very words they chose' 
"Neo-classical writers discriminated more and more 
I. 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
as time went on against 'the language of artisans, 
countrymen, and merchants', narrowing and en~eebling 
their vocabulary by casting out as 'low' and 'vulgar' 
an increasing number of native expressions." 1 
I It is a tendency which shows, too, in their choice or subject 
!matter- their odes on classic themes, to "Virtue" or "Honor" 
I 
I ! and the like, their witty drawing-room satires, and in their 
I 
I descriptions or rural and natural scenes, where personification 
I 
1 takes the place of individual characterization, and where the 
j country folk are would-be swains and shepherdesses out or classi 
I . 
I 
literature, not living English people. Literature was ·a pursuit 
for the few, not to be marred by the problems of the day. Pope, 
writing his translation of Homer in a Medieval tower among 
~ 
meadows on the upper waters of the Thames, is still a symbol of 
that poetry which could be divorced from any or the hurry and 
the pain of daily life. Even though, by I750, Collins . and 
Shenstone were showing an appreciation of country life, it was 
as yet purely aesthetic, and showed little understanding of the 
more practical aspects of rural economy. Looking back on that 
whole picture of England, agrarian, industrial, and perhaps most 
of all intellectual, one is struck by its solidification into a 
patterned structure which seemed permanent - and by the entire 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
unpreparedness or high and low alike for the whirlwind of change~ 
whieh was to sweep it all away. 
Prose 
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Chapter II 
"The History of the Period - the Coming of the Industrial 
and Agricultural Revolutions.'' 
The industrial revmlution began quietly. As early as I7~8, 
John Kay of Bury in Lancashire invented a contrivance which 
"enabled a weaver, without any assistant, to drive the shuttle 
back and forth, even through a wide strip, by means of a handle 
... 
placed conveniently in ~ront of his stool". One weaver could now 
do . the work of two, and the demand for woolen and cotton thread 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
i! 
I 
I 
I 
increased. It was in answer to this demand that Hargreaves "about! 
I 
I767 contrived a novel spinning machine known as the ljennyJ 
which drove eight spindles instead of one, and enabled a child to 
do thework of eight or ten spinners using the old .fashioned whee 
The use of the jennies increased rapidly, and before I778, some 
20,000 jennies were employed in various parts of the country, some 
having sixteen, and some as m~ as eighty spindles~ The demand 
for cotton goods, which had been prohibited by Parliament .from 
't being imported from India, caused others to seek for improvements 
on the jenny. Of the progress of these improvements, Robinson and 
Beard write: 
"The first great .factories filled with power driven 
machinery were established by Richard Arkwright ••• who 
in I768 patented a device which consisted essentially of l 
two pairs of rollers placed a little distance apart. 
I.Ro nson an Bear , e Deve opment o 
Ginn & Co., IQ08, p.34. 
2. Ibid~~ p~ 34. 
n!l. 
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3. Ibid., P• 35. I 
4. Boas and Hahn, "Social Backgrounds of English Literature", 
~~ ~ Boston, AtlantiB llonthly Press, (11123), P• !112. · ~-~~~~=oc 
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When the rovings were red t hrough these, the second pai~ -----·-·----­
by reason or its higher speed, drew out the cotton or 'i 
wool into thread, which was wound on bobbins as it 
passed from the rollers. Arkwright's invention had one 
serious drawback. While it would spin threads for warp 
or coarse 'abrics, it would not twist the fiber tightly 
enough to make the finer threads. This defect was 
remedied in I77g by Crompton, who made a combination of 
Hargreaves• spinning jenny and Arkwright's roller 
machine, which was named the •mule• ••• With these 
machines as bases, improvements constantly ·were made, 
till before . the end of the eighteenth century, two 
hundred spindles operated on a single mule 11 .1 
The changes in the method of spinning seem to have e':lused, of 
themselves, little distress among the village people. Spinning 
had afforded, it is true, a method of by-employment, ·and had 
enabled the women and children of the family to contribute to it 
support; but for a while allowances granted by the New Poor Law 
of I7Q5 took the place of these earnings. These allowances were 
"an expedient for giving a temporary substitute in lieu of ' the 
forme~ wages of women and children. But as domestic spinning 
never ·revived, this temporary measure came to be a permanent 
~ instituti'on ••• which tended to foster ·a··pauper class". 
The changes in the weaving process, which followed rapidly, 
had a. more immediately visible effect upon the village . economy. 
For a while, spinners could furnish thread more rapidly than the 
weavers could make it up;· but in I784 a clergyman, Dr. Cartwrigh l 
·"took the first steps in the construction of a I 
loom, .all the operations of which could be performed 
mechanically by revolving a single wheel. Three years . 
later, I787, he patented a new and workable power loom. , 
While hand weaving still held its own for a quarter of I 
a century, it afforded a more and more precarious 
I. Robinson and Beard, "The . Development of ModernEurope" ; - pp-. 7. 
2. Cunningham and MacArthur, "outlines of English Industrial 
History", New York, Macmillan, I8Q8, p. Q4. 
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existence for the workmen who tried to compete with 
Cartwright•s new machine. In I8I3 there were already 
2,400 power looms in England, and a quarter of a century 
later" the number had increased to more than IOO,OOO. 
'other methods and machines followed - a new device 
for printing calico by rollers upon which the designs 
were cut, a new time-saving method of bleaching cloth by 
acid instead of sunshine; while the cotton-gin o~ Eli 
Whitney, invented in I7g2, vastly decreased the time 
element for removing seeds from raw cotton".4 
one other thing was necessary for the completion of the 
industrial changes - a strong and cheap material from which the 
machines might be constructed. Toynbee remarked that in the 
middle of the eighteenth century, the iron industry was 
gradually dying out. Smelting was done with charcoal, and the 
supply of charcoal had become limited and prohibitively 
expensive~ At this time, however, it was discovered that iron 
.. 
could be smelted by means of coke, made from coal. Thus the use 
!. Robinson and Beard, "The DeVelopment ofModern Europe", · p. 38. 
2~ Ibid., PP• 42-3. 
3. Toynbee, "Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the 
Eighteenth Century", p. I95. 
4. Ibid., p. IQ5,.;' . 
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of iron in large quantities became possible, due to the fact that 
.. 
England's coal and iron fields lie close together. Improvements, 
too, were made in the process of iron smelting: 
"In I760 the bellows were supplanted by the 
I 
smeaton cylinder blowing apparatus, and in I7QO the 
advantage of a steady and continuous blast was secured :; 
by the adoption of steam as a motor force. About the 
same period, a great improvement was made in the ~; 
machinery for handling heavy castings, and in the p 
methods of changing cast, or brittle, iron, into wrought ~ 
or malleable, iron".t.. ;: 
. . lj 
such were the chief inventions which brought about t he industrial !i 
!i 
I' period in English economic history. I have ta]Cen them up in such il 
detail, because .an understanding of them is essential . for a true 
picture of the life of the time. The factory .system was 
beginning. The individual weaver, working in his cottage, was 
t111able to compete with the steady and untiring machines. Those 
who had money enough to purchase and install the machinery, built 
great factories, around which huddled the houses of the workers, 
3 who~ ot necessity, dwelt in the shadow of their work. 
Discussing this period, Robinson and Beard write: 
"One of the principal results of . the factory system 
is that it makes possible a minute division of labor. 
Each worker concentrates on a single step of the process 
The period of apprenticeship is shortened, for each 1 
separate task is comparatively simple ••• This great 
revolution in the methods of manufacture produced also a 
sharp distinction between the . two classes of men involve • 
There were, on the one hand, the capitalists who owned 
the buildings and all the mechanism, and, on the other, 
the workmen whom they hired to ope~ate the machines. The 
workingman became dependent on the few who were rich 
enough to set up the factories. He could no longer earn I 
I. Boas an Ha , Soc a Bac groun s o Eng s . L era ure , p. g3. 
2~ Robinson and Beard, 11The Development of Modern Europe", p. 44. 
3. Ibid., PP• 47-8. 
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a livelihood in the old way by conducting a small shop 
to suit himself. The capitalist owned and controlled 
the necessary machinery, and so long as there were 
plenty of workmen seeking employment in order to earn 
their daily bread, the owner could fix long hours and 
low wages". 1 
And again: · 
"Misery was brought to the working classes by the 
factory _ system. Great factory buildings were erected 
hastily by men ignorant of the most elementary 
principles of sanitation, and often ·too ayaricious to 
care for anything but space eno~ to operate the 
machines, and light enough to enable the laborers to do 
their work. Around factories sprang up long dreary rows 
of grimy brick .cottages where workmen and their familie 
were herded together. Fluctuations in trade caused long 
periods of enforced idleness, which resulted in great 
uncertainty in the lives of the workmen. The · 
introduction of steam driven machinery had made possibl 1 
the use of child labor on a large scale •.•• 
Parliamentary reports tell of children under five years 
of age working in the mines, of coal drawers but little 
older crawling through subterranean passages on hands 
and knees, drawing heavy carta of coal. These practices 1 
were justified by the mine owners on the grounds that, 1 
owing to the cramped conditions of the mine, children I 
should begin early, while their backbones were still II 
flexible. The conditions of adult labor were almost as 
wretched ••• " l. 
The rapid growth of the factory system was tied up with the 
simultaneous changes in the agrarian scene, which, in turn, 
rested partly upon the development of transportation. A system o 
canals spread through the country with rapidity; in I777 the 
"Grand Trunk Canal, gs miles in length, connecting Trent and 
Mersey, was finished; Hull and Liverpool were connected by one 
. s 
canal, while another connected them both with Bristol". The road 
... . .. 
were vastly improved by Telford and Macadam, and it became 
I. Ro nson an Bear , Europe , PP• 4 -8. 
2~ Ibid., PP• 208-IO. 
3. Toynbee,"Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the 
Eighteenth Century", P• 7I. 
4. Ibid., P• 7I. 
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increasingly profitable to send the produce of the land to the 
fast growing factory cities. The isolation of the farming 
villages was a thing of the past. The rich landowners began to 
see that their profits would increase if the old system o~ 
community farming could be abandoned1 and a system of farming on 
private estates 1 with labor hired as needed1 substituted for it. 
This realization gave an added impetus to the "enclosures" 1 
which had been being made to some extent for a considerable 
period of time. Small tenants were dispossessed from their right 
in cultivated land and in "waste"~ and degraded to the status of 
laborers by the day.1 Many o~ them had eked out their 'incomes wit 
the earnings made by weaving or spinning at home; now both ·I 
livelihoods were closed to them1 a~d they ,.sank into dependence o~ 
the poor relief, and ultimate pauperization. Others were forced jl 
off the land altogether. Toynbee writes of this: 
"Enclosures began to be made in large numbers in 
the eighteenth century. 334,Q44 acres were enclosed 
between I7IO and !760, while nearly 71 000 1 000 acres 
were enclosed between !760 and !843 ••• Great injustice 
was worked on the yeomanry. The work was done by the 
strong at the expense of the weak. The change ~rom 
common to individual ownership, which was economically · 
advantageous, was carried out in an iniquitous manner, 
which made it socially harm~l ••• Without the right of 
grazing, the small farm holders found it far more 
difficult to pay their way. This, and the gradual 
destruction of home industries, and the loss or markets 
in the small towns, caused the gradual disappearance of 
the yeomanry".~ · 
The result of all this was a steady drift of these erstwhile 
farm workers to the towns, where, at least, in the factories, a 
man could earn enough to keep him from starvation - most or the 
I 
I 
I 
!. Boas and HBhii, "social sacl<grourias-o? EiiglTsii-Llterature1r;-p •. - 94. 
2. Toynbee, "Lectures on the Industrial Revolution of the 
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arose "a larger class of wage-earners living from 
.. 
,, 
mouth than England had ever seen before". These were men li hand to 
!/ who had grown up in the old, ordered, secure way of life, and who 
I 
! were utterly bewildered by the situation in which they found 
: 
!1 themselves. They vented tbe1r bitterness, often, against the II II 
:1 machines, which in their ignorance they held responsible; and 
!! riots followed, which were put down with summary force by the 
1/ 
lj government. The "~eterloo massacre" of I8IQ was an example of 
I' II 
' unbalanced cruelty by tQ.ose in power - being 11 the charging of a 
jeff'ect; but his arguments went farther, and proclaimed the 
juse1essness of laws as a whole, in the regulation of industry. In 
\summing up a long chapter, given oYer to the proof of this 
, P• 
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assertion, he uses as a final statement a quotation from a 
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certain Doctor Burn, which gives in few words the point of view: 
"'By the experience of above four hundred years ••• 
it seems time to lay aside all endeavors to bring under 
strict regulations, what in its own nature seems 
incapable of minute limitation; for if all persons in 
the same kind of work were to receive equal wages, there 
would be no emulation, and no room left for industry or 
ingenuity •". -t · 
These arguments against restrictions of any sort being applied to 
the commercial affairs of men, had a profound influence on the 
writings of the later ·political economists, and were used ~y 
manufacturers and capitalists, often sincerely, but sometimes as 
I 
!mere excuses for pursuing their own advantage, as reasons why any 
I 
attempt at the reform ot obvious abuses would work ultimate 
injury to all. 
on only one· point, his attack on England's century-long 
I: policy of a high protective tariff on food stuffs, especially 
grain, · coming into the country, did Adam Smith's writinga later 
1 prove- beneficial to the reformers. Such a tariff . was a _ 
I restriction whieh cut deep Into the political economy O:f the 
kingdom, and as such it could not meet with his approval. He 
w•it~s tellingly: 
"To prohibit by a perpetual law the importation of 
foreign corn and cattle, is to enact, in reality, that 
population and industry of the country shall at no time 
exceed what the rude produce of its own soil can 
maintain." .:L 
The misery which was to result when population and industry both 
suddenly, by leaps and bounds, did grow beyond this l1!m·1.:t, we 
I. Smith, Adam, "The Wealth of Nations", P• !50. 
2. Ibid., PP• 358-9. 
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"he argued that every man was the best judge o~ hi 
own interests, that it was desirable from the public 
point or view that he should seek them without hindr·ano , 
and that there was no reason for limiting the 
application of this doctrine in the matter o~ lending 
money at interest. His later works on ·political economy 
followed the laissez-faire principles ••• "3 
Boas an H , 
Ibid., P• Igp. 
Bentham, Jerem~, in "Encyclopaedia Britannica: vol. III, 
Encyclopaed a Britannica Co., (Ig2Q), p. 4I7. 
I P• I95. 
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In his "Manuel of Political Economy", published in Geneva in 
I798, Bentham restates the arguments of "The Wealth of Nations", 
" from a political standpoint. His assertion that letting things 
take their own course, in other words, laissez-faire, would work 
1 for 11 the greatest good of the greatest number", had a -profoundly 
enervating effect upon the vast body of English manufacterers an 
men ·or affairs, as regarded the reform of factory conditions. Po 
decades it seemed to the majority of the moneyed classes, that 
the would-be refprmers were battling, not for the good of the 
people, but for their ultimate injury. Those in the positions of 
power ·had accepted the theories of the economists as 
incontrovertible laws; and as a result their attitude toward the 
misery about them was callous, for they thought it inevitable, 
and so thinking, shut their eyes to it. 
Any attempt to reform factory and agricultural conditions 
was doomed, during the years from I793 to I8I5, not only because 
people were unprepared mentally to accept it, but alsobecause 
the energies of the country were being expended on the continent 
and on the seas, battling with Republican France, and then with 
3 the Napoleonic empire. Any attempt to express reform ideas was 
branded as revolutionary and subversive. The cost of food 
increased constantly, and hunger and disease were su~~ered by th~ 
workers. All the interest of Parliament and the people was 
centered in the struggle to keep England's political freedom; 
internal conditions had to wait. 
I. Green, J.R., or H s ory o , New Yor 
Harper Bros., I888, p. 829. 
2~ Ibid., P• 829. 
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But the victory of I8I5 did not solve matters. England was 
left with 
"an enormous debt, a small group of landowners and 
manufacturers who had become rich, and with a large mass 
of poverty-stricken farm-laborers and factory-workers": 
The agricultural interests had not acted to make matters any 
easier for the mass of the people. Cunningham and MacArthur write 
"Even before the close of the war, it was obvious 
that if peace were restored, and English ports were ope 
to foreign corn, a great and sudden drop .... in prices 
would result, and consequently an extensive 
diminution of the area under cultivation, with a 
subsequent fall in rents. It seemed as if ruin _stared 
the whole agricultural interest in the face, and the 
Corn Law of I8I5 was a deliberate effort to stave off 
disaster by trying to keep the price of corn up to 80s. 
the quarter. The law of William III had been entirely 
different; it had aimed at making the price stable, · 
whereas this measure was designed to keep it .high ••• ~e 
condemnation of the law lay in this, that it certainly 
failed to accomplish its purpose. In spite of the specia' 
protection which it received, agriculture went from bad 
to worse. One committee after another examined into the 
condition of the country, and from I8I5 to !825 there 
were reiterated reports of the miserable plight to 
which the farmers had fallen. The Corn Law inflicted a 
great deal of suffering on the manufacturing interests, 
but it did not serve to avert very serious misfortune 
in the rural districts". :a. · 
perhaps the keenest of the suffering was felt by the factory 
workers, whose bread was made so expensive, through this ~aw, 
that many of them were ·reduced to the verge of starvation. 
Reformers already were beginning to work toward improvements; 
but · political reform of necessity antedated social. Boas and 
Hahn write of this period: 
"The old method of Parliamentary representation 
was now completelydiscredited. Withthe rise of the 
cities and the growth of a rich manufacturing class the 
I. · Boas and Haliii, "social Baek~rounds of English Literature , ·97. 
2. CUnninghamd and MacArthur, outlines of English Industrial 
· History", PP• I94-5. 
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old system of representation by the appointees of a few 
powerful nobles could not 'permanently endure. until 
I832, when the great Reform Bill was passed and the 
modern parliamentary government of England began, the 
air was thick with political tu.rmoil". 4 
A great part of the population of England was not, however, 
benefitted politically by the Reform Bill. 
"This Bill gave the franchise to practically all 
persons of the upper and middle classes, but not to the 
agricultural laborers or to the workingmen or the towns 
and cities. Yet it was these people who most needed the 
chance for free expression. In the mines and mills of 
England, in the fields and in the small workshops, 
there existed a slavery as bad as that which enchained 
the negroes in the West Indies~ ~ 
Yet, after the passage of the Bill, social reform measures, 
in the years from I832 to I848, were to follow each other with 
considerable rapidity - to one looking back on them over a 
century intervening. Yet one can imagine that to many of the 
peopie ' living then, it must have seemed as if conditions would 
never improve. 
tet us look at the circumstances which, in those years, by 
the ' very extremity of their evil, broke down resistance, 
electrified inertia, and altered the point of view of the 
manufacturers, no less than the laws under which they had to 
carry on their business. In his book, "The Condition of the 
Working Class in England in I844", Frederick Engels makes the 
~ollowlng criticism of the whole attitude of the period before 
reform measures had been accepted as necessary: 
"people regard each other only as useful objects, 
r.-:eoas and Hahn, "social Backgrounds of Engllsli Literature , p. 
2. Ibid., P• 207. 
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each exploits the other, and the end of it all is, that 
the stronger treads the weaker down, and the powerful 
few, the capitalists, seize everything for themselves, 
while to the weak many, the poor, scarcely a bare 
existence remains ••• 
"What is true of London, is true of Manchester, 
Birmingham, Leeds, is true of all great towns. Everywher 
barbarous indifference, hard egotism on one hand and 
nameless misery .on the other, everywhere social warfare, 
every man's house in a state of seige, everywhere 
reciprocal plundering under the protection of the law. 
and all so shameless, so openly avowed that one shrinks 
before the consequences of our sooial state as they 
manifest themselves here undisguised,.,"" 
Employment in the factori~s involved extremely long hours -
fourteen or more each day. And it had none of the old sense of 
security in a friendly relationship between master and men. The 
men, too, were regarded at this time as machines, to be used unti 
they wore out. The effect on health of this policy was pernicious 
A description of conditions in Shef~ield at this time brings out 
this fact: 
"In Sheffield ••• certain branches of work are to b 
noticed, because of their extraordinarily injurious 
effect upon health. The grinding of knife blades and 
forks is an example; which, especially when done with a 
dry stone, entails certain early death. The 
unwholesomeness of this work lies in part in the bent 
posture, in which chest and stomach are cramped, but 
especially in the quantity of sharp-edged metal dust 
partieles freed in the cutting, which fill the 
atmosphere and are necessarily inhaled. The dry- I 
grinder's life is hardly thirty-five years, the wet-
grinder's rarely exceeds forty•five. Dr. Knight, in J 
Sheffield, says, 'I can convey some idea of the 
injuriousness of the occupations only by asserting that 1 
the hardest drinkers among the grinders are the longest 
lived, because they are longest and oftenest absent ~ro 
their work t 11 • .1 
A similar rate waited for many who worked in the carding rooms o 
I. e Working Class in 
Lovell Co., _(I887), P• 8. 
2. 
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the textile mills. In her description of Bessy, the oonsumptiTe 
mill girl of "North and south", Mrs. Gaskell brings this out: 
I 
"'I think I was well when Mother died, but I have I 
never been rightly strong sin' somewhere about that 1 
time. I began to work in a carding room soon after, and l 
the fluff got into my lungs and poisoned me.• 
'FluffJ' said Margaret inquiringly. 
'Pluff,• repeated Bessy. 'Little bits, as fly off 
fro• the cotton, when they're carding it, and fill the I 
air till it looks like all fine white dust. ~hey say it ! 
winds around the lungs, and tightens them up. Anyhow, 1 
there's many a one as works in a carding room, that tal s 
into a waste, coughing and ~pitting blood, because 
they• re poisoned by fluff. • ·: 
•But oan•t it be helped?' asked Margaret. 
'I dunno. some folks have a great wheel at one end 
of their carding rooms to make a draught, and carry off i 
the dust; but that wheel costs a deal of money - five 
or six hundred pound, maybe, and brings in no profit; 
so its but few of the masters as will put •em up.'" 1 
In mines as well as in mills, there was little regard for the 
preservation of the life or health of the operatives. Engels 
describes conditions in the Cornish mines: 
"About I9,000 men and II,OOO women and children 
are employed, in part above and in part below ground. 
Within the mine below ground, men and bor.s above 
sixteen are employed almost exclusively. ' (This was in 
itself an improvement over earlier conditions.) "In the 
matter of the health of these workers, the Children's 
Employment Commission Report shows ••• how the 
inhalation of an atmosphere containing little oxygen, 
and mixed with the dust and smoke of blasting powders •• 
seriously affects the lungs, disturbs the action of the 
heart, and diminishes the activity of the digestive 
organs; that wearing toil, and especially climbing up 
and down ladders, on which men have to spend in some 
oases more than four hours a day, and which precedes 
and follows daily work, contribute greatly to the I 
development of these evils, so, that men who begin this 11 
work in early youth are far from reaching the stature o 
women who work above ground; that many die young of 1 
galloping consumption, and most miners at middle a~e of 
slow consumption." 2. · 
I. Gaskell, Elizabe€h c.,"Nortli and South", London, Smith E er 
Co.f, Ig06, PP• II8-Q. 1 
2. Engels, 'The Condition of the Working Class in England in I84 ' ", 
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Health hazards were increased not only by circumstances 
attendant upon the nature of the occupation, but also by the rae 
that precautions in fencing in dangerous machinery were seldom 
taken. Accidents were of daily oecu~noe, and there was no 
compensation for the man who lost his hand, and with it his 
chance for livelihood. Many injuries were fatal; an especially 
great risk was run by those who labored in proximity to the 
great belts, which frequently caught a worker by his clothing 
and hurled him against the ceiling and the floor in their 
unending whirl. In the year I843, when some improvements had 
already been made, .g62 oases of wounds and mutilations caused by 
machinery were treated at the Manchester Infirmary alone. 1 ' 
The ease of child labor deserves separate treatment, since i 
was to be the entering wedge in the attainment of much reform 
legislation. The coming of powerful machinery had made it possib e 
for children to do a great deal of work in the factories. Their 
hours were as long as those of the adults, and the strain 
constant. The following accounts will make vivid the conditions 
under which they labored. Southey, in his "Letters from England, 
I807", tells of a conversation with a Manchester gentleman who I 
was showing him over the factories: . 
11Mr.- remarked that nothing couldbe so i 
beneficial to a country as manufactures. 'You see these i 
children, sir,• said he. 'In most parts of England poor l 
children are a burthen to their parents and the parish; j 
here the parish, which would else have to support them, I 
is rid of all expense; they get their bread almost as 
soon as they can run about, and by the time that they J 
I 
I. Engels, Frederick, "The Condition or the working Class In II 
England in !844", P• III. 1/ 
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are seven or eight years old, bring in money. ,There is 
no idleness among us: - they come at five in the J 
morning; we allow them half an hour for breakfast, and 
an hour for dinner; they leave work at six, and another I 
set relieves them for the night; the wheels never stand 
still.• I was looking, while he spoke at the unnatural 
dexterity with which the fingers of these little 
creatures were playing in the' machinery, _ half giddy 
myself with the noise and the endless motion; and when 1 
he told me that there was no rest in these walls, day 
1 
nor night, I thought that if Dante had peopled one of 
his hells with children, here was a scene worthy to hav 
supplied him with new images of torment .. 
'These children, sir,• said I, 'have no time to 
receive instruction.• 'That, sir,• he replied, 'is the 
evil which we have found. Girls are employed here from 
the age you see them till they marry, and then they kno 
nothing about dom~stic work, not even how to mend a 
. st~cking or boil a potato. But we are remedying this no , 
and' send the children to school for an hour after they 
have done work.• I asked him if so much confinement did 
not inj~re their health. 1 No,• he replied, 'They are as 
healthy as any children in the world could be~ To be su 
many of them as they grew up went off in consumptions, 
but consumption was the disease of the English ••• •"1 
i! !i one other excerpt, this from a parliamentary report on . child 
il labor in the city of Lenton, will serve to show the conditions 
!I ii of child labor at the time. This report embodies first hand 
it 
ij statements from parents and children: 
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· "The bo~: 'I am going · fourteen; my sister is eleve • 
I have worke in Milnes's factory two years • . She goes 
there also. We are both in the clearing room~ I think w 
work too long hours; I 1ve been badly with it. We go at 
half past five; give over at half past nine~ I am now 
just come home. we sometimes stay till twelve. We are 
obliged to work overhours. I have 4s. a week; that is, 
for staying from six to seven. They pay for overhours 
besides. I asked to come away one night lately, being 
ill; I was told, if I went, I must not come again. I am 
not well now. I can seldom eat any breakfast; my 
appetite is very bad. I have had a bad cold for a week. 
· The father: 'I believe him to be ill from being 
overworked. My little girl came home the other day 
. . -
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cruelly beaten. I took her to Mr. Milnes; did not see 
him, but showed Mrs. Milnes the marks. I thought of 
taking it before a magistrate, but was advised to let i 
drop. They might have turned both my children away. Tha 
man's name is Blagg; he is always strapping the· childre • 
I shan• t let the boy go there much longer; I ~::shall try 
to apprentice him; it's killing him by inches; he falls 
asleep over his food at night. I saw an account of such 
things in a newspaper, and thought how true it was of m 
own children. t 
The mother: 'I have worked in the same mills mysel • 
The same man was there then. Ihave seen him behave 
shocking to the children. He would take · 'em by the hair 
of the head and drag 'em about the room.'" 1 · · 
In justice it should be said that all factories were not so run, 
and that in some care was taken to provide as good living 
. I 
conditions for the children as possible. What Andrew Ure, in "Th 
Philosophy of Manufactures", written in I835, states, has some 
justification: 
"It is moreover my firm conviction, that if 
children are not ill used by parents or guardians, but 
receive in food and raiment the full benefit-of what 
they earn, they would thrive better when employed in ou 
modern factories, than if left at home in apartments to 
often ill-aired, damp, and cold." :a. 
That this was a negative commendation, at best, a discussion of 
housing conditions will show. And even though it was often, 
doubtless, true, it does not gainsay the fact that the hours 
were ~oo long, and the circumstances attendant on the work 
injurious to the growth of body and mind. 
I Fact<:>ries were not the only places where children labored, 1 
during this period. There were always the agricultural laborers, I 
for whom nothing was to be done till much later. There were the ! 
children who worked in mines, pulling coal carts, and those who 
"sat all day in absolute darkness, opening and 
I. Robinson "and Beard, "Readings in Modern European History"; vo • 
=====H====~o::Jo&.;-~- ~-J _g~"~~.t~o~n~~s-G:inn-~Q-•=- ( I909 ) ~ p.4 84. -
2. Ure, Andrew, "The Philosophy of Manufactures", in King, R.W., 
"England from Wordsworth to Dickens", p. 43. 
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shutting doors for the passage of coal cars. If, 
overcome with fatigue, they fell asleep, they were 
cruelly beaten with a strap."-1 
Finally, there were the chimney-sweeps, always an unhappy band, 
but doubly so after the hundreds and thousands of factory 
chimneys started belching forth their clouds of smoke, and 
accumulating their masses of soot. Sweeps were, to all intents 
and p~rposes, the property of their masters. They had no rights 
and no voice. They had hardly an identity, for their coating 
soot was ground into their skins; and tales circulated 
constantly of noble children, kidnapped by master sweeps and 
never seen again. That the masters had no need to resort to sue 
drastic measures, however, was insured by the fact that, in 
those times of distress, families in plenty could be found who 
were willing to bind their children out to the sweepers. 
Writing of these children, Justin McCarthy says: 
"The sweep was a climbing boy, a little boywith 1 
broom who climbed up the chimney, scraping down the 
soot as he mounted up. The hands · and arms were always 
abrased, and sometimes severely injured, by friction 
with the internal masonry of the chimney. Sometimes a I 
chimney was so narrow a boy stuck fast in it. It often 
happened that when the boy was sent up, the chimney was! 
still hot from the recent use of the .i'ire, and the poo~ 
little creature got severely burned".:~, 1 
What of the homes in which these men, women, and children 
spent their lives, apart from their working hours? In Engel's 
study of the working class conditions, he takes up in detail 
housing in most of the manufacturing centers. Of his 
descriptions, I shall quote selections from that regarding 
I. Montgomery, D.H., "The Leading Pacts of English History", 
Boston, Ginn and Co., I90I, p. 364. 
2 • .McCarthy, Justin, "The Story of the People of England . i n the 
====:fl======-=-=="""lt=v~~--ntury", N-ew ~Yo-rk, G. P. Putn81Ji'H'89lF,l)-:-~~gF.=#= 
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Manchester. This seemed typical. neither better nor worse than 
the general run of workingmen's quarters at that time: 
And: 
"Of' the disorderly cramming together of dwellings 
in ways which defy all rational plan, of the tangle in 
which they are crowded literally one upon another, it i 
impossible to convey an idea. And it is not the buildin 
surviving from the old time in Manchester which are to 
blame for this; the confusion has only recently reached 
its height when every scrap of space left by the old wa 
of building has been filled up and patched over till no 
a foot of land is left to be further occupied ••• 
"The south bank of the Irk is here very steep and 
between fifteen and twenty feet high. On this 
declivitous hillside there are planted three rows. of 
houses~ of which the lowest rise directly out of the 
river ••• Among them are mills ••• Right and left the 1 
multitudes of covered passages lead from the Main Street 
into numerous courts. and he who turns in thither gets 
into a filth and disgusting grime~~~ especially the 
courts which lead down to the Irk ••• Below on the river 
are several tanneries whieh fill the whole neighborhood 
with the stench of animal putrefaction ••• Above the 
Dulcie ·Br·idge are tanneries, bonemills. and gasworks', I 
from which all drainage and refuse find their way into 
the Irk, which receives further the contents of all the !1 
neighboring · sewers ••• Below the .. bridge, you look on pil1s 
of debris, the refuse from the courts: here each house 
is packed close behind its neighbor and a piece of each 
is visible, all black• smoky. crUmbling, ancient. with 
broken panes and window frames ••• 11 1 1 
"If we briefly formulate the · results of our 
wanderings. we must admit that 350.000 working people o 
Manchester and its environs live, almost all of them, i 
wretched. damp, filthy cottages, that the streets which 
surround them are usually in the most miserable .and 
filthy condition, laid out without the slightest 
reference to ventilation ••• 11 ~ 
d II These living conditions in their turn, of necessity, reacted upo I 
the health of the people. Engels says bitterly: 
"How could the people be clean with no proper 
I. n 
2. 
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opportunity for satisfying the most natural and l 
ordinary wants? ••• How can people wash when they have 
only the dirty Irk water at hand, while pumps and water 
pipes can be found only in decent parts of the city? ••• 
The landlords are not ashamed to let dwellings like the 
six or seven cellars on the quai directly below 
scotland Bridge, the floors of which stand at least two 
feet below the low-water level of the Irk, _that flows 
not six feet away from them. 11 1 
Not only housing, but food was of poor quality. The tax on 
grain was a great burden to all the manufacturing districts, for 
England could no longer attempt to raise enough food to feed all 
its people; and the necessary imported food stuffs were 
exorbitantly priced. Clothing and household utensils of the 
grade which the workman could afford were likewise inferior in 
quality. Engels writes: 
11 The refuse of soap boiling establishrilents is 
mixed with other things and sold as sugar ••• Cocoa is 
often adulterated with fine brown earth, treated with 
fat to render tt more easily mistakable for cocoa ••• 
Flannel and stockings are stretched, and shrink again 
after the first washing ••• Stone ware is so thinly 
glazed that the glazing is good for nothing and cracks 
at once ••• 11 11 
The lives of the workingmen during these years were not always o// 
this unrelieved blackness. There were times when work was 
plentiful, and wages allowed for extras; and when all the 
members of a family were working, the wolf might seem to be 
from the door. But there was 'no essential security, no time 
far j 
whe~ 
a man might let up from the tension of competing for nearly all 
his waking hours with the relentless schedule of production -
I 
except when, quite suddenly, a mill would close its doors, · to 
I. Engels, Frederick, "The Condftlon or-the Working Class In 
England in I844", P• 36. ~ I 
2. Ibid., P• 48. 
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wait till more profitable conditions for its product returned, 
with but little thought given by the management, in most cases, 
to the hands thrown out of work. 
During these years, efforts were made by the workers 
the~selTes to improve the conditions under which they lived and 
labored. There were recurrent - and futile - riots by the 
unthinking section of the populace. Through meetings and debates 
the more intelligent workmen came to have some understanding of 
the problems. It was among these people that the feeling grew 
that the only hope for reform lay in political changes. 
11 If they had votes- they . argued- they could send 
representatives to parliament through whom their 
needs might be expressed. In time they began to 
organize into groups which crystallized their demands 
into what was known as a People's Charter: universal 
male sufferage, the annual election of Paiiament, the 
abolition of the property requirement for members or 
parliament, vote by secret balli ot, payment of members o 
the House or Commons, and the division of the country 
into equal electoral districts. The -adherents of this 
Charter came to be called Chartists. Yet they had littl 
effect upon the ruling classes, who believed that all 
Chartists were violent agitators, planning murder and 
pillage in the manner of the French Revolution. Whateve 
sympathy they aroused was counteracted by the 
instinctive hatred of the Englishman for violence and 
terrorism - even when that violence and terrorism were 
only a product of the imagination of comfortable people 
who did not want their feelings harrowed or their power 
disturbed."1 
For many of the best of the workingmen during this period, the 
Charter was an aim to which everything else in their lives was 
subordinated. They were willing to suffer unemploymen~, hunger, 
and imprisonment that it might be attained. Yet actually, such 
was the weight of opinion against them, little amelioration was 
I. Boas and H8hii, "Socia 
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obtained by the workers for their own people. 
Far more influential than the Chartists was the small I 
I 
company of reformers, in parliament, or in positions of influence j 
in commerce and manufacturing, who from the close of the 
Napoleonic Wars, though with increasing success after I832, 
workedto introduce legislation favorable to the laboring classes 
The attitude which they had to alter before any effective changes 
could be made, is reflected in a report or a committee in the 
House ·or Commons, in I8II: 
"No interference or the legislature with freedom of trad 
·or with the perfect liberty of any individual to dispose of 
his time and labor in the way and on the terms which he may 
judge conducive to his interests can take place without 
violating general principles of the first importance to the 
prosperity and happiness of the country, withou~ . 
establishing the most pernicious precedent, or even without 
aggravating, after a short time, the pressure of .· the genera 
distress, and imposing obstacles against that distress ever 
being removed." -t 
This quotation, in itself, might be taken as an excellent abstrac 
of the laissez-faire attitude. One of the points mentioned, that 
of the ttliberty of the individual to dispose of his time and 
labor as seemed best to himself", caused especially great 
opposition to be directed against the reformers, who were 
accused or interfering with it. Justin McCarthy writes of this 
attitude: 
"It did not seem to have occured to many of Lord .Ashley' 
opponents to ask themselves whether in such cases · there is I 
always any real and equal freedom of contract. The hard-
worked artisan in a city with half a dozen children to 
support - is he really quite as free in the contract for 
their labor as the capitalist who offers to hire it, and 
Europe , P• IIO 
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who can get plenty of offers from others if the one 
particular workingman decline to agree_ with his terms?" 
And yet, stand out for "freedom" for the adult as they would, 
many thorough-going sympathizers with the laissez-faire 
principles were willing to admit that the children did not enjoy 
freedom of contract. 
"They were not free agents in entering into any 
aggreement; they were sent to the factories by their 
parents, or by the parochial authorities. Hence those 
who argued that every adult ought to make his bargain fo 
himself, were ready to legislate for the protection of 
children. 11 2. 
Robert peel, father of the statesman, had carried, as early as 
!802, a bill improving the condition of apprentices in the cotto 
mills; but when, in I8I4, the system of legal apprenticeship was 
abolished, all legislation regarding children was made void? In 
I832 the condition of the factory children was taken up by Lord 
Ashley, and after much discussion from both sides, it was 
generally agreed that the long hours and poor environment were ,, 
undermining the physique of the nation. Credit is due to Ashley 
and his supporters that in I833 the first great Act was passed, J 
1 •1, 
which ·paved the way for all future industrial reforms by 
I 
"limiting the work of children in the factories to I 
eight hours a day, and the work of 7.oung persons under 
eighteen to sixty-nine hours a week', It-
and which provided factory inspectors to see that its provisions 
were carried out. In I842 came an Act "prohibiting forever the 
5 
employment of women and girls underground in the mines", and 
1. r.tcOii"rtliy, J., "~tory of tl'le peopleor-ED.'glana- n e 
Nineteenth Century", · p ~ 257. · 
2. CUnningham and MacArthur, "outlines of English Industrial 
History", p. 2I5. 
3I 
3. Ibid., pp. 2I5-e • 
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stating that childre: were not to be employed unless the;-;;re-~~- ­
least ·ten years old. And :tn 184'7 the work of women and of young I 
persons engaged in th~ textile factories "was reduced by law to ' 
~ I 
1 ten hours between six A~M. and ·· six P.M.", which as it worked out, 
broUght the ten hour day to 
run by the women operatives 
all employees, since when the machine/ 
stopped, the factory as a whole had I 
to stop, so many women were employed. Other reforms followed 
these - reforms of the prisons, of the Navy press-gangs, of the 
.3 
chimney sweeps (though not until I864) - and although, especiall 
for those children who labored in the fields, there was need for 
"improvement and additional legislation, conditions were never 
again as bad as they had been. public opinion had swung away fro 
the theories of Utilitarianism, and to attempt to moderate 
factory abuses was no longer considered subversive or dangerous. 
One other battle progresses simultaneously with that for 
industrial reform. This was the fight against the Corn Laws. Of 
ita relationship to the whole reform question, Boas and Hahn 
write: 
"The Chartists could do little but agitate; the 
reformers could do little but secure isolated reforms, 
and pave the way for more thoroughgoing changes in years 
to come; but the Anti-Corn-Law League, founded in 1838, 
by thorough organization, able leadership, and powerful 
representation in Parliament, brought about changes 
which struck at the root of discord and misery. 
"The movement · for- tree importation of wheat began i 
!838 in Lancashire, the centre of manufacturing~ at a 
time when the nation was suffering from a serious I 
commercial crisis. The leaders of the movement were 
Ri.chard Cobden and John Bright, men of education and 'I 
some wealth, who were connected with manufacturing and ,
1
. 
who were devoted to the principle o~ ~ree trade~ F:r all~ 
I. Boas · and HShri, "social Backgrounds of English Literature , P• -10. 
2~ Ibid~, p~ 210~ I 
3. Ibid., P• 210. 
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their energy, their enthusiasm, and their intellectual 
power, they might not have succeeded in their object ha 
it not been for the famine of I845-6 in Ireland - one o 
the most terrible famines ever known in Europe ••• Withi 
two years one fourth of the population of Ireland died 
of starvation and disease. With such conditions in 
Ireland, it was obviously disgraceful not to allow 
food to enter the country. 11 1 
At the same time, conditions in England itself had 
of intolerable misery in the agricultural dis~ricts. The poor 
laws before I835 had 
"provided that anyone who could show that he was 
penniless was entitled to relief from the district in 
which he lived. The result was that the farmers paid 
their laborers starvation wages and left the community 
to make up the difference by charity. In I834 the law 
was changed. Henceforth a pauper had to live in the 
workhouse on barely ·enough to keep him alive. Had there 
been plenty of work, the reform of the poor law would 
not have caused actual starvation; but the shartage of 
work combined with low wages and the restriction of 
charity brought large numbers of people close to 
starvation. Country folk took to stealing cabbages from 
the fields in order to keep themselves alive ••• The 
combination of the Irish famine, of twelve · thousand 
families in Manchester supported by charity, and of 
rioting and theft by men made d~sperate by starvation, 
was too much for parliament. In !846 the Corn Laws were 
repealed, and the price of wheat immediately .fell.u 2-
This was the death of the old system of protective tariffs on 
tmports, and within ten years, free trade was an established rae 
in England. a 
And thus I shall leave my account of the coming of the · 
Industrial Revolution, at the close of its first, most violent 
and unregulated, period. Great benefits as well as great 
distress had been brought to the country. Steam engines, 
33 
I. Boas and Hahri, "Social Backgrounds of English- L , pp 2I2-3. 
2. Ibid., P• 2I3. 
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railroads, and the intricate machinery of the mills foretold, 
under just laws, a time of greater prosperity for all. The face 
of England had been changed; great cities had grown up overnight 
and the people of England had had to adjust themselves to a new 
way of life and a new social system. Infinite improvement was 
needed still; but some of the more pressing problems had been 
given solutions adequate tor the time. The Englishman could look 
ahead with hope tor the future • 
34 
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Chapter III 
"Evidences of the Influence of the Agricultural and the 
Industrial Changes upon the Poetry of the Late 
Eighteenth Century." 
The fact that the literary men of the eighteenth century were 
!\ preoccupied with matters far removed from the problems of 1ndustr 
or agriculture, has already been spoken or. The reading public, 
too, was at that time still largely made up of a limited number 
of the aristocracy and the upper middle class. They had little 
interest in hearing of the difficulties of those"beneath them", 
especially in literature, the recognized scope of which was the ! 
i 
elevation and instruction of the intellect, along classic lines. /· 
Nor '· was there any call from the working classes for books dealing ! 
with the practical problems of their own lives. Amy Cruse, in 
"The Englishman and his Books in the Early Nineteenth Century~ 
writes - concerning this subject: 
"Up to the beginning of the century the 
I 
! 
workingmen of England had seemed to be content with the 
ballads and chapbooks, the Bible .and other religious 
works, easily within their reach ••• Year after year the 
pedler brought around the same selection, and the two 
books of which he sold the most ·copies were 'The Pilgrims 
progress' and 'Robinson Crusoe• ••• But the great mass of 
workingmen troubled themselves little about books."1 
Yet literature, provided that it is alive at all, reflects~ of 
necessity - though perhaps unwittingly - the changes which are 
going on in the world of affairs. It is in this way, I feel, that 
the first hints of alteration in the structure of ingiish life 
creep into the poetry of the second half of the eighteenth 
century. No one, not even those already affected by the 
I' alterations, realized what was to come - the writers, in London, 
I\ then at the height of its prestige as the literary center -
II 
11 least of all. Yet looking back, one sees reflected here and ther 
It 
\ in Goldsmith, in Crabbe, and in Blake, , the beginnings of a new 
I and very different manner of writing. 
li Goldsmith, although he was a member of Johnson's literary 
' circle, and as such, of the inner world of letters of London, ha 
I 
gained sympathy with and interest in the poor, through his own 
! boyhood contacts with them in the small Irish hamlet of Lissoy, 
l his unhappy years a t Trinity College in Dublin as 
i 
a poor sizar, 
l his wanderings through Europe, supporting himself "by playing th 
J flute, and by occasional disputations at convents and universitie 
j and by the hand-to-mouth existence which, through the improviden 
' and the generosity of his nature, he was to lead throughout his 
I life. He had drifted into the pursuit of literature quite by 
I\ accident, having tried and given up divinity, law, and physic. ~ 
1IMuch of what he wrote was doomed to be hackwork, since his 
finances were in constant disrepair; but at intervals a work 
would appear, written of his independent will, as the free 
expression of his own ideas. One of these was "The Traveller; or, 
a Prospect of Society", issued on the nineteenth of December, 
I764 ! Goldsmith 1 s avowed purpose in writing the poem was, he says 
in its dedication to his brother: 
__..;.. _________________________________ - -----
I. Dobson, H.A., "Oliver Goldsmith", in Ward and Waller, ed., 
I "The Cambridge History of English Literature", vol. X, New 
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11 to show, that there may be equal happiness in 
states that are differently governed from our own; that 
each state has a particular principle of happiness, and 
that this principle in each may be carried to a 
mischievous excess.""~ 
Time has long since nullified most of Goldsmith's observations, 
nor are they pertinent for this subject; but the picture of 
England, with which he closes his stanzas, gives a brief hint o 
the depopulation of the country districts, already going on, due 
to the enclosures. He writes: 
"Have we not seen, round Britain's peopled shore, 
Her useful sons exchang'd for useless ore? 
seen all her tr~umphs but destruction haste, 
Like flaring tapers brightening as they waste? 
Seen opulence, her grandeur to maintain, 
Lead stern depopulation in her train, 
And over fields where scattered hamlets rose, 
In barren, solitary pomp repose? 
Have we not seen, at pleasure's lordly call, 
The smiling, long frequented village fall? 
Be~eld the duteous son, the sire decayed, 
The modest matron, and the blushing maid, 
Porc•d from their homes, a melancholy train, · 
To traverse climes beyond the western main ••• " ~ 
Goldsmith implies that the "mischievous excess" in this case is 
the greed of the rich and powerful for more land, something 
which was to play its part, as we have seen, in the dispossessio 
of the agricultural laborers, and the swarming of masses of them 
to the . cities to find work. "The Traveller" was "an iDDilediate 
a 
and enduring success", the ninth edition being printed in I774, 
the 
the 
I. 
2~ 
3. 
4. 
J.l. year of Goldsmith's death. It was admired for its style and 
beauty of its descriptive passages; and its readers, the 
Go!asmi tn,-oiTver, -''"Poetical Works,r, London, Bell & Daldy, -18 6, 
p~ 5. 
Ibid., · p. 2I. 
Dobson, H.A., "Oliver Goldsmith", in Ward and Waller, ed., " 
Cambridge History of English Literature", vol. X, P• 235. 
Ibid., P• 235. 
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literary intelligensia of the day, remained ignorant of the fact I 
that it might be taken in any sense as a social document • 
. In I76B, Goldsmith's thoughts were turned toward rural 
life through the death of his brother in their boyhood home of 
Lissoy, and "he planned and perfected a new poem, 'The Deserted 
1 
Vil1age• 11 • Controversies have been waged for years over the 
I 
question of whether the original of uAuburn" was Irish or Englis • 
Forster wrote, in his "Life and Times of Goldsmith": 
"It is English, the feelings, incidents, 
descriptions, and allusions; and this consideration may 
save us needless trouble in seeking to identify sweet 
A.uburn (a name he obtained from Langton) with Lis soy. 11 .:z. 
Macaulay, on the contrary, in his essay on Goldsmith, took the 
·- . -
opposite stand, writing: 
"'The Deserted Village• ••• is made up of 
incongruous parts. The village in its happy ·· days ·is a 
true English village. The village in its decay is an 
Irish village. The felicity and the ·misery which 
Goldsmith has brought close together belong to two 
different countries, and to two stages in the progress 
of society. He had assuredly never seen in his native 
island such a rural paradise, such a seat of plenty, 
content, and tranquillity, as his 'Auburn•. He had 
assuredly never seen in England all the inhabitants of 
such a paradise turned out of their homes in one day a 
forced to emigrate in a body to America. The hamlet he 
had probably seen in Kent; the ejectment -he had probabl 
seen in Munster; but, by joining the two, he has produc 
something ~hich never was and never will be seen in any 
part of the world." .3 
one may agree that Goldsmith's memories of his boyhood home -
since his departure thence regarded with especial tenderness -
I. Dob son, H.A.., "Oliver Goldsmith.-n;ln war an Waller, e ., 
"The Cambridge History of English Literature", p. 23g. 
2. Forster, John, "The Life and Times of Oliver Goldsmith", vol. 
London, Chapman and Hall, I87I, 5th edition, p. 208. 
3 • .Macaulay, Tllomas B., "Oliver Goldsmith", in Snyder and Martin 
"A Book of English Literature", New York, Macmillan, Ig2Q, 
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;jenclosures already made prior to the date of "The Deserted 
/!village" (334,944 acres enclosed by I7601 with the tempo of the / 
// process constantly accelerating after that)~ and bearing in mind l.l/ 
lj Toynbee' s statement that the shift from common to individual 
1 
J cultivation of land was made at the expense of the yeomen and the 
rural laborers, causing depopulation of the villages, one may 
I suggest that Macaulay was prejudiced in favor of England, and 
1
1
blind to the fact that what had happened in Ireland had happened 
in England also. All through these years, a steady drift of 
erstwhile farm workers to the fast growing factory towns was goin 
1
1 on. The country was being drained. Some of those who left the Ian 
/ emigrated - notwithstanding what Macaulay writes, there is ample 
evidence that emigration was not solely from Ireland. More of 
these people, however, became industrial workers. So quickly did 
the numbers of such workers increase, during the period when 
1 Goldsmith was writing, that it cannot have been uncommon to have 
I 
I 
seen a country village nearly depopulated and ruinous, which, a 
generation before, under the old system of culti~ation, had been 
bustling with life. Goldsmith's maturity had been spent in 
England; he had absorbed English ways and English scenes; it is 
I 
certain that he knew far more about England, in the matter of 
understanding her contemporary problems, than he did about !I 
I 
i I Ireland; and, finally, he was writing for an English reading 
I I 
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---------public, who were i~t~,ested in heari~- ~:!' -their own co~t;;-;--;:"t ~­
seems to me both poss1Jble and probable that the main outlines 
of Auburn, in its timJ of distress as well as in its happy days, 
were patterned on sce~es observed in England. I 
_ in _ "The Deserted ~~ ill age", Goldsmith gives as vivid a pictur~ 
as we could wish of tble effects already being felt in the 11 
:I agricultural districts, as a result of the practice of enclosing 
~~ ~ waste and common lands. The present evils are brought in, not 
1il ] for their own sake, b] t in contrast to the rosy past of which 
/t Goldsmith tells longingly; yet he makes them stand out clearly. 
! He writes: 
8 "sweet ,miling village, loveliest of the lawnl 
il 
ii 
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Thy spo~ts - are fled, and all thy charms withdrawn: 
Amidst thy bowers the tyrant's hand is seen, 
And desdlation saddens all thygreen; 
One onlYi master grasps the whole domain, 
And hal a tillage stints thy smiling plain; 
No more thy grassy brook reflects the sky, 
But, ch k'd with sedges, works its weedy way ••• 
"Sunk a e thy bowers in shapeless ruin all, 
And the long grass o 1 ertops the mouldering wall; 
And, tr~mbling, shrinking from the spoiler's hand, 
Far, fa~ away thy children leave the land. 
"Ill fa es the land, to hastening ills a prey, 
Where w alth accumulates, and men decay: 
Princes fand lords may flourish, or may fade -
A breat~ can make them, as a breath has made; 
But a b9ld peasantry, their country's pride, 
When once destroyed, can never be supplied. · 
"A time lthere was, ere England's griefs began, 
When every rood of ground maintain'd its man; 
For him-llight labor spread her wholesome store, 
Just ga~e what life requir'd, but gave no more; 
His be~s companions, innocence and health; 
And his best riches, ignorance of wealth. 
"But t es are altered; trade's unfeeling train 
usurp tSe land, and dispossess the swain: 
~~~~~l~iew!!~h ~~r~U:~:~~:r;~m~a~:!:e~ose, 
I 
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i And eve want to opulence allied, 
,I And every pang that folly pays to pride, ll Those gentle hours that plenty bade to bloom, 
jl Those ca~m desires that asked but little room, 
IJ Thoses~:h;:hful sports that gractd the peaceful 
1! Liv 1d in l each look, and brighten'd all the green: 
.
11 
These, far departing, seek a kindlier shore, 
1 And rural mirth and manners are no more."1 
Goldsmith has given a f lear description or the situation and its I 
!results. In his commenr that the peasantry, once destroyed, could 
lnot be revived, he rorr told a problem which was to distress those 
· who, fifty or sixty yeirs later, tried to work toward the recover 
of the agricultural di l tricts, and found the inhabitants without 
hope, pauperized, and iull. Goldsmith pleads the case of the smal 
farmer, forced to leave his home, against the wealthy landowner. 
I "The Deserted Village"ll is one of those poems recalling the 
delights of a vanished and happier day - a day which sometimes, 
in poems of the type, as disappeared only through the poet's 
!loss or the illusions t nd the gayety or youth. Here, however, the 
!alteration is an actual fact in the outer world of reality, and ' 
the degeneration of thr farming communities no thing of the 
imagination. Although ftis chief interest, as shown in the poem, 
was in the depiction o} the pleasant days of long ago, Goldsmith 
showed his realization of disaster impending in the future, 
brought about by the c~nditions he saw about him, in the 
following lines from 11 The Deserted Village 11 : 
"Yet coul t our gains: this wealth is but a name 
That leat es our useful products still the same. 
Not so t~e loss: the man of wealth and pride 
Takes up lthe space that many poor supplied; 
==-==---=--=--=±l:l_r. Goldsmith, Olive"r, '!Poetical Works", pp. 18-9. 
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Space for his lake# his park's extended bounds, 
Space for his horses# equipage, and hounds: 
The robe that wraps his limbs in silken sloth 
Has robb'd the neighboring fields of half their 
growth; 
His seat, where solitary sports are seen, 
Indignant spurns the cottage from the green; 
Around the world each needful product flies, 
For all the luxuries the world supplies; · 
While thus the land, adorn'd for pleasure all 
In barren splendor feebly waits the fall,r. "' 
These two selections give a picture of a country where show is 
becoming more important than the production of the basic 
necessities, and the whims of one rich man take precedence over 
the customary rights of twenty. Goldsmith, in ''The Deserted 
Village", lays the blame for the conditions he .described on the 
greed of the landlords, just as he did in "The Traveller". The 
poem did not attempt to give a thorough or completely fair 
analysis of what was happening. Goldsmith uses only the surface 
cause; and, conversely, he offers no solution save the implied 
one · that the rich should reform their ways. He was not 
interested in giving a solution, nor was he trying either to 
change ' or to stem the course of events. He was painting a pictur 
of rural life as he observed it, framing with it, as contrast, 
the happier life of earlier years. He did not expect to move his 
readers to take action. If, here and there, a wealthy country 
gentleman reflected a bit upon the trends or· the times, it was 
probably as much effect as "The Deserted Village" could hope to 
have upon the outer world. It was a poem, after all, . addressed t 
those who read and thought, not to those who acted in the world 
of affairs. _Its readers would react with discrimination and 
Gol a~ti. Oliver' 'PoeE1cal-Works 11 I __pp;;;;$6...2'l: 
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developed critical intelligence to its phrasing, its choice of 
words, its meter, its poetic quality, its choice descriptions - I 
I 
but it would not occur to them to apply it to the life about the~ . 
I They would go on, doubtless, in at least some cases, enclosing l1 
!I 
II 
land wherever they were able to do so to their advantage. Thus 
"The Deserted Village" takes its place as the earliest 
reflection in English poetry of the awareness that profound 
agricultural changes were beginning to appear - but as a 
reflection merely, not as a sign-post to action. 
Into the poetry of George Crabbe comes the note of stern 
reality. Born at Aldeburgh, on the coast or Suffolk, in !?54~ 
Cr9.bbe . had seen the dismal side of rural life during his 
apprenticeship in medicine, and his subsequent years at home, 
struggling with the problems brought about by a scanty medical 
,.. . 
practice, an ill mother, and a drunken father. In !780 he made 
' up his mind that he could stand the life in 
and decided to stake everything on literary work in London. 3 
Success came to him through the interest of Burke; and in !783 
,, 
j, 
'I I, II 
il 
IJ 
il 
il 
tl ~ . I 
"The Village was published. The poem was written in partial 1 
opposition to Goldsmith's "The Deserted Village"- from which, i 
is obvious, Crabbe takes his title - but Crabbe is Gpposing no , 
'I 
I 
one poem. It is a tradition that he defies; he is placing 
squarely in front of the pastoral verse of the time, with its 
gay sunlit fields, its playful shepherds and amorous nymphs, th 
r. Harold, 11George Crabbe", in Ward and Waller, ed., 
Cambridge History of English Literature", vol. XI, 
P• . !56. 
p. !55. 
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"He conceived the idea of telling the truth about 1 
country folk as he saw it • . Fo~ this task, he was 
1 peculiarly well equipped. He knew the life ot the count · y 
poor by personal experience; and his studies in botany 1 
I 
and other branches of natural science .. possibly, even II 
the mental shortsight which, all his life, kept his 1 
I 
vision very close to its object - enabled him to I 
substitute for the graceful vagueness of the pastoral 1 
I 
poets a background drawn with minute exactness ••• As 
with his background, so with his persons. The desire toll 
' tell the truth as he saw it was the intellectual passio~ 
I 
which governed Crabbe in all his mature ppetry. The si~' 
of truth which he saw was, however, nearly always the 
1
, 
,i gloomy side. 11 1 · 
I Unlike Goldsmith, Crabbe is not interested in laying the burden I 
ill of blame for the agricultural distress on any one cause - be it il  
li the greed of the rich or any other such element in the situatio~ 
i i ljl · He does not seem to feel that contemporary condit ons were any 
I worse than they bad been from time immemorial. His avowed 1 
I i 
j purpose is to bring home to the readers of poetry the fact that j 
the country is not, and never was, the idyllic land of sunshine \ 
i 
which the writers of pastorals portray. He writes: 
"Ye gentle souls who dream of rural ease, 
Whom the smooth stream and smoother sonnet please, 
Go, if the peaceful cot your praises share, 
Go look within, and ask if peace be there: 
If peace be his - that drooping, weary sire, 
Or theirs, that offspring round their feeble fire, 
r. C'fii1d, Haroli, "George Crabbe", in Ward and Waller~ ed., 
"The Cambridge History of English Literature", PP• !59-6 • 
I 
Or hers, that matron pale, whose trembling hand 
Turns on the wretched hearth the expiring brand1" 1 
Yet though Crabbe himself did not seem to sense the changes whic 
were to make, for a time, the life of the farmers and the farm 
laborers still harder, certain of his descriptions show us that 
already such alteration was coming about. His description of the 
poorhouse is perhaps as good an example of this as any, for it 
shows · that through poverty the security of the family tie was 
being broken in the country districts. Increasingly, the laborer 
was helpless to care for his dependents, when the wages he was 
givenwould barely let him feed himself. No longer did the old 
lmen of the village have any share in the crops and the cattle. 
Under the old system of common cultivation, every adult had 
partaken to some extent in the produce of the .land,. though his 
' I 
strips might be cultivated for him by another. At the least, he 1 
I 
had rights to grazing land, and could support himself with a cow ~ ~ 
or two, some hens, and a brace of pigs who could root in the 
village woods. But under the new system, the old and weak had no 
right to a scrap of land. ~e only recourse left to them was 
charity, and the poorhouse. Crabbe writes: 
"Theirs is yon house that holds the parish poor, 
Whose walls of mud scarce bear the broken door; 
There where the putrid vapors, flagging, play, 
And the dull wheel hums doleful through the day -
There children dwell who know no parents• care, 
Parents who know no children's love, dwell therel 
Dejected widows with unheeded tears, 
And crippled age with more than childhood fears, 
I. Crabbe, George, "The Village", in Shepar an Woo 
"English Prose and Poetry, 1660-ISOO", p. 85g. 
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The moping idiot and the madman gay. 
Here too the sick their final doom receive, 
Here brought, amid the scene of grief, to grieve, 
Where the loud groans from some sad chamber flow, 
Mix•d with the clamors from the crowd below; 
Here, sorrowing, they each kindred sorrow scan, 
And the cold charities of man to man, 
Whose laws indeed for ruined age provide, 
And strong compulsion plucks the scrap from pride; 
But still that scrap is bought with many, a sigh, 
And pride embitters what it can•t deny. '1 
Reading between the lines of ''The Vil lage ", one is given a 
picture of count:t•y life in transition, no longer able to support 
adequately its people, and bringing poverty and bewilderment to 
those used to the old, slow, steady ways. 
In Crabbe's later poems his main interest centers upon the 
life stories of various sorts of people. Here, too, the prevaili 
tone is sombre. In most of his sketches, he does not touch upon 
the economic issues of the time; but here and there he glances 
against problems which were to play important roles in the 
eventual coming of reform. One such is child labor, which he 
I 
I 
II II 
:I 
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1 treats in "The Borough", published 
I 
,_ 
in I8IO. Here, in "Letter 
!I 
li 
XXIII" II , 
!\ he tells the tale of peter Grimes, and the lads whom he abused: 11 
I !I I· II 
il 
II 
lj 
II 
! 
"Peter had heard there were in London then -
Still have they being& - workhouse-clearing men 
Who, undisturb'd by feelings just or kind, 
would parish boys to needy tradesmen bind; 
They in their want a trifling sum would take, 
And toiling slaves of piteous orphans make. 
Such peter sought, and, when a lad was found, 
The sum was dealt him and the slave was bound. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
None could the ridges on his back behold; 
I. Crabbe, G-eorge;-'' The Village1 , 1n Shepard. and Wood-;e d-:-, 
"English prose and poetry, I660-I800 11 , PP• 859-60. 
J
, 2. Child, Harold, "George Crabbe", in ward and Waller, ed., 
I Cambridge History of English Literature", volume XI, 
: P• I63. 
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None sought him shivering in the winter's cold; 
None put the question: 'Peter, dost thou give 
The boy his food? What, man1 the lad must live: 
Consider, Peter, let the child have bread; 
He'll serve thee better if he's stroked and fed.• 
None reasontd thus, and some, on hearing cries, 
Said calmly, 'Gr4lmes is at his exercise'." -1 
The relationship between the sort of "apprenticeship" here 
II 
II 
li 
I 
I 
I 
I' 
,I 
I' 
,I 
depicted and the later industrial drudgery of mines and mills is lj 
I 
remote, except as the mental attitudes of master and of onlooker I 
l alike depicted in Crabbe's lines explain the long years of inert 
ac~eptance of the conditions of child labor, on the part of the 
l 
1
English public. When orphans could be sent by the institutions 11 
j responsible for them into bondage to such men as Peter Grimes, i , 
was little wonder that the cotton manufacturers and coal mine 1 
owners of the next fifty years should have found little weight o 
!opinion against their treatment of the children they employed. 
I In the works of one other poet, writing at the end of the 
1 eighteenth century, we find traces of interest in social 
!questions. Blake was never one to take over seriously-the 
[practical- or perhaps, rather, the outer- aspects of the life 
around him. His thoughts were fastened upon the mystical 
interpretation of the meaning of that life, and he worked to 
express, through the complicated symbolism of most of his 
writing, what he considered to be the eternal verities. But in 
"Songs of Innocence", published in I789,2 and in "Songs of 
s Experience", which appeared five years later, Blake dealt quite 
I. Crabbe, George, "The Borough", -in shepard and Wood, "EnglfS11 
prose and Poetry, I660-I800", p. 862. - · 
2. Wallis, J.P.P., "Blake", inWard and Waller, ed., · "The 
Cambridge History of English Literature 11 , vol.JI, P• 203. 
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simply with otrjeats and thoughts at least suggested by the 
everyday world. And in four of these poems, two from each book -
his two entitled "The Chimney Sweeper" and the two entitled 
I! 
"Holy Thursday" - Blake added to the literature on the subject o4 
ahild labor. The earlier poem "The Chimney Sweeper 11 , in "Songs o~ 
the child'' I Innocence 11 , gives a vivid impression o.f the sadness of 
situation, whiah was not much relieved, to the mind of a social 'I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II 
lr 
I 
I 
reformer, by the hope held out in dreams for happiness in 
heaven: 
11When my mother died I was very young, 
And my father sold me while yet my tongue 
Could saarcely cry •weep& weepS weepl weepl' 
So your chimneys I sweep, and in soot I sleep. 
I 
I' 
I 
I 
! There's little Tom Dacre, who cried wheri his head, i 
That curled like a lamb•s back, was shaved; so I :. 
said, il 
'Hush, toml never mind it, for, when your head's I 
bare, 1 
You know that the soot cannot spoil your white hail .' 
And so he was quiet, and that very night, 1 
As Tom was a-sleeping, he had such a sight! - t 
That thousands of sweepers, Dick, Joe, Ned, and Ja , 
were all of them locked up in coffins of black. 
And by came an angel, who had a bright key, I 
And he opened the coffins, and set them all free; . 
Then down a green plain, leaping, laughing, they 
And wash in a river, and shine in the sun. 
Then naked and white, all their bags left behind, 
They rise upon clouds, and sport in the wind; 
And the angel told Tom, if he'd be a good boy, 
He'd have God for his father, and never want joy. 
And so Tom awoke, and we rose in the dark, · 
And go t with our bags and our brushes to work, 
Though the morning was cold, Tom was happy and wa 
So, if all do their duty, they need not fear harm." 
, 
I. Blake, William, 11 Poe'tical Works , vo • 
London, Chatto and Windus, I906, p. 
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Blake, in "songs of Innocence", is looking, of course, on the 
brighter side of all that he touches upon. But how scant a 
"brighter side" there is for the little chimney sweepers, is 
shown by the fact that only in another world can they expect to 
find freedom and joy. Blake's second poem on the subject, in 
11 songs of Experience", takes away even this hope. A God who could 
assent to such use of a child is felt by Blake to be no God at 
all. In this more bitter mood, be faces the hopelessness of the 
situation for the children, and presents it simply but very 
movingly: 
"The Chimney Sweeper 
A little black thing among the snow, 
Crying 'Weep! weepl' in notes of woeS · 
'Where are thy father and mother? Sayl'-
1They are both gone up to the church to pray. 
'Because I was happy upon the heath, 
And smiled among the winter's snow, 
They clothed me in the clothes of death, 
And taught me to sing the notes of woe. 
•And because I am happy and dance and sing, 
They think they have done me no injury, 
And are gone to praise God and his priest and king, 
Wh& make up a heaven of our misery.'" 1 
In the two poems entitled "Holy Thursday", Blake is 
considering the companies of children, supported by charity, who 
on that day went to st. Paul•s together, to sing and to give 
thanks. In the earlier poem, which appeared in "Songs of 
Innocence", Blake takes the sight at its face value, gives a 
picture of the children sitting in the church, and closes with 
an admonition: 
I. Blake, William, "poetical Works", vol. I, P• 93. 
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"Then cherish pity, lest you drive an angel f'rom 
your door."1 
But in "Songs of Experience" he is observing the children with 
more realistic eyes, seeing their lack of present home lif'e and 
future opportunities: 
"Holy Thursday 
Is this a holy thing to see 
In a rich and fruitful land -
Babes reduced to misery, 
Fed with cold and usurous hand? 
Is that trembling cry a song? 
Can it be a song of joy? 
And so many children poor? -
It is a land of poverty& 
And their sun does never shine, 
And their fields are bleak and bare, 
And their ways are filled with thorns: 
It is eternal winter there. 
For where'er the sun does shine, 
And where'er the rain does fall, 
Babe can never hunger there, · 
Nor poverty the mind appall." ~ 
Blake does not attempt to give any plan or any suggestion for 
means of improving the situation. His place, he felt, was 
merely to express his own deep feelings, and in so doing, to 
make others aware of the inner implications, the injustices and 
the sorrows, of the conditions they accepted so casually. Blake 
could never have been a reformer of circumstance. It was not to 
him important enough - only important at all as it embodied 
spiritual significance. The conventions and the prides of life 
meant little to him. A human being was valuable as a living 
soul, whether his rank were high or low. That is, perhaps, one 
I. Blake, William, "Poetical Works", vol. I, P• 7I. 
2. Ibid., p. 79. 
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reason for the strange poignancy of the poems I have quoted. 
The children about whom he wrote were to him souls, as 
important, each one, as the universe itself; and he felt them 
in peril of being warped and injured. He is crying out against 
the imperviousness of life which could so affect them, and not 
realize that anything very important had happened. This 
attitude of Blake's, this protest against the callousness and 
the ugliness of the industrial growth of the time, is expressed 
quite perfectly, I think, in the fragment of verse prefixed to 
his long prophetic poem 11Mil ton", which he began to engrave in 
I804:" 
"And did those feet in ancient tdi.me 
walk upon England's mountains green, 
And was the holy Lamb of God 
On England's pleasant pastures seen? 
And did the Countenance Divine 
· Shine forth upon our clouded hills, 
And was Jerusalem builded here 
Among these dark Satanic mills? 
Bring me my Bow of burning gold, 
Bring me my arrows of desire; 
Bring me my spear; 0 clouds, unfold& 
Bring me my Chariot of firel 
I will not cease from Mental Fight, 
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand, 
Till we have built Jerusalem 
In England's green and pleasant land."~ 
In this poem we find the earliest reference to the mills, 
which were to figure so often in literature later on; but it is 
more important because of the attitude it reveals than because 
of any references. It shows that the spirit of Blake was 
I. Wallis, J. P .P., "Blake", in ward aond waller, · ed. 'lfh,e · 
cambridge History of English Literatureff, vol. XI, p. 21~. 
2. Blake, William, "Poetical Works", vol. II, pp. 439-40. 
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alterably oppoaed to the theories of utilitarianism and laissez 
1/faire, and all that these names implied. Not that Blake was so i 
/opposed consciously, or that he ever, necessarily, so much as 
~eard them mentioned. But the whole attitude of belief that 
economic laws must be allowed to function untrammelled, that 
1 
reform was useless and even harmful, which was growing' at this 
iltime i n the public mind, was completely at variance with Blaker s 
i 
!phil osophy. Everything that Benthamism stood for - the cold logic 
I 
I 
1
1the preference . for material rat:t.ler than. spiritual good, the 
passive acceptance of human wrongs where they ran counter to 
supposed economic laws - jarred on Blake, and led him to make thi 
first passionate appeal against the trend of the period, 
proclaiming the deeper and more sensitive side of the English 
nature, which was in the end, after bitter experience, to 
I 
overthrow the "dismal science", as Carlyle put it~ of political 
!economy, and to set about liberating the poor from 
lot their position. 
II 
the worst evil 
I have discussed those passages in the poetry of Goldsmith, 
of Crabbe, and of Blake, which show signs of the changes which 
were beginning to come in the industrial and agricultural scenes 
in England in the late eighteenth century. Only these few, out of 
/all the poets, give us a hint of a l teration coming on. Little 
/change, comparatively, had occurred on the surface of things. It 
remained for the nineteenth century to create a new world, both 
in affairs and in literature. 
'1 I, Boas 8iid HShri, "social Backgrounds· ·or English Li t erature ", 
P• I96 • . 
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I "The Reactions of the Romantic poets to the Changes Taking Place II 
Chapter IV 
About Them." 
With the turn of the century and the passage of the first 
few years immediately following, it was becoming clear to an 
1 intelligent observer that the old world of the eighteenth II 
century was slipping out of sight. The French Revolution, and 
, the victories of Napoleon had timid folk shivering in their beds I 
I of nights. The trek of the workers to the factory cities was in / 
I f'ull swing, Great mills hummed ceaselessly; rows of houses went ~~ 
I I, il scrambling up across what had been, perhaps, open fields; mines j 
and foundries clanked and banged through the nights. The life of 
the mind had changed also. No longer were the tenets of Neo-
classicism taken as seriously as once they had been. Men had new 
1 things to say. Romanticism was the attitude of the future in 
I 
11 poetry, a Romanticism which sympathized with the French doctrine 
I 
1 of the equality of men, and which took for the basis of creative 
expression personal emotion, and experience, definite and in the 
last degree particular, transfigured through passion. 
Personifications, the luke-warm generalities of the generation 
or two before, meant nothing to these new poets. What would such 
men have to say about the forces of change in industry which 
I 
were so profoundly altering the social life of the nation? I 
The romantic attitude was not one of acceptance toward the I 
ordinary conditions of lite. Rather, it became easily an attitud 
of protest ~ This might take the form of the artist's escape into 
l 
I 
I 
I 
I 
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I 
~~ a world. of the imagination 
·I 
It Medievalism of Coleridge • s 
[ of Wordsworth's early poems. The protest might also be leveled 
I 
1 at conditions in the actual world. The young poets were imbued 
with the vision of a time when all men would be free and noble. 
It was not always enough merely to dream of such a time; 
occasionally they sought it in actuality, and found, not the 
equality of man, but a poverty and misery which at least 
temporarily forced them to deal with it in their writings. It is 
I in this new attitude to poverty, that I find the first 1 
significant change in English poetry brought about by the 
Industrial Revolution. There had never been a time, of course, 
when poor folk had not been depicted in poems and stories. But 
the poverty of earlier years had been inevitable. Nothing could 
be done about it, and the attitude toward it was one of acceptan e. 
one was poor just as one was short or tall, fat or lean, and one 
might as well take it for granted. The poet then who wrote of th 
common folk did it with the underlying attitude that of course 
it was inevitable that many always would be in want. But with th 
I 
swift growth of industry and the multiplication of wealth in the 
hands of the few, as the nineteenth century progressed, the 
reaction of the poet toward poverty underwent a change. Ashley 
Thorndike writes of it: 
"The contrast to riches gave to poverty in the 
nineteenth century a new significance. For the first 
time, perhaps, in the history of mankind, poverty 
seemed unnecessary, remediable, and therefore terribly I 
unjust. Countless remedies were proposed, and much j 
I alleviation was accomplished,- yet the problem ~ was not ========~~= =====================================~~======~================\~= 
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solved, and with each new year it became more clearly 1 
set before the minds and consciences of England - wealth 
is increasing much faster than the population, and yet 
miserable poverty falls to the lot of many. 
"Though the poor have always been with us - in 
poems and stories as elsewhere - they manifestly occupy J 
a far larger place in the English literature of the 1 
ninetee~th century than ever before. And it is no longer j 
a question of their presentation with sympathy or I 
ridicule; they become an alarming fact that the 
imagination cannot escape, and they become a menacing I 
contradiction in that advance of civilization which is I 
otherwise so impressive. Literature encountered what was l 
in many respects a new condition and a new problem. 11 ~ 
Thus it is in a new spirit that the poets take up the subject of 
poverty in the nineteenth century. And it is with a new bitternes 
that they depict it as an unnecessary drain and scourge of human 
!progress, one all the blacker, since it is contrasted with the 
jgreat material advances made by man's intelligence. 
I This new spirit finds its reflection in Wordsworth's poem 
"The Excursion", of which Cazamian writes: 
"L'.IJ:cursion est un des premiers textes ou la 
litterature rompe son silence indifferent, ouvre une 
echappe sur ce problem, cette fame de la misere humaine, 
I et du mal social." :l 
!wordsworth's primary interests were not in the social problems 
I 
I 
i 
I 
brought about by industry; nature, and man in communion with 
nature, worked most powerfully upon his genius. But in "The 
1Excursion", through the discourse of the Wanderer, who is -the 
I 
embodiment of wordsworth's own most deeply considered thoughts 'I I 
1 
I 
11
about the life of his time, he shows that he has definite ideas 11 
\on the subject. He gives a picture of the swift advance of ~~~ 
II. Thorndike, Ashleyfl "Progress and Poverty"r. from "Literature in 
1!\
1 
a Changing Age 1 , in Loomis, Roger s., 1Freshaan Readings", 1 
Boston, Houghton Mifflin, (!927), p. 37?. I 
~~ Caz::!~i.~oui!~i:~·~~~;~i!~~ ~~~~oi~~!~~e1~~0~ap~i~~~rature I 
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I 
\ 
'j power, the mighty expansion which the country was then 
experiencing: 
"Meanwhile at social Industry's command, 
How quick, how vast an increaseS From the germ 
Of some poor hamlet, rapidly produced 
Here a huge town, continuous and ·compact, 
Hiding the race of earth for leagues - and there, 
Where not a habitation stood before, 
Abodes of men irregularly massed 
Like trees in forests, - spread through spacious 
tracts, 
o•er which the smoke of unremitting fires 
Hangs permanent, and plentiful as wreaths 
Of vapor glittering in the morning sun. 
And, wheresoe 1er the traveller turns his steps, 
He sees the barren wilderness erased, 
Or disappearing; triumph that proclaims 
How much the mild Directness of the plough I 
I owes to alliance with these new-born artsl 
- Hence is the wide sea peopled, - hence the 
Of Britain are resorted to by ships 
Freighted from every climate of the world 
shoresJ 
With the world's choicest produce ••• " -1 I i 
Wordsworth sees that the new manufactures give promise of greater . 
development, greater commerce, greater wealth for England. He 
\admits that they hold the ~eed : ot ultimate good. His is no 
attitude of uncritical acceptance, however. He deplores the 
I 
necessity which makes the factory workers turn night into day. To i 
lhim, the dignity of the human ~eing is threatened by toil as I 
ceaseless as that which he sees in the mills. Wordsworth did not ! 
fear work; the shepherd's and the tarmer•s lives, which he wove 
into his poems, were hard and laborious. But the toil of these 
men was different - self directed, involving a contact with 
\nature, and the hours of repose after labor, when the thoughts 
!could wander quietly over the meaning of life. Wordsworth feels 
I 
1 ~I~.~w~o~r-rs~w~o~r~~,--w~~~~~~~~~-y~~~~-rn~~~~N~e~w~Y~o~r~k~,~Th~o-m-a~ 
Crowell, (text !857), P• 572. 
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I the threat at the root of this new kind of labor, a threat 
I 
I 
directed against the essential spirit of man, his sense of worth 
as an individual. He writes: 
•• 'With you I grieve, when on the darker side 
Of this great change I lbok; and there behold 
Such outrage done to nature as compels 
The indignant power to justify herself; 
Yea, to avenge her violated rights, 
For England• s bane. - When soothing darkness ·I 
spreads \ 
o•er hill and vale,' the wanderer thu.s expressed j 
His recollections, •And the punctual stars, 
While all things else are gathering to their homes 
Advance, and in the firmament of heaven 
Glitter - but undisturbing, undisturbed; 
As if their silent company were charged I 
With peaceful admonitions for the heart I 
Of all-beholding Man, earth's thoughtful lord; \ 
Then, in full many a region, once like this, I 
The assured domain of calm simplicity 1 
And pensive quiet, an unnatural light ! 
prepared for never-resting Labour's eyes I 
Breaks from a many-windowed fabric huge; \ 
And at the appointed hour a bell is heard - I 
or harsAer import than the curfew-knell . 
That spake the Norman Conqueror's stern behest - \ 
A local summons to unceasing toil& : 
Disgorged are now the ministers of day; i 
And, as they issue from the illumined pile, I 
A fresh band meets them, at the crowded door - I 
And in the courts - and where the rumbling stream, 
That turns the multitude or dizzy wheels, II 
Glares, like a troubled spirit, in its tied 
Among the rocks below. Men, women, youths, 
Mothers and little children, boys and girls, 
Enter, and each the wonted taf;ik resumes 
Within this temple, where is offered up 
To Gain, the master idol of the realm, 
Perpetual sacrifice. '" 4 
wordsworth has the romantic's belief that freedom for the 
individual to lead a complete and normal life is far more 
important than extra profit wrung out of strain and weariness. 
This attitude is new in poetry, since only with an acceptance of 
I. Wordsworth, William, "Coiiiji!ete Poetical Works", p. 57!3. 
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the doctrines of man•s equality, and with a feeling that there 
should be enough for all people in an age which could create such , 
marvellous inventions, was a poet justified in expressing it. And l 
how different this sober, open-eyed, democratic repudiation of 
the effects ot poverty on the lives of the workers from the 
attitude toward "the poor" expressed in the writings of the 
previous century! 
wordsworth shows himself to be concerned especially about 
1 children, not objecting, however, to the physical aspects of 
their working conditions so much as to the mental starvation 
! which, to his mind, jeopardizes all chance they might have of 
I ; 
j becoming intelligent, fully developed people. wordsworth shares 
11 to a considerable extent Rousseau's ideas on education, with 
!1 their conception of the innate excellence of the child, and the 
l! possibility of man's perfectibility, given a perfect education 
1j and the proper opportunities tor growth. It is to him especially 
I 
1
1 bitter, to feel that considerations of material gain are shaping I 
I' the minds and souls of a generation of ch.ildren to their own ends 
I In hiS attitude toward children, too, Wo:rdswort~ is very 
!different from the eighteenth century writers, who considered the
1 l mind ~ of childhood uninteresting and insigRificant, fo:r it had notl 
I been· formed, as yet, upon the proper models. To Wordsworth, 
childhood is the time when the individual soul must find its 
inner ·rorm, if it is ever to do so, and the time too when the 
I spirit responds ·most sensitively to the shaping influences of the 
world of nature. That this opportunity to create the most 
58 
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\ precious part of personality is being taken from the children 
· I their enforced industrial drudgery, is the cry of Wordsworth: 
" -'oh, banish far such wisdom as condemns 
A native Briton to these inward chains, 
Fixed in his soul, so early and so deep; 
Without his own consent, or knowledge, fixedJ 
He is a slave to whom release comes not, 
.A.nd . cannot come. The boy, where 1 er he turns, 
Is still a prisoner; when the wind is up 
Among the clouds, and roars through the ancient 
woods; 
Or when the sun is shining in the east, 
Quiet and calm. Behold him - in the school 
Of his attainments? no; but with the air 
Fanning his temples under heaven's blue arch. 
His ·raiment, whitened o 1er with cotton-flakes 
or locks of wool, announces whence he comes; 
Creeping his gait arid cowering, his lip pal,e, 
His respiration quick and audible; 
i 
I 
I 
I! 
,, 
by ,, 11 
II 
I 
Arid scarcely could you fancy that a gleam 
Could break from out those languid eyes, or a 
Mantle upon his cheek~ Is this the form; 
blus~ 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
I 
Is that the countenance, and such the port, 
or no mean Being? One who should be clothed 
With dignity befitting his proud hope; 
Who, in his very childhood, should appear 
Sublime from present purity and joy! 
The limbs increase; but liberty or mind 
Is gone forever; and this organic mind 
So joyful in ita motions, is become 
Dull, to the joy of her own motions dead ••• 
Oan hope look forward to a manhood raised 
On such foundations?' 
'Hope is none tor him1' 
The pale Recluse indignantly exclaimed, 1 
'And tens or thousands suffer wrong as deep.'" 
wordsworth sees as the solution for these evils universal 
education, giving all children a chance to develop their powers: 
"'O for the coming or that glorious time 
When, prizing knowledge as her noblest wealth 
And best protection, this imperial Realm 
While she exacts allegiance, shall .admit 
An obligation, on her part, to teach, 
Them who are born to serve her and obey: 
Binding herself by statute to secure · 
I 
=L. 
Por all the children whom her soil maintains 
The rudiments or letters, and inform 
Wordsworth, w1111am, "comp!ete poetioa! works", PP• 574-5. 
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\ The mind with moral and religious truth, I'! 
1 
Both understood and practised - so that none, 
I However destitute, be left to droop lj 
1
1i By timely culture unsustained; or run 1 
Into a wild disorder; or be forced •I 
II['· To drudge through a weary life without the help i'i 
1 A savage horde among the civilized, · I 
Of intellectual implements and tools; l 
! A servile band among the lordly freel'" i I 
·i This is the solution tendered by a man to whom the mind and spir~ 
I : 
I 
are pre-eminently important. such an outlook on life shows in j 
I everything which Wordsworth wri tea concerning the industrial I 
revolution. Thus, the sense of exaltation which its power gives 
as: 
"An intellectual masteri exercised 
o•er the blind elements • ~ 
But he feels a far deeper sense of distrust in what this mastery I 
may mean in terms or the wasted potentialities or thousands of I 
children. There is hope for the future if steps are taken . to giv~ 
to all the needed background and t ra ining for thought; but at 
present the possibilities of this seem to him scanty, and the 
dange·r to the soul or the people very real. Wordsworth • s 
complaint is quite different from Crabbe's, to whom he has been 
compared. He does not choose as the focal point of his attack I 
the physical and environmental difficulties and wrongs of the I 
poor. These things are to him of less importance than the inner I 
I 
I values of life. He is taking the romantic stand that what really 
I matters about any man is the growth of his spirit; and iridustry, i 
to be just, must be changed, he feels, so that it no longer I 
I
I : injures or hampers the spirits of the laborers. 
I: ii 
I. Wordsworth, William, "Complete Poetical Works", P• 
2. Ibid., P• 573. 
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The spirit of protest against the evils of the time is 
expressed far more violently by Shelley than by Wordsworth. His 
is the cry for freedom from oppression. The problems or industry I 
seemed unimportant to him - he could sweep them aside, pay no 
attention to them., merely reiterate "revolt", as in his "song to 
the Men of England", written in I8I9, when his sympathies had 
been stirred by the Manchester massacre of that year: 
"Men of England, wherefore plough 
Por the lords who lay ye low? 
Wherefore weave with toil and care 
The rich robes your tyrants wear? 
Wherefore feed, and clothe, and save, 
From the cradle to the grave, · 
Those ungrateful drones who would 
... 
Drain your sweat - nay, drink your blood? 
Wherefore, Bees of England, forge 
Many a weapon, chain, and scourge, 
That these stingless drones may spoil 
The forced produce of your toil? 
Have ye leisure, comfort, calm, 
Shelter, food, love•s . gentle balm? 
or what is it ye buy so dear 
With your pain and with your fear? 
The seed ye sow, another reaps; 
The wealth ye find, another keeps; 
The robes ye weave, another wears; 
The arms ye forge., another bears. 
sow seed - but let no tyrant reap; 
Find wealth - let no imposter heap; 
Weave robes- let not the idle wear; · 
Forge arms - in your defence to bear. 
Shrink to your cellars, holes, and cells; 
In halls ye deck another dwells, 
Why shake the chains ye wrought? Ye see 
The steel ye tempered glance on ye. 
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With plough and spade, and hoe and loom, 
Trace your grave, and build your tomb, 
And weave your winding- sheet, till fair 
England be your sepulchre."-t 
Shelley's answer to oppress ion is the demand for complete 
freedom. Mary Shelley writes of him, in the Preface to the first 
collected edition of his poems, !839, that anyone, on meeting 
Shelley, was struck by: 
I 
I 
'I 
"the eagerness and ardor with which he was attached 
to the cause of human happiness and improvement; and the 
fervent eloquence with which he discussed such subjects. 
To defeat life of its misery and evil was the ruling 
passion of his soul; he dedicated to it every power o~ 
his. mind, every pulsation of his heart. He looked on 
political freedom as the direct agent to effect the I 
happiness of mankind ••• He had been ~rom youth the victi 
or the state of feeling inspired byhthe reaction of the J 
French .Revolution; and believing firmly in the justice 
I 
and excellence of his views, it cannot be wondered that J' 
a nature as sensitive, as impetuous, and as generous as 
his, should put its whole force into the attempt to I 
alleviate for others the evils of those systems from \ 
which he had himself suffered." .L 
And i n the Note on"Prometheus Unbound", Mary Shelley says: 
"Shelley believed that mankind had only to will tha 
there should be no evil, and there would be none. 11 3 I 
\I 
I 
II These attitudes come out clearly . in Shelley's writings concerningq 
I' 
I 
industrial conditions in England. He suffered emotionally with 
the laborers; but his idea of a solut ion was to rebel against ! 
IJ 
conditions, not to try to change them by degrees - to hope for a II 
!, sudden conquest of evil, but not to attack it with concrete 
measures. He is the fervent enthusiast, feeling deeply abo':lt 
injustice, and expressing his feelings in passionate words. His 
I. Shel ley, Percy B., "Complete Poetical Works", Lona on, ox ord 
University Press, !929, p. 568. 
2. Shelley, Mary, "Preface to the First Edition, !839", in 
P.B., "Complete Poetical Works", P• x. 
=====tf:~~el..-:~-Maey~ote on t prome..trum.s Unbound'" 
"Complete poetical Works , P• 267. 
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l part was to write poetry, not to act; and to hope that men would 
!gain -political freedom, and with it, approach nearer to 
perfection. His bitterness against the repressive government 
of the years after the Napoleonic wars, with its high bread tax 
and merciless suppression of the mildest attempts of. the ·people 
to improve their condition, is shown in his "Sonnet: England in 
I8I9" :_ and shown there too is his romantic hope that a sudden 
and miraculous solution might do away with the problems: i, .. ·. 
I 
i 
I! 
I 
I II 
I' 
·I 
I 
I 
u.An old, mad, blind, despised~ and dying king - 'il 
Princes, the dregs of their dull race, who flow 
Through · public scorn, - mud from a muddy spring, -
I Rulers who neither see, nor feel, nor know, I 
I 
li 
I 
I 
But leech-like to their fainting country cling, j 
Till they drop, blind in blood, without a blow, - , 
A people starved and stabbed in the untilled field, ! -
An army, which 11berticide and prey j 
I 
,! 
li 
I! \ I 
I 
Makes as a two-edged sword to all who wield, -
1 Golden and sanguine laws which tempt and slay; 1 
Religion Chr1stless, Godless - a book sealed; i 
A Senate, - Time's worst statute unrepealed, - 1 
Are graves, from which a glorious ~antom may i 
Burst, to illumine our tempestuous day. 11 -1 I 
I 
To a poet of Shelley's temperament and idealistic outlook, it I I 
would not have occured, I think I may safely say, · in the century \ 
1 
before, to have attacked the existing order so fiercely. He 
I 
would have created his own world, his own poetry from the life of' ' 
the mind. But the hard realities of' the industrial revolution -did 
not allow even so other-worldly a poet as Shelley to live 
undisturbed in any ivory tower. This, by implication, shows one 
of the changes brought about by the conditions of the time - no 
longer could poetry concern itself merely with the thoughts and 
experiences of the top layer of the social and intellectual strat 
r. Shelley;- -"Percy-~-u-complet-e poetical works", p. 5'7o. 
I 
II 
'I 
of the kingdom. The problems of industry, and particularly of 
poverty in relation to industry, thrust themselves up everywhere. ! 
And their inclusion in the writings of one of the most poetic of II 
poets is a symbol of the changing subject matter of poetry, of it~ 
growing unity with the ordinary realities of life, rather than it~ 
exClusion r:rom them in a separate world of fancy, or of the ideal!f 
The speeding tempo of commerce was destroying the old, leisurely 1 
•I intellectual life - and was forcing even the poetry of Shelley 1 
to impinge upon the problems of the day, as well as those of 
eternity. 
!I 
I' 
I 
Yet another of the romantic poets who considered the 
problems of poverty in his writings was Thomas Hood. Cazamian 
writes of him: 
Ill 11 In ~··The Song or the Shirt" I the Romantic feeling 
of individual suffering i:s extended into social 11 
compassion. Thus this poem reveals a transition I 
parallel to that in the novels of Dickens and Kingsley." 
I As a poet, Hood has been comparitively little read of late. His 
revolution. The sewing woman was, of course, a hand worker; but 
I 
the price she was given for her work was dependent on the wage 
scale of the factory laborer; while the constant grind of her 
work, and the misery of her environment, reflect that of the 
I 
predominating class of mill and mine and agricultural workers. wei 
I 
I. Cazamian and Legouis, "A History of English Literature", New 1 
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I get a hint, too, of the high price of food, due to 
tltBut why do I talk of Death? 
That phantom of grisly bone, 
the Corn Laws:! 
I 
,I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I hardly fear his terrible shape, 
It seems so like my own -
It seems so like my own, 
Because of the fasts I keep; 
o, God! that bread should be so dear, 
And flesh and blood _so cheap& 
•work - work - work& 
My labor never flags; 
And what are its wages? A bed of straw, 
A crust of bread - and rags. 
That shattered roof - and this naked floor -
A table - a broken chair -
And a wall so blank, my shadow I thank 
For sometimes falling therel 
•work - work - workl 
From weary chime to chime, 
Work - work - work, 
As prisoners work for crime& 
Band, and gusset, and seam, 
Seam, and gusset, and band, 
Till the heart is sick, and the brain 
As well as the weary hand. 11 1 
benumbed, 
I 
,, 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
1
The misery of the vast body of English laborers, hand workers anJ 
I 
factory workers alike, was awakening the more responsive spirits 
1
, 
to a realization that something should be done to remedy it. 
Hood's poem is a step in that direction, one more influence II 
I 
toward· the growth of a general sense of social responsibility. As 
a poem, its rhythm and the musical quality of its reiterated 
refrains, with their burden of sorrow and weariness, make it 
powerful and moving. As an interpretation of the mind of a tired 
working woman, its going back and back over the same round of 
thoughts, as her weary brain would go, produces a vivid effect o 
reality. 
I. Hood, Thomas, "complete Poetreiii works", vol.I, New York-;- 'G.P. 
I 
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Hood • s "The Workhouse Clock", as a poem, cannot compare with Jl 
"The Song of the Shirt". But as a description of the throngs of I 
workers, hungry in the midst of plenty, it is an interesting I 
social document: 
"Who does not see them sally 
From mill, and garret, and room, 
In lane, and court, and alley, 
From homes in poverty's lowest valley, 
FUrnished with shuttle and loom -
Poor slaves of Civilization's galley-
And in the road and footpaths rally, 
As if for the day of doom? 
Some, of hardly human form, 
stunted, crooked, and crippled by toil; 
Dingy with smoke and dust and oil, 
And smirched besides with vicious soil, 
Clustering, mustering, all in a swarm. 
Father, mother, and eareful : child, 
Looking as if it had never smiled -
The seamstress, lean, and weary, and wan, 
With only the ghosts of garments on -
The weaver, her sallow neighbor, 
The grim and sooty artisan; 
Every soul - child, woman, or man, 
Who lives - or dies - by labor." 1 
The poem is an allegory; the stream of workers is on its way to 
see by the workhouse clock how long they must labor. The stronges 
part of the poem, perhaps, is the description of the folk passin 
through all the riches of London, without having the right to 
touch any: 
"Onward, onward, with hasty feet, 
They swarm - and westward still -
Masses born to drink and eat, 
But starving amidst Whitechapel•s meat, 
And famishing down Cornhill1 
I 
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Through the Poultry - but still unfed -
Christian charity,- hang your headl 
Hungry - passing the Street of Bread; 
Thirsty - the Street of Milk; 
------1 
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I. Hood, Thomas, "Complete poetical Works", PP• 38-9. 
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!I Ragged - beside the Ludgate mart, Jl 
11 So gorgeous, through mechanic art, 1 
11 With cotton, and wool, and silk I" 1 I 
,I Finally the mass reaches the workhouse, and watches dumbly while I 
1
/the clock is set, telling them - according to the poem - the long 1l 
I 'I J/hours more that they must work. Hood's plea here is for shorter I 
p I jhours of labor, as a symbol of a more truly human life for the 1 
!workers. He concludes the poem: 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
"oJ that the parish powers, 
Who regulate labor•s hours, 
The daily amount of human trial, 
weariness,. pain, and self-denial, 
would turn from the artificial dial 
That striketh ten or eleven, 
And go, for once, by that older one, 
That stands in the light of Nature's 
And takes its time from HeavenS" ,_ 
sun, 
This poem gives proof of Hood's feeling for the workers in 
general, and shows his concern for their well-being. With Hood's j 
two poems, the romantic poets are seen to have achieved a definit 
outlook on the problems of industry - one which, expressed in 
words, sought to awaken the readers and thinkers of England to an 
understanding or the human values involved, and to a will to alte 
I things for the better. Poetry was now a tool to be used in bringi 
about these ends. And with the adaptation of verse to the ends of ' 
social reform, we see a significant change from the eighteenth 
!century, when its sphere was considered to be only the giving of 
l intell~ctual pleasure to the educated and intelligent minority. 
!I 
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Chapter V 
"The Poets Whose Chief Interest Lay in the Agricultural 
Problems of the Time. 11 
Besides the poetry which expressed a general romantic protest 
!against the methods of industry, there were also poems directed 
I 
at a particular phase of the situation. such was the body of 
verse which, from I8I5 on, satirized or expressed scorn or hatred 
for the Corn Laws and all that they implied, in the way of high 
1 rents for land, expen·sive food, and hunger for the people. 
j The earliest example of poetry showing this emphasis is found 
in Byron•s "The Age of Bronze", a satirical poem "dealing with 
4 ~ 
the last phase ot Napoleon's career", and written in I823. With 
Byron, poetry had become a weapon for satire dealing with social 
1
conditions. The sympathy for humanity, which Hood showed - the 
preoccupation with the ideal, which dominated the poetry of 
Shelley - the imaginative love of nature and the spirit of man, o 
I 
I 
II 
II 
JWordsworth - these are not for him. Byron is, in many ways, close 
to the eighteenth century, for he enjoys the witty play on words, 
I the apt repartee, the biting phrase. Not for him the d1stailt I 
j realms ·of the mind and the inward vision, to which Wordsworth and 
Shelley had directed their thoughts. "The Age of Bronze" satirize , 
not ' the more general implications of the industrial and I 
agricultural developments, but one particular and specific 
manifestation of their effect on a certain class of man - the 
I. Moorman, F. W., "Byron••, 1n ward and Waller, · "The cambridge 
History of English Literature", vol. X1:1:, P• 4I. 
2. Ibid., P• 4I. . 
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landowners who clamored for a protection through tariff for 
themselves, at the close of the Napoleonic Wars, at the expense 
o~ near starvation for the mass of the people. Byron \"'rites: 
"Alas, the Country& how shall tongue or pen 
Bewail her now uncountry gentlemen? 
The last to bid~he cry of warfare cease, 
The first to make a malady of peace. 
For what were all these country patriots born? 
To hunt - to vote - and raise the price of corn? 
But corn, like every mortal thing, must fall, 
Kings - Conquerors - and markets most of all. 
And must ye fall with every ear of grain? 
Why would ye trouble Buonaparte 1 s reign? 
He was your great Triptolemus; his vices 
Destroyed but realms, and still maintained your 
prices; 
He amplified to every lord's content 
The grand agrarian alchemy, high rent. 
Why did the tyrant stumble on the Tartars, 
And lower wheat .to such desponding quarters? 
Why did you chain him on yon Isle so lone? 
The man was worth much more upon his throne. 
True, blood and treasure boundlessly were spilt, 
But what of that? the Gaul may bear the guilt; 
But bread was high, the farmer paid his way, 
And acres told upon the appointed day. 
BU:t where is now the goodly audit ale? 
The purse-.proud tenant, never known to fail? 
The farm which never yet was left on hand? 
The marsh reclaimed to most improving land? 
The impatient hope of the expiring lease? 
The doubling rental? What an evil peace& 
In vain the prize excites the ploughman's skill, 
In vain the Commons pass their patriot bill; 
The Landed Interest - (you may understand 
The phrase muon better leaving out the land) -
The land self-interest groans from shore to shore, 
For fear that plenty should attain the poor. 
Up, up again, ye rents, exalt your notes, 
Or else the Ministry will lose their votes, 
And patriotism, so delicately nice, · 
Her loaves will lower to the market price ••• 
See these inglorious Cinctnnati swarm, 
Farmers of war, dictators of the farm; 
Their ploughshare was the sword in hireling hands, 
Their fields manured by gore of other lands; 
Safe in their barns, these Sabine tillers sent 
Their brethren out to battle - why? - for rentl 
Year after year they voted cent. per cent. 
I 
I 
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They roared, they dined~ they drank, they swore 
they meant 
To die for England • why then live? - for rent& 
The peace has made one general malcontent 
Of these high-market patriots; war was rentl 
Their love of country~ millions all mis-spent~ 
How reconcile? by reconciling rent! 
And will they not repay the treasures lent? 
No: down with everything, and up with rentl 
Their good~ ill, health, wealth, joy, or disconten, 
Being~ end~ aim, religion - rent - rent - rentl" 1 
In poetic technique, Byron in "The Age of Bronze" harks back to 
the satires of Pope. Even the measure used is the heroic couplet 
the favorite medium of the eighteenth century satirists. The 
writers of the Romantic School might not admit the right of this 
selection to be classed as poetry in the deepest sense, since it 
appeals to the intellect rather than to the heart and spirit. 
Yet in the reiterated rent of the last lines their is real 
intensity. One senses that Byron had a genuine emotional drive 
behind the words which he wrote. Then too, it is verse in the 
tradition of English satire; and to those readers who found 
intellectual pleasure in a witty and biting attack on the abuses 
of the day it made a definite appeal. Like the poetry of the 
century before, this of Byron may be termed "upper class", since 
its audience would be with tnose with education and with leisure 
enough to understand and to savor the clever~ though bitter, 
characterizations~ the sophisticated plays on words. Yet in 
subject matter, this poem too is very different from those of th 
1 eighteenth century. That Byron appreciated the true merits of th 
I political situation is shown by the fact that, so many years 
70 
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before the Corn Laws were finally repealed, he thus expressed 
the conviction that they, with the high rents and the high price 
of food which they entailed, were not working for the good of 
the country. "The Age of Bronze" gives us one of the first 
examples of the use of verse as a weapon with which to attack a 
class of people - a class, moreover, composed of the wealthy and 
powerful, for whose commendation, a hundred years before, much o 
the literature of the time had been created. 
In the poetry of Thomas Moore, we find an example, also, of 
interest in the problem of the food supply. Moore's verses 
contrasting the high price of corn with the low price of cotton 
I are directed toward a different class of readers from those of 
Byron. Like Byron's, they are satiric; but Moore does not use 
subtle, vitriolic thrusts, but gains his effect through the 
contrast between obvious pictures. The humblest weaver could be 
impressed by the differences in the conditions of "squire Corn" 
and "poor Cotton". There is no appeal to the highly developed 
intellect in these verses; but in the poor and simple folk who 
would read them most avidly, they would call up feelings of 
anger at the injustice, and the cruelty,of' the regulations which 
were responsible for their scanty food. Moore writes: 
"Cotton and Corn: a Dialogue 
Said Cotton to Corn, t•other day, 
As they met and exehangtd a salute -
(Squire Corn in his carriage so gay, 
Poor Cotton, half' famish•d, on foot): 
'Great Squire, if it isn't uncivil 
'To hint at starvation before you, 
'Look down on a poor hungry devil, 
1 And ~ive him some bread I i~ol'e vnntt 
7T 
Quoth Corn t hen, in answer to Cotton, 
perceiving he meant to make free -
'Low fellow, youtve surely forgotten 
'The distance between you and meJ 
'To expect that we, peers of high birth, 
'Should waste our illustrious acres, 
'For no other purpose · on earth 
'Than to fatten curst calico-makers! -
•That Bishops to bobbins should bend -
'Should stoop from their Bench's sublimity, 
:.t.Great dealers in lawn, to befriend 
'Such contemp~e dealers in dimity! 
'No - vile Manufacturers! ne'er harbor 
'A hope to be fed at our boards; -
'Base offspring of Arkwright the barber, 
~What claim canst thou have upon Lords? 
•No - thanks to the taxes and debt, 
'And the triumph of paper o•er guineas, 
•our race of Lord Jemmys, as yet, 
'May defy your whole rabble of Je~sl' 
So saying ~ whip, crack, and away 
Went Corn in his chaise through the throng, 
So headlong, I heard them all say, 
'Squire Corn would be down, before long. t" 1 
Moore has recognized that the high price of corn bore most 
heav i l y upon the factory laborers; and it was in sympathy with 
their pl ight that he wrote these stanzas. At the time - 1827 - an 
!! attempt, which was to prove abortive, was being made t o have the 
II ~ / corn Laws repealed. It was of the hope entertained by many that 
! thi s attempt would succeed, that Moore spoke in the last line. 
I 
I
, Thomas Moore was not a poet of any great depth of insight, or 
!greatness of emotional force. He has been labelled by the majorit 
of readers as trivial, sentimental, medi ocre, commonplace. True t 
r. Moor e, T oma s, Cott on an orn: a D a ogue , 
"England from Wordsworth to Dickens", p. 53. 
2 . King, R.W., ed., "Note to 1 Cotton end Corn: a Dialogue•", in 
"England f rom Wordsworth to Dickens", p. 53. 
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these accusations, his "Cotton and Corn: a Dialogue" is a poem 
undistinguished by any particular fervor or any great beauty of 
expression. Yet it shows perhaps even better than Byron's, the 
growing influence of the industrial revolution upon poetry. In 
the first place, new names, new words are entering into the 
vocabulary of poets. We see references to Arkwright, to bobbins, 
to spinning jennies, to calico and dimity. Here is a type of 
poetry, moreover, directed toward a new sort of reader, one almos 
non-existent, as such, in the eighteenth century - the worker, wh 
was reaching out for increased intellectual opportunities. such a 
1 man was not interested in reading poetry which dealt with abstrac 
I ideals or theories of humanity's ultimate relationship to the 
i uni verse; he wanted things which would help him to understand 
I 
I and to improve his own material position. Amy Cruse writes of 
thi s laborer-reader: 
"The last decade of the eighteenth century, which 
saw the beginnings of so many new things, saw the 
emergence of a new class of working-men readers. Most of 
them were handicraftsmen, in the big manufacturing 
towns, though there were small tradesmen, country 
mechanics, and farm labor.ers among them. They had little 
education and a narrow experience, but they had an 
immense curiosity ••• It was not until this new cl ass, 
hungry for knowledge, arose, that there was any real 
demand for an extension of t he means and opportunities 
fo r reading." -t 
This type of reader is the one to whom the obvious and strongly 
contrasted charact erizations of "Cotton and Corn: a Dialogue" 
would most effectively appeal; and with such a one, the humor of 
puns would act as an aid to the more serious consideration of the 
arguments behind the poem. The whole tone of this poetry is 
r.-crus e ~ A.my,-n"Tlie -Engli-sfimari- -ana11IS13ook-s- intne E 1irly - _" ___ _ 
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changed. Its appeal is no longer to the intelligensia - rather 
it aims to meet the understanding of the simplest folk. 
Akin to this poem of Moore's in the type of reader to which 
it is addressed, is the po·etry of Ebenezer Elliott. With Elliott 
we see one of the earliest examples of what may be called true 
"proletarian poetry" in English letters - poetry written by, as 
well as for, the poor, and dealing with everyday subjects. 
Elliott welcomed his reputation as the poet of the common 
people. phillips, in his dissertation on Elliott, writes of this 
attitude: 
"Such titles as lThe Poet of the Poor•, 'The Bard 
of Free Trade•, and 'The Corn Law Rhymer• were bestowed 
upon him by critics. It was the last title, however, 
which pleased him most, since it was against the Corn · 
Laws primarily that he had launched his most successful 
attacks after he had singled them out as the underlying 
cause for the abuses in English politics and society." 
The poet of the common people, then, he was - experiencing their 
difficulties in his youth, and taking it upon himself to help to 
solve them through the medium of his poetry. Ebenezer Elliott 
had grown up in no easy or intellectual atmosphere. He had had 
little education, none of it on the classical model. Amy Cruse 
writes of him: 
"Up in the North, where the great iron-
manufacturing towns were year by year spreading grime 
and ugliness farther over the fresh wild country, lived 
Ebenezer Elliott~ son of a clerk in an iron-foundry. He 
hated and dreaded pov~rty for himself and others ••• He 
was brought up in a strictly religious home, and knew 
the Bible almost by heart by the time he was twal ve." 2. 
The combination of influences which shaped his boyhood is bodied 
I. p ps, George, e L e, Wr Importance of 
Ebenezer Elliott, the Corn Law Rhymer", Boston University, 
Ph.D. Dissertation, I937, p. IX. 
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forth by him in his first published work, "scotch Nationality, a 
1 1 Vision", which was printed in Sheffield in 1815. With this poem, 
Elliott took for the first time "politics and religion under his 
~ 
' aegis". "scotch Nationality" is a confused and turgid piece of 
writing, significant merely because in it: 
"Elliott, vox clamantis in deserto, is launching 
forth on his warning theme that unless more attention i l 
given to the intolerable conditions of the masses, 
retribution will strike at the very highest classes." 3 
Elliott•s next work, 11 The Splendid Village .. , carries us back in 
mind to Goldsmith's "The Deserted Village", and Crabbe's "The 
Village" •. Elliott is carrying on the method used by the two 
earlier poets, of treating social prbbl~ms through the medium of 
an analysis of village life. Indeed, the use of "splendid" in thE 
title reminds one of Goldsmith's use of the same word in "The 
Deserted Village": 
"The rich man•s joys increase, the Poor's decay, 
'Tis yours to judge how wide the limits stand 
Between a splendid and a happy land." .,. 
Whether Goldsmith's line influenced Elliott in his choice of a 
title, or not, is comparitively unimportant. The spirit of 
Goldsmith, and that of Crabbe, had an influence on Elliott -
however - which is far from unimportant. Elliott carries on the 
attitude and even the phraseology of the eighteenth century in 
this poem. Cazamian writes of his work: 
"It reveals, even at this late date, abundant 
traces of the phraseology and rhythms of the eighteenth 
I. phillips, G., "The Life, Writings, and Importance . o:f'- Ebenezer 
Eliott, the Corn Law Rhymer", p. 119. 
2. Ibid~, P• 1I9. 
3. Ibid., P• I30. 
4. Goldsmith..__Q_]J,ve~,__"poetical Works", P• 36. 
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I Elliott himself admits his debt to his predecessors, especially 
I 
I, 
I' 
I 
Crabbe, writing: 
"I am called, as !~ expected to be, an unsuccessful 
imitator of the pauper-poetry of Wordsworth, although, 
with the exception of his great work, I never read his 
writings till long after this poem was first printed. I 
might truly be called the unfortunate imitator of Crabb , 
that most British of poets; for he has long been bosome 
with me; and if he had never lived, it is quite possibl 
that I might never have written pauper poetry ••• He has 
been unjustly blamed for the stern colors in which he 
'Q.as painted the sublimity of British wretchediless. In 
what other manner could a true poet have depicted the 
blessedness of ultra-taxation, bread-monopoly, and thei 
inevitable result, the beautiful battle of ten dogs for 
one bone? Wordsworth has colored similar objects 
differentlyl True, but Wordsworth only meets his subjec 
half-way, and with his hinder end toward it. 'Sly is th 
look which o•er his back, that wary poet throws.• Crabb, 
on the contrary, takes his hideous mistress in his arms 
and she tells him all her dreadful secrets • 11 '-
Elliott's critical evaluations of Wordsworth and Crabbe show his 
own point of view. His assertion that Crabbe was his poetical 
master is borne out by "The Splendid Village". He uses the verse 
form of Crabbe - the heroic couplet - and his lines give a very -
similar effect. He writes: 
"I saw again my natal cottage door; 
Unohant•d as truth the river welcom•d home 
The wanderer of the sea•s heart-breaking foam; 
But the chang'd cottage, like a time-tried friend, 
Smote on my heart strings, at my journey's end. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
"My brother dwelt within. 'Tis true, he took 
My offer•d hand, but froze me with a look 
So trouble-worn and lost, so hard yet dull, 
That I shrank from him, though my heart was full~ 
His wife, in tatters, watched the fireless grate •• 
• • • • • • • • • • • • 
I. cazamlan and Legouls, "A History of' English Literature", 
P• !207. -
2. Elliott, Ebenezer, "The Village patriarch, Love, and Other 
______ I Poems", London, B.Steill, 1834, PP• 18-g. 
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"Now, where three cotters and their children dwelt 
The lawyer's pomp alone is seen and felt; 
.And the park entrance of his acres three 
Uncrops the ground which f'ed a f'amily."..f 
Up to this point in the poem, Elliott has added nothing new to 
the words of Goldsmith and Crabbe on the same subject. Indeed, h 
merely has been reiterating Goldsmith's arguments against the 
rich who, greedy for land, to be used in show, forced the poor 
from the fields whiCh provided their food. But a certain energy 
with which Elliott drives home the opposition of interests of 
poor and rich, and the vigor with which he places himself' upon 
the side of the former, give a new note: 
"Dear Village& chang•d, how chang 1 d from what thou 
· · ·wert I · · 
•••••••••••••••••• we envy not the pomp we see, 
But hate the wealth that makes our poverty. 
Yes, splendid mansions now these shades adorn Bu~ wretched children in those huts are borniA ~ 
"Where is the Common, once with blessings rich, -
The poor man•s Common? like the poor man•a fiitch 
And well fed ham, which erst his means allowed, 
'Tis gone to bloat the idle and the proudl 
To raise high rental and low•r low prof'itsl - Oh, 
Tomorrow of the Furiesl thou art slowl" ' 
I 
And finally, this : 
"But yonder stalks the greatest man alivel 
One farmer prospers now, where prosper 1d f'ivel 
AhJ where are they? wives, husbands, children, 
where? 
Two died in gaol and one is dying there; 
one broken-hearted, fills a rural grave; 
And one still lives, a pauper and a slave ••• 11 .,. 
A vigorous bitterness and a sense of threat come into this 
P?etry, such a1 we have not seen before. Elliott is not thinking 
I. EllTfft-;-"""E''enezer, "Tne Splendid Vil!age, Corn Law Rhymes, 
and Other poems", London, B.Steill, I834, PP• IS-9. 
2~ Ibid., PP• 3!•2. 
3~ Ib1d~i P• 35~ 
4. Ibid., P• 37. 
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of himself as any different from those about whom he writes. He 
i.s one of the poor, creating his poetry out of his own experienc , 
. with a force and energy which only personal experience can give. 
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In the writings of Goldsmith and Crabbe - and certainly of the 
other poets of the years before the industrial revolution - one 
senses a certain detachment. Whatever their subject, they 
themselves are in positions of more or less comfort. Elliott, on 
the contrary, has known hunger and weariness. He is identifying 
himself with his subject; and in consequence, that subject 
takes on a new urgency. 
In the earlier poems of Elliott, he is appealing to the 
landowners and the moneyed classes to take over the well-being 
I of the poor, and to aid them in their distress. This is his 
attitude in "The Village patriarch", where through the story ot 
Enoch Wray, old and blind and poor, he attempts to awaken 
compassion for the hard life of the destitute. He writes: 
"Now, landed Trader, that, with haughty stare, 
Thron'd in thy curtain'd pew, o•erlookst the 
squireS 
Be kind and saintly; give, for thou canst spare, 
A pittance to the destitute; enquire 
If yon poor trembler wants ·not food and fire'? 
Though thou couldst thrive, say not all others can 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • Oh, imitate the steward of the poor 
According to thy meansl Heaven asks no more. 
Think of the hope of ten, the sire of nine, 
The proud,skill'd man, wheel shatter'd yesterday; 
His wife will wring her hands ere eve decline, 
And ah, the next week's wages, where are they?"1 
Elliott in this poem is placing his hop:e for the poor in the pit'~' 
of the rich. As his ideas developed, he was to place less and less 
r. Elliott, Ebenezer, !The Village Patrrarch, Love, and Other 
poems", PP• 37-8. 
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emphasis on charity, and more on the poor aiding themselves. He 
was to write: 
"I expect little advantage from the exertions of 
the landholders in the cause of reform. I have scarcely 
any hope, but from the spread of education among the 
lower orders. If an enlightened people is destinea to 
lead their governors, all may be well." 1 
From the time that he began to place his hope for reform in the 
growth of intelligence and insight among the poor themselves, 
Elliott seems to have directed his poetry more toward this type 
of reader. He realized that the tired and slow-reading workman 
would have small interest in the long and rather wordy poetry 
which he had been writing, in the manner of Crabbe. Short, 
forceful, rhythmic verse, its ideas clothed in simple language -
this would have much more chance of reaching his chosen auditors 
The realization of this fact liberated Elliott from the imitativ~ 
style in which his first poems had been written, and paved the 
way for his production of the poems which are most closely 
associated with his name -the "Corn Law Rhymes". In these, 
Elliott found his own best expression. He had had time to 
formulate his ideas, and had decided that ~t the base of the 
industrial and agricultural troubles lay the folly of the Corn 
Laws. Phillips writes: 
"In 'Love• and 'The Village patriarch•, he painted 
the misery and squalor resultingfrom the transformation 
of an agricultural country into an industrialized one; 
in the •corn Law Rhymes' he suggested one way of making 
the change less hard for the poor t -o bear - by the 
abolition of monopoly. Elliott's own business problems 
had convinced him that only through free trade could 
business improve; however, once trade began to make 
progress the whole of England would improve. •• ,_ 
I. -Phillips, G., "The Life, Writings, and Importance of Ebene-zer 
..C..J..J..J.U!.v 1 '-'L.Lc vO"l'u .Ut1VV !U.l,YlUI:IL' 1 P• ..L.Gt1e 
2. Ibid., P• XV. 
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Having chosen the subject which was to be closest to his heart, 
Elliott could concentrate on it, with the result that his poems 
by sheer weight of repetition pounded home on his readers the 
thoughts and feelings with which he wanted to impress them. 
Moreover, Elliott was now constrained by the type of reader for 
whom his works were shaped, to use simple, moving language with 
a high emotional appeal, and to accompany it with a definite 
rhythmical pattern. Many of them were set to music, to the simp 
old tunes beloved of the people, to give them added appeal. 
of his old hope that the rich would read and be affected by his 
writings remained, as is shown by his statement: 
"Who is the Poet of the Poo:r, if I am not? Yet it 
is false that the 'Corn Law Rhymes' are addressed 
exclusively to the poor. I wrote them in the forlorn 
hope that the oppressors of the poor would read them, 
and be warned. 11 1 
But the fact that he speaks of a "forlorn hope" that the rich 
would read his verses, shows that he must have addressed t h em 
primar ily to the lower classes. And they had a tremendous 
popular appeal. Those who were in want felt that here was 
someone who understood, that these poems not only called for 
something to be done to aid the poor in the dim future and 
through the chilly medium of laws, but that they gave sympathy 
and the warmth of affectionate care in the present. Paul Rogers 
in h i s "Memoirs" gives an instance of the appeal of "Corn Law 
., Rhymes". He tells of borrowing a copy, and writes: 
"I read the poems over, one after another, first 
to myself, and then to my wife and children. As the 
subjects were chiefly suffering poverty, of which we 
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because he sympathized with us. An honest-hearted old II 
collier, worn out with a life of hard work, and who was .
1 
then a pauper, and frequented my little shop as a place 
for pastime, wept again and again as I read the /1 
passages to him. 11 1 
The "Corn Law Rhymes" originally appeared at intervals in 
I 
' 
newspapers and :eriodicals, and were not published in collected ~ L 
form till I832. They are almost entirely short poems, terse, viv~r' 
simple, and united by an undertone of sorrow or of resentment. 
1 Among those which bring home to the reader the tragedy inherent 
i 
1 grinding poverty is the plaintive 11 Chi ld, is thy Father Dead? 11 , 
set to the tune of Robin Adair: 
11 Child, is thy father dead? 
Father is gonel 
Why did they tax his bread? 
God's will be donel 
Mother has sold her bed; 
Better to die than wed! 
Where shall she lay her head? 
Home have we nonel 
Father clamm•d thrice a week; 
God's will be done& 
Long for work did he seek, 
Work he found none. 
Tears in his hollow cheek 
Told what no tongue could speak: 
Why did his master break? 
God's will be donal 
Doctor siad air was best -
Food we had none; 
Father, with panting breast, 
Groan•d to be ' gone: 
Now he is with the blest -
Mother says death is best& 
we have no place of rest -
Yes, we have one1 11 3 
I. Phillips, G. "The -Life, Writings, and Importance of Eoenezer 
1 Elliott, the Corn Law Rhymer 11 , p. 284. 
2. Ibid., P• 28I. . 
11 3. Elliott, Ebenezer, "The Splendid Village, Corn Law Rhymes, 
~= _ +==-=-an_d_Ot~ter Poems", pp. 60-I . 
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This poem, with its t remendous impression of suffering, and the 
meaning packed into every line, shows a great change in Elliott'~ 
work, from the period of "The Splendid Village". This is ori gina 
and forceful expression. Every word counts in driving home the 
idea, yet the simple phrases are intelligible to all. Another 
example of this type of poem is that set to the tune of T~e--~-~d 
of t he Leal. Here we have excellent use of the blending of words 
with the rhythm and music of a well-known song, inaneffort to 
reach all types of readers: 
"Where the poor cease to pay~ 
Go, lov•d one, and re s tJ 
Thou art wearing away 
To the land of the blest. 
our father is gohe 
Where the wrong •d are fo!•given, 
And that dearesb one, 
No 
No 
Thy husband, in heaven. 
toil in despair, 
No tyrant, no slave, 
bread-tax is there , 
W1 th a maw like the grave ••• " -1 
such descriptions of the results o1! 11 clamming" (•or starving) were 
not written from Elliott 1 s imagination, nor were they sensational 
or exaggerated. They were inspired by "actual scenes which were 
• .2. 
enacted daily in the great manufactur ing centers 11 • One other poen 
in this group of patheti c verses among the "Corn Law Rhymes" is 
interest ing, in that it ties up with the great body of child 
labor reform poetry. Elliott was so occupied in fighting the 
Corn Laws that he seldom found time to write on any other subject ~ 
y : -E'!Tiott-; ··· Eoeriezer,- "Tlie-·spl"Eincrrcr ~vTrlage-;-corn Law RliyrneS,an'li 
Other Poems", P> 5~F . .. <: . · 
2. Phillips, G., "The Life, Writings, and Importance of Ebenezer 
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The following poem is significant, since it shows us that Elliott 
was aware of the other problems of the day. By its very 
simplicity and quietness, it brings home to one the wrong of 
child labor: 
"preston's Mills 
The day was fair, the cannon roared, 
Cold blew the bracing north, 
And Preston's Mills by thousands poured 
Their little captives forth. 
All in their best they paced the street, 
All glad that they were free; 
And sung a song with voices sweet -
They sung& Of Liberty! 
But from their lips the rose had fled, 
Like 'death-in-life' they smiled; 
And still, as each passed by, I said, 
'Alas l is that a child?' 11 "\ 
These poems of Elliott's are not distinguished by any particular 
beauty of phrasing or wordMchoice. The rhythm is obvio~s, the 
sentiment that which would appeal to the simplest mind. But for 
their purpose they are perfect, for they are instinct with pity, 
and so have the power of creating pity in the hearts of those 
who read. 
But Elliott's attitude in the 11 Corn Law Rhymes" is not 
merely one of pity. Phillips writes: 
"In contrast to the tone of despair and sadness of 
the group of pathetic poems in the 'Rhymes' are the 
vituperative ones, tirades berating political opponents 
and reactionary measures." 2. 
In these latter poems, Elliott shows more clearly the 
significance which he is now able to make each word carry. For 
sheer bitterness, compressed into a small space, with each word 
t. Elliott, Ebenezer, "The Splendid Village, Corn Law Rhymes, and 
Other poems", P• 49. 
2. Phillips, G., 11 The Life, Writings, and Importance of Ebenezer 
- -
EJ 1 :1 a t_t_ the CorJLL_a._w__p_o e t" ,---P-t406 . 
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counting in the effect, few stanzas have ever been written which 
can compare with the ucaged Rats": 
11Ye coop us up, and tax our bread, 
And wonder why we pine; 
But ye are fat, and round, and red, 
And filled with tax-bought wine. 
Thus, twelve rats starve while three rats thrive, 
(Like you on mine and me) 
When fifteen rats are caged alive 
With food for nine and three."" 
Elliott is hoping, by the sharpness of his tone and the horror 
of the image he evokes, to shock the rich, whom he considers 
responsible for the high price of food, into remedying it. He 
also knows that anger toward an alien group of people is one of 
the strongest unifying influences - and it is this anger of the 
poor toward their oppressors which he is trying to stir through 
poems like this. The subjects which he chooses are those which 
would most irritate the masses. One such is "The Taxed Cake", 
which refers not only to the Corn Laws, but also to the 
widespread adulteration of purchasable food, mentioned in the 
first part of this paper. This was a sore subject, and one which 
would of itself create a response among readers who had suffered 
from the practice: 
Who 
And, 
."The Taxed Cake 
Give, give, they cry - and take& 
For wilful men are they 
tax•d our cake, and took our cake, 
To throw our cake away. 
They mix our bread with bran, 
They call potatoes bread, 
get who may, or keep who can, · 
The starved, they say, are fed." ::z. 
I. Eiliott, Ebenezer, The Splendid Viliage, Corn Law Rhymes, an 
Other Poems", p. 77. 
2. Ibid. • lYPo 62-3. 
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Elliott has identified himself completely with the masses. In 
these poems, one feels, he is considering himself as their voicel 
crying out a sort of general warning to the comfortable classes 
who take no thought for the poor. He expresses the rebellion of 
the people at the theories of the political economists, which 
condemn the majority of them to endless want, and at the practicE 
of the owners, which in most cases carried out that condemnation 
His opinion of the economic situation is given clearly in his 
preface to "The Village Patriarch, Love, and Other Poems": 
"We are cursed with evils infinitely worse than a 
smoky atmosphere. We are bread-taxed - our labor, our 
skill, our profits, our hopes, our lives, our children'f 
souls, are bread-taxed. Should we not do better without 
agriculture altogether, than be taxed as we are? Should 
we not have cheaper bread and more of it? higher profitf~ 
and wages that would purchase a larger quantity of food, 
by, at least, one third? Why should we toil for an 
arithmetical ratio of food, and a geometrical ratio of 
misery and crime?"1 
The theories of Adam Smith, Malthus, and Ricardo have come full 
circle with Elliott. Since it is hopeless to attempt to gain any 
ease or plenty for the vast working population of the land, he 
argues, they might as well stop trying, and gain it through the 
working out of eternal justice, which will, Elliott feels, wreak 
vengeance on the oppressors. To such a feeling, he gives vent in 
the poem 11 0h Lord, How Long?". 
11 Up, bread-taxed slave& and sagely curse 
Greek, Russian, swede, and Turk; 
For we have better men, and worse 
Than Honest Hare and Burke. 
Proud men, who cannot live, t~ey say, 
Unless they plunder thee 
But thou art free to toil and pray 
And so is England free. 
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Child, what hast thou with sleep to do? 
Awake, and dry thine eyes1 
Thy tiny hands must labor too; 
our bread is taxed - ariseS 
Arise and toil long hours twice seven, 
For pennies two or three; 
Thy woes make angels weep in Heaven -
But England still is free. 
Up, weary man of eighty-five, · 
And toil in hopeless woel 
Our bread is taxed, our rivals thrive, 
Our gods will have it so. 
Yet God is undethrontd on high, 
And undethron'd will be; 
Father of alll hear Thou our cry, 
And England shall be freel" i 
such were the "Corn Law Rhymes" -not great poetry when considerEd 
from the aesthetic side alone, but important as a social 
document of a new sort, simple, unpretentious, appealing not to 
the intelligensia of the country, but to the masses. Cazamian 
writes of it: 
"It is to his social imagination that Elliott .owes 
the survival of his work, in itself rather uneven ••• 
His vehement emotion is usually unable to create for 
itself an original expression; but some of his politica 
poems are irresistably powerful and generous."~ · 
And Phillips says: 
"The •corn Law Rhymes• might be considered in the 
light of historical documents in verse - in fact to rea 
them offers a liberal education in the social, politica , 
and economic conditions in England under the Corn Laws. 3 
His work in the "Corn Law Rhymes", Elliott carried on in the 
"Corn Law Hymns", which were designed to be sung in the little 
working class chapels, or at meetings where music would appeal 
I. Elliott, Ebenezer, "The Splendid Village, Corn Law -Rhymes, an~ 
Other Poems", pp. 83-4. 
2. cazamian and Legouis, "A History of English Literature", P• I~07. 
3. Phillips, G., "The Life, Writings, and Importance of Ebenezer 
El l iott, the Corn Law Rhymer", p. 299. 
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to the throng. Phillips says of the "Hymns": 
"In form and substance the •corn Law Hymns' closel-y 
resemble the songs and hymns of the 'Rhymes•. 
Individual •corn Law Hymns' began appearing as early as 
November, I832, in Tait•s 'Edinburgh Magazine•, but the-y 
were first collected, revised, and published together in 
the third volume of Elliott•s poems in I835 ••• Instead 
of praising God for his multifarious benefits showered 
on mankind, ••• Elliott places God in the witness-box and 
interrogates Him on the subject of justice."~ 
In the "Corn Law Hymns", Elliott has adapted his poetry to the 
technique of hymn writing. He uses the traditional hymn meters 
and phraseology. It is in the force and energy with which Elliott 
attacks a very mundane problem, that of remedying the quantity 
and the price of food available for the masses, through the 
medium of these hymns, that they differ from others. Here we find 
no praise of God for his gifts to man, and, indeed, comparatively 
little appeal to God at all. Sometimes, as in the stanza quoted 
below, the name of the Lord is invoked - but the strength of the 
plea is directed actually toward those who sing and those who 
read: 
"Lordi bid our palaced worms their vileness knowl 
Bleach them with famine, till they earn their bread 
And - taught by pain to feel a brother's woe -
Marvel that honest labor toils unfedl" ~ 
It is a case of "God helping those who help themselves", for 
Elliott in these hymns is taking the method of an appeal to the 
people throug~ a statement of the problem, addressed to God. It i 
interesting to note how many of the conventional hymn phrases 
Elliott uses - and yet how different from the run of hymns are 
his, with their emphasis on the solution of problems, not on 
I. Phillips, G., nThe Life, Writi~s, and Importance of Ebenezer 
Elliott, the Corn Law Rhymer', p. 300. 
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resignation to them, and their constant reiteration of the evils 
of the Corn Laws. A particularly effective example of the 
paradox between form and subject matter is Hymn Number I8, which 
starts with a reference to the gnat•s "little day": after which 
one might expect that man would be admonished to think of eterni 
but no, in Elliott's hymn man is warned to think of the present, 
not of any hypothetical heavenly future. The ills of the present 
are to be solved, not by divine intervention, but by people here 
and now, who have the power to do so. Elliott is wielding an 
effective weapon of propaganda for his cause, through these 
hymns which would find warm reception from the great masses of 
workers. For his purpose, a use of traditional words and forms, 
together with a firm and vigorous setting forth of contemporary 
problems and evils, made an excellent combination. Hymn Number 
I8, mentioned above, is a good example of his style: 
"The gnat sings through its little day; 
The tiniest weeds, how glad are theyl 
Man only lives, on tears and sighs, 
A living death before he dies. 
Yet while the tax-gorged lords of land 
Blast toil's stout heart, and skill's right hand, 
We curse not them who curse the soil; 
We only ask for 1leave to toill' 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • 
But not the sneer of . them we feedl 
Their workhouse gravesl Their chains for need! 
The dying life of blighted flowersL 
And early death for us and ours. 
we only ask - to toil and eatl 
But hungrier men with us compete; 
For they who tax our bread, and smile, 
Deprive of bread our sister isle." ~ 
!~Elliott, Ebenezer, "The Splendid -Village, Corn Law Rhymes, 
Other poems", pp .• !88-9. 
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This hymn is especially interesting because of its reference to 
Ireland, which at the time was already in a state of great want. 
It shows Elliott's preoccupation with the needs of the day, and 
his method of presenting his ideas about these needs in a form 
which could reach the simplest chapel-goer, and yet would have a 
chance of coming to the attention of more influential people 
through the publication of the "Hymns" in the "Edinburgh 
Magazine". 
Ebenezer Elliott is an example of a poet who was shaped 
largely by his subject. Beginning with a sense of pity for the 
poor, and a rather conventional method of writing about their 
plight - as shown in "The Splendid Vil l age" - he became 
engros sed, as we have seen, in the problem of the Corn Laws. He 
mttst have been a man of common sense and good native intelligence, 
and his acumen told him that the whole system was defeating its 
own ends through its basic injustice. He was willing to devote 
his life to battling for what he considered right. Whether 
Elliott was innately a poet, pne may be permit t ed to question. 
Comparing his verse with his prose writings, Ashley Thorndike sa~~: 
"Their invective scarcely equals occasional 
passages in Elliott's prose, as, for example, when 
picturing the ruin and famine which the Corn Laws caused, 
he declares, 'Unhappily, the landlords will be the last 
devoured - but then they will have the satisfaction of 
being eaten raw and alive•." 1 
To Elliott, poetry was a tool to be used in attaining his ends. 
He used invective or appealed to the sympathies of his readers, 
r:--Tli0rria1ke, Ashley" "Progress and poverty"'; from "Literat ure in 
a Changing Age', in Loomis, R.S., "Freshman Readings", 
P• 383. 
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whichever seemed to him at the moment the most effective way o~ 
rousing interest in his cause. He was not interested in the 
large, general, theoretical type of problem, such as took up the 
main energies of such poets as Wordsworth and Shelley. He was 
perfectly willing to distort facts - or rather, to keep harping 
away at one side of the problem and one side alone - if by so 
doing he could drive home his point more effectively. If it had 
not been for his feeling that his mission was the destruction of 
the Corn Laws by every means within his power, he might never 
have written the strong and characteristic poetry of his latter 
years. But he did have that sense of mission, .and his poetry, 
though in no sense great, was for its purpose perfect, having in 
many cases very apt phrasing, and, in the "Corn Law Rhymes", a 
developed clarity of expression together with vigor, emotional 
drive, and sincerity. Without the problems brought about by the 
industrial and agricultural revolutions, no one can tell what 
Elliott's verse would have been, or whether he would have writte 
any. He is an example of a new type of poet - the poet of the 
people, gaining his inspiration and his purpose from their 
difficulties, expressing himself in language which they can 
understand, and identifying himself with them in ideas and 
outlook. He is a poet writing out of the urgent necessities o~ 
the moment, not immersed in literary dreams or in the li~e of a 
small, select wor·ld, as were the Neo-classicists of the century 
before. And his poetry is fired with a sense of urgent need for 
it in the world of affairs, which their lacked. Always Elliott 
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!had a 
!l rouse England to a realization 
I' 
/I and were making. He wrote: 
of what suffering her laws had ma: 
il "What produced 
II Revolution? Famine, 
the horrors of the first French 
like that which the Corn Laws may 
moment." 1 lj produce here at any 
I Thus one factor in Elliott's poetry was the urge to avert 
I 
I 
II 
I 
I 
1 incipient tragedy, which was new in English letters. It reflects, 
I in this, something of the same dread of imminent revolt which 
carlyle was to work into his "French Revolution", together with 
the threat that unless the land mend its ways, such a doom is 
inevitable. The inclusion of such a note of threat is, I think, 
one of the most significant developments in the literature of 
the time - and one which was undeniably brought e.bout by the 
consequences of the industrial and agricultural revolutions. It 
is not enough, any more, to appeal to those in power to pity and 
to aid the poor; the question is now the rights of the poor. 
Their voice proclaims that unless power is wielded more justly, 
the suppressed classes will take it for themselves. An appeal to 
justice, not to charity, is implicit in this poetry. 
i 
II 
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Chapter VI 
"The poets Who Dealt With the Question of Child Labor." 
In the second chapter of this paper, the status of the child 
labor question was discussed, and it was mentioned that through 
the child labor reforms, the entering wedge for general reform 
was made. The condition of the children in factories and mines 
came to the attention of poets as well as legislators, and was 
the moving factor behind some good poetry and more bad. 
one of the earliest of the poems dealing with child labor was 
"A Voice from the Factories 11 , written by the Honorable Mrs. 
Norton, who was responsible for a good deal of the bad poetry 
on the subject. The poem appeared at first anonymously, in I836~ 
Jane perkins, in "The Life of the Honorable Mrs. Nortonu, says of 
I r· 
it: 1 
"John Murray, of Albemarle Street, accepted the 
1 
II 
poem (a long, rather dreary affair in Byronic stanza) 1 
less perhaps from its merits - it is the least I 
interesting, the least poetic work she ever ach!eved - 1 
than from its appositeness to the spirit of the times, I 
for the year I836 was a time of great mass-meetings, 
vigorous investigation of the condition of child labor 11 
I 
I 
in the factories, largely the result of a Bill 1 
introduced into parliament in I833 and warmly supported !/ 
by Shaftesbury. 11 '2. ~~ I 
~~ It is 
I 
interesting to note that, while Elliott's poetry preceded 
/ the repeal of the 
I 
[1 fight to rid the 
I labor came after 
I 
Corn Laws, and played a effective part in the 
country of them, the poetry regarding child 
the worst abuses had been remedied, ~1d came 
then as a result of interest in the conditions which had been 
1 ~erilns~ Jane, "The Life of the HonoraoTe"'M:rs. 
!J York, Henry Holt, I909, P• II2. 
~~~=====~ · Ibid., P• II2. 
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i: How much effective aid to children was given by these poems may 
ll be questioned. Yet they answered a need; many improvements were 
I 
I still desperately wanted; the reformers had no more than begun 
I to do what was needful to give all children the chance of a 
I 
•I decent start in life. Certainly this verse played a part in / 
I awakening public interest in the question, and in making people s e 
I why regulations were essential to the ultimate well-being of the 
I land. 
I 
II "A Voice from the Factories" is, as Miss Perkins says, a 
long affair. It is written in the Byronic stanza, as she 
mentions; but that is all the kinship with Byron's verve and 
vigor - and his unconventionality - which it shows. That "A 
Voice from the Factories" was a favorite parlor volume a 
hundred years ago tells a good deal about the class and kind of 
reader to whom it made its appeal. It did have its circle, over 
whom it exerted influence - the comfortable, middle-class matron 
of the kingdom read it, were moved by its patent sentiment and 
its pictures of suffering childhood, cried over it perhaps - and 
who can tell whether many a wife did not impress upon her 
manufacturer husband the justice of reforms at which he was 
inclined to scoff? The poem starts out with the assertion that 
when fallen man was driven from Paradise, childhood still was 
kept as a happy time free from toil. It is only recently, she 
1 says, that 
I factories; 
I the 
children were made to labor as they do in English 
and she gives expression to her feeling of sadness at 
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"Ever a toiling child doth make us sad; 
'Tis an unnatural and mournful sight, 
Because we feel their smiles should be so glad~ 
Because we know their eyes should be so bright. 
What is it, then, when, tasked beyond their mi ght, 
They labor all day long for others• gain, -
Nay, trespass on the still and pleasant night, 
While uncompleted hours of toil remain? 
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Poor little Factory Slaves - for YOU these lines complai l 
Beyond all sorrow which the wanderer knows, 
Is that these little pent-up wretches feel; 
Where the air thick, and close, and stagnant grows, 
And the low whirring of the incessant wheel 
Dizzies the head, and makes the senses reel: 
Then, shut forever from the gladdening sky, 
Vice premature and Care's corroding seal 
Stamp on each sallow cheek their hateful dye, ~ 
Line the smooth open Cheek, and sink the saddened Eye." 
' There is little of the original in Mrs. Norton's choice of words 
many of these, indeed, hark back to the eighteenth cent~ry - or 
her sentiments; but this verse is the sort of thing which would 
rouse the feelings of good, well-meaning people, who before 
I 
reading it had not thought very much about child labor. In two 
I 
I
I subsequent stanzas of the poem, Mrs. Norton makes the point made 
by the reformers in their arguments in Parliament- that freedom li 
J in making contracts was not enjoyed actually by any workers, and I . . . 
l1 especially by the children, since power was so unequal. She show 
that, to her, the suffering she saw around her was more importan 
than the theories of the economists; and she expresses quite 
powerfUlly, though in conventional guise, this conviction: 
"What is to be a slave? Is•t not to spend 
A life bowed down beneath a grinding ill? 
To labor on to serve another's end, -
I. Norton, Mrs. C.E.S., "A.Voice from the Factories",--inDo , W~! , 
"The Laboring Classes of England Especially Those Engaged 
1.1 in Agriculture and Manufactures, in a Series ·or Letters b 
an Englishman", Boston, John putn~, I847 p. I52. 
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To give up leisure, health, and strength and skill 
And give up each of these against your will? 
Hark to the angry answer: - *Theirs is not 
A life of slavery; if they labor, - still 
we p~ their toil. Free service is their lot; 
And what~eir labor yields, by us is fairly got.• 
Your 
Oh, Menl profane not Freedoml Are they free 
Who toil until the body's strength gives way? 
Who may not set a term for Liberty, 
But struggle through the long, unwelcome day 
Without the leisure to be good or glad? 
such is their service - call it what you may -
poor little creatures, overtasked and sad, ~ 
slavery hath no name - yet is its Curse as badl" 
Mrs. Norton goes on to make a plea to the well-to-do parents who 
work and save for their own children, to take pity on these less 
fortunate ones. They would hate to see their O\Yn sons· and 
daughters forced to work in the factories; justice calls for the 
to help others. She describes the day of a factory child, his 
work, the drabness, unhealthiness, and vulgarity of his 
environment, and his weariness as he drags homeward at night. 
Finally she makes the conventional appeal to pity as a solution 
for these ills; but she accompanies it - and this shows how far 
the pendulum had swung toward what would have been considered 
inflammatory sentiments in the eighteenth century - by a 
suggestion that unless pity is given, a resort to revolt may 
occur. Appearing in the lines of an eminent and elegant lady, 
who wrote for a highly stable type of reader, the inclusion or 
even a hint or the possibility or revolt, with its implicit 
threat, is a sign of a great change in outlook. It is now 
r.-N'orton, Mrs. C.E.s., · "A Voice from the Fatitories", in Dodd, w, 
"The Laboring Classes of England Especially Those Engaged 
in Agriculture and Manufactures, in a Series · of Letters by 
an Englishman", Boston, John Putnam, I847, p. I67. I 
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!considered permissible by well-bred readers that an author might II 
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/suggest t hat the masses had something to revolt about. A new /[ 
" il llatti tude has been accepted in poetry, a realization both o:f the 1 
" I li 
ilpossibility of violence and the necessity for reform, not alone 
,, 
1r y the poor, but also by the upper classes. Yet, Mrs. Norton 
il that men do not act upon the urge toward revolt unless 
circumstances are overpowering: 
"Thus, for the most part, willing to obey, 
Men rarely set Authority at naught ••• " .. 
!But when life becomes impossibly hard, they may be forced to tak 
that way out of their difficulties. Therefore, says Mrs. Norton, 
and charity should be useq by those in power: 
"Nol rather what the Inspired Law imparts 
mercy 
I 
I 
To guide our ways, and make our path more sure, 
Blending with pity, (native to our hearts), 
Let us ·to these, who patiently end~re 
Neglect, and penury, and toil, secure 
The innocent hopes that to their age belong, 
so, honoring Him, the Merciful and Pure, 
Who watches when the Oppressor's arm grows strong, 
And helpeth them to right - the Weak - who suffer wrong 
Mrs. Norton's language is florid, her plea for pity is similar 
to that made by Goldsmith over fifty years before; yet the new 
note, that of possible vengeance coming out o:f the masses o:f the 
poor unless pity is given, shows that in those fifty years a 
change of attitude had occured, affecting the outlook of English 
" :t. 
I poetry as well as of English industrial legislation. 
i Much of Mrs. Norton's poetry was not concerned with II· 
1'1· 
I 
1 
I 
I 
I 
I 
II II 
2. 
Norton, Mrs. C.E.S., "A Voice from t h e :Factories', n Do , W , 
"The Laboring Classes of England Especially Those Engaged 
in Agriculture and Manufactures~in a Series of Letters fro 
an Engl ishman", P• I67. i 
Ibid., P• 167. 1 
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1/ questions. The titles of some of her poems, appearing in "The 
==t1~==== 
I ~ 
IJ! poems or the Hono~able Mrs. Norton" - :The picture .of Sappho", . 
jl "The Creole Girl 11 , "Marriage and Love", "Twilight", - show her 
I' 
I 
I 
II 
to have been a lady amply concerned with the usual poetic themes ~ 
of the day. Yet her next long poem, probably her best known work 
deals again with the subject of child labor. The fact that she , 
I 
chose to write two such poems in the space of a few years shows 
both a genuine interest in the problem on her part, and a 
readiness on the part of the majority of readers to hear and 
I 
I 
I 
i 
I 
I 
! 
think about it. Miss perkins writes of 11 The Child of the Islands!', 
the aforesaid poem: I 
"Great poetry it was not ••• Yet there is in it a 
great deal of the quality of the author - her frank, 
generous nature, her hatred of sham, her audacity." 5 
I
I Audacious would hardly be the word we would apply to the poem 
now. It is, like "A Voice from the Factories", conventional, 
rather diffuse and wordy, with a fre ,quent use of the old, trite 
phrases and expressions of the eighteenth century; yet, at the 
time when it appeared, its form - an appeal to the infant son o 
Victoria - was considered daring. Mrs. Norton explains why she 
addressed it to the Prince, in the preface to "The Child of the 
Islands": 
"It is, perhaps, scarcely necessary to inform my 
readers that the title of the poem has reference to Hi 
Royal Highness the Prince of wales. I selected the 
prince of Wales as my illustration, because the 
I. Norton, Mrs. C.E.S., "The Poems of the Honorao e Mrs. Norton , 
Philad~lphia, Uriah Hunt & Son, I846, p. I43. 
2. Ibid., P• 79. 
3~ Ibid~, P• 248. 
4~ Ibid. 1 P• 90. I 5. Perkins, Jane, "The Life of the Honorable Mrs. Norton", 
L PP• I86-7. 
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innocence of his age, the hopes that hallow his birth, !I 
and the hereditary loyalty which clings to the Throne, j 
concur in enabling men.~. of every grade in society, to 
contemplate such a type ••• with our common feeling of 
good will. Nor will the presence of this good wi ll 
weaken the interest or destroy the argument. It is on 
the contrary · .. a gleam of the union and kindliness betwee 
the Higher and Lower classes which it is the main objec 
of the writer of these pages to inculcate." 1 : 
. I 
speaks an English gentlewoman of the old stamp - interested 
in royalty, conscious of caste - yet with a difference, for she 
is expressing a concern for the growth of unity between all 
classes of society, and a hope that all will bear together a 
common responsibility for the well-being of the children of the 
land. She begins the poem by a description of man's joy at the 
birth of a child, and makes a plea that the security of life 1nt1 
which the little Prince was born may not deprive him of 
consideration for other children less fortunate than he: 
"ot all the joys that brighten suffering earth 
What joy is welcomed like a. new born child? 
What life so wretched, but that, at its birth 
Some heart rejoiced - some lip in gladness smiled? 
The poorest cottager, by love beguiled, 
Greets his new burden with a. kindly eye; 
He knows his son must toil as he has toiled; 
But cheerful Labor, standing patient by, 
Laughs at the warning shade of meagre Povertyl !1. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
From woes which dire privations must involve, 
set in luxurious comfort far aloof, 
Thou shalt behold the vanishing snow dissolve 
From the high window and the shelter'd roof, 
or, while around thee, webs of richest woof 
On gilded pillars hang in many a. fold, 
Read, in wise books, writ down for thy behoof 
I. Norton, Mrs. C.E.s., 11 The Child of the Islands", Ba.lt more, 
G.H.Hickman, I846, p.3. 
2. Ibid. , p. 9 • 
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j What meaner men endure from want and pinching cold. 
Oh, since this is, and must be, by a law 
or God•s own holy making, shall there not 
Fall on thy heart a deep reflecting awe, 
When thou shalt contemplate the adverse lot, 
Of those by men, but not by Heaven, forgot? 
Bend to the lowly in the world of care; 
Think, in thy Palace, of the Laborer's cot; 
And justify the still unequal share 
By all thy power to aid, and willingness to sparel 11 ~ 
Mrs. Norton goes on to tell the story of a poor weaver who pawne 
his master's silk to buy his wife and little child a meal. She iii 
I making an obvious plea to the sentiment of her readers - and a 11 
I successful one, for her writings by their very popularity, both 1
1 
I I widespread and immediate, proved themselves able to awaken a 
! I chord of sympathy in the hearts of middle-class England. At time 
I! in the poem, Mrs. Norton rises to a certain strength of 
n i expression, and shows an ability to use contrast effectively, to 
I 
I 
I/ force home her point, as in the following lines: 
!I 
li 
I 
"A life of self-indulgence is for Us, 
A life of self-denial is for them; 
For Us the streets, broad-built and populous, 
For them, unhealthy corners, garrets dim~ 
And cellars where the water-rat may swiml 
For Us, green paths refreshed by frequent rains, ~ 
For them, dark alleys where the dust lies grim&¥ •• 
This poem, in contrast to the earlier "Voice from the Factories" 
II shows that 
1 needs, not 
Mrs. Norton herself had gained wider insight into the 
only of the children, but of the adults also, althoug 
her first interest was still • and justifiably so - in the forme • 
But she gives a moving, even if sentimental, picture of an old 
man who could find no work: 
1 ~~~~~--~~-rrT~,---wm~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~----~1 i I. Norton, Mrs. C.E.S., "The Child of the Islands", pp. I5-6. 
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IT- "Here lies a man who died of Hunger-pain, 11 
In a by-street of England's Capital. j 
Honest, (in vainl) industrious, (in vainl) 1 Willing to spend in useful labor all 
His years from youth to age ••• I 
i· He asked assisstance (earnings growing less), 4 Received none, struggled on, and died of want's excess.t 
I Her solution to the injustices of the workingmen's condition is, 
I in "The Child of the Islands" as in "A Voice fJ•om the Factories" 
intervention by the powerful and wealthy, to bring improvement t 
the poor. But she makes one new point, that unless people are 
willing to help, they automatically hinder. No one can be neutra 
in this situation. He who does not help those in need pushes 
them farther down. She writes: 
"That lizard-blooded frozen death-in-life, 
NEUTRALITY, the cursed of Heaven, hath left 
More misery to be borne by those bereft 
· Of power to strive against ill-fortune's spit • 
OhS there are moments of our lives, when such 
As will not help to lift us, strike us downl 11 
And finally, Mrs. Norton brings the poem back to a comparicon of 
the luxury of the Prince's life with the poverty of hundreds of 
other lives, using this as a basis for a final plea for pity 
from the rich; 
"Beautiful Royal Child, that art to me 
Only the sculptured image of a thought, 
A type of this world~s rank and luxury 
Through whom the Poet's lesson may be taught: 
The deeds which are by this world's mercy 
wrought, 
Lie in the compass of a narrow bound; 
our life's ability, - which is a nought, -
our life's duration, - which is but a sound, -
And then an echo, heard still faintly lingering round! 
I 
1 Pilgrim's that journey for a certain time - II 
j Weak Birds of passage crossing stormy seas !I 
l' -=r-.-,N=o- rton, Mrs. C.E.s. _,  11 The Child of the- ISJ:ands", P• Ef6. --_i I 2. Ibid., P• 72. ~ -==-----~~: ( li =~ 
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To reach a better and a brighter clime -
We find our parallels and types in these& 
Meanwhile since Death, and Sorrow, and Diseas , 
Bid helpless hearts a barren pity feel, 
Why, to the poor, should checked compassion 
freeze? 
BROTHERS, be gentle to that ONE appeal -
WANT is the only woe God gives you power to heall ~ 
"A Voice from the Factories" and "The Child of the Islands" 
are in no sense great poems, but as "straws in the wind" they 
are of interest to us, since they show in which direction the 
current of sentiment of the English people was setting. One may 
feel, too, that a minor poet, such as Mrs. Norton, sometimes 
demonstrates more clearly than a major one the course of public 
opinion - for a truly great and original mind may rise above the
1 
thought of his own time, while a less independent intellect 
will reflect its tenor. Be that as it may, certainly the poetry 
of Mrs. Norton tells us a good deal about the prejudices and 
sentiments of her period. Let us pretend for a moment that Mrs. 
Norton had been writing a century before. She was a society 
woman, publishing her verse because, due to marital 
difficulties, she needed money - therefore, she would write 
poetry calculated to meet the fancy of booksellers and the 
public alike. Writing·in the eighteenth century, one sees her 
turning off witty society pieces, graceful satires, perhaps, on 
happenings about the town, or odes full of classical allusions, 
or melancholy religious poems of the Graveyard School. But the 
one thing which on no account do we consider that she could have 
I. Norton, Mrs. C.E.S., "The Child -of the Islands", P• I06. 
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i ritten would be the sort of poetry to which, in the nineteenth 
century, she owed her greatest reputation and popularity - the 
social reform poems, with their references to toiling childhood, 
I • 
i 
/i to factory conditions, and to the duty of the rich to aid the 
!poor. That she writes of such things, and writes with popular 
. esteem, shows that changes of real significance had taken place 
in English poetry since the start of the industrial revolution. 
No longer was poetry considered the sole province of the 
jaristocratic and intellectual, who had to prove their right to 
these titles by their appreciation of stylized verse, based on 
models and dealing with limited themes. Poetry had forced an 
entrance into the world of everyday problems, and was at liberty 
to deal with them, without losing caste or forfeiting popularity. 
/Mrs. Norton uses many of the devices of the eighteenth century 
writers - personifications of abstract principles, 
generalizations, high flown language - yet basically she gives 
proof of a complete revolution of thought. The simple, common, 
!
'hard working laborer, an ignorant and unlettered man perhaps, is 
considered now of importance enough to warrant his appearance in 
I 
poetry, both as an object of pity and a being with certain just 
rights. poetry has turned from the contemplation of the abstract 
jinto a consideration of pa~ticular people in a particular set of 
rcircumstances. Mrs. Norton, because her poetry was so clearly 
1/dependent upon the dictates of public opinion, shows that the 
! concern for social betterment which for the first time was I 
I 
spreading through the land, had changed the concept of the nature 
i 
and aim of poetry entirely. The vast body of verse being ~~t~~•t========= 
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was limited to no one subject - but a place had been made for 
the poems dealing with the life and needs of the poor, not 
i picturing them merely as story book s wains or as comic relief, 
II 
I 
I
I 
II 
but telling of them as real people, suffering from thoroughly 
unpoetic want and weariness, due to bad factory conditions, long , 
I 
hours, poor food, and all the rest of the environmental ills 
present in some form for centuries, but left unconsidered by 
poets till the excesses of the industrial revolution forced such 
things upon their attention. 
In connection with the poetry concerned with child labor, we 
may · mention briefly that of Gerald Massey. Massey's father was a 
" canal-boatman, working for a wage of ten shillings a week; and 
:1. 
as ·. a child Massey worked in a silk mill, then as a straw-plaiter 
.,. 
and finally as an errand boy in London, where he educated himsel 
rather after the manner of Kingsley's Alton Locke, by reading 
5 
snatches from books in the booksell ers• stalls as he passed by. 
He had had no chances for education or advancement. He wrote of 
his own childhood: 
·"Having had to earn my own dear bread, by the 
eternal cheapening of flesh and blood thus early, I 
never knew what childhood meant. I had no childhood. 
Ever since I can remember, I have had the aching fear o 
want throbbing in heart and brow. The currents of my I 
life were early poisoned, and few, methinks, would pass 
unscathed through the scenes and circumstances in which 
I have lived ••• I look back now with wonder, not that 
Smf1es,- Samuel, "Brief' Biographies''"; . ..;;G_e_r_a_l_d__;M;:;.._a_s_s_e~y; Boston, 
Ticknor and Fields, I86I, p. 440. 
Ibid., P• 44I~ 
Ibid., P• 44I. 
Ibid~~ P• 444~ 
Ibid., p. 444. 
I 
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so few escape, but that any escape at all, to win a 
nobler growth for their humanity. So blighting are the 
influences which surround thousands in early life, to 
which I can bear such bitter testimony.""~ 
Thus Gerald Massey was himself a victim of the system against 
which the child labor reform poets wrote. After the awakening of 
h i s mind, through his London experiences, he became interested 
~ 
chiefly in political questions. Now and then, however, in with hi 
political verse, he would publish poems on the subject of 
children's working conditions - both in his workingmen's 
3 
newspaper, "The Spirit of Freedom", and in the volumes of poetry 
which occasionally he was able to have published. I have not been 
able to find any of his verse, but one reads that it was - though/ 
!mediocre in technique, as, with h i s background, would be expecte, -
11 full of the force of a vigorous, sincere spirit, which hated to 1j 
!have others experience the sufferings through which it had itsel~~ 
.! passed7 He contended that factory work for children deadened the jl 
possibility of growth for the soul, and made them constantly j 
5 I 
! "recede devil-wards". The style of his poetry was didactic, and I 
1
1 he endeavored to move his readers by an appeal to their 1
1 
1l sympathies.'Massey, like Elliott, gives proof of the entrance of 
the working-man poet into English letters, as a defender of his 
class. No longer did the uneducated man seek entrance into 1 own I 
I 
I the world of poetry through the aquisition of classical and 
I I. Smiles, Samuel, "Brief Biographies", Gerald Massey:, p. 443. 2. Ibid., P• 446~ 
3. Ibid.~ P• 447. 
4. Ibid~, P• 443. 
'I 5. Ibid~, p. 443. 
,, 6. Ibid., p. 448. 
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aristocratic learning. Massey studied constantly; but the books 
I 
he chose were those dealing with political theory- paine, Volne ' , 
1 
Louis Blanc - which would help him to understand the world o£ 
1 which he was a part; and his poetry was molded out of his concer ' 
II I 
1 for the political and social well-being of his fellow workers. , 
I 
I 
I 
IJ 
II 
I 
I 
lj 
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I 
I 
I 
The subject matter had become vastly more important than the for , 
I 
and had become one with the problems of the ordinary man in the I 
ordinary world. 
very different in birth and upbringing from Gerald Massey 
1l 
was - as the world knows - Elizabeth Barrett Browning. She was 
different, too, from Mrs. Norton, whom in social position she II 
more closely resembled, in that her poetry has stood the test of ji 
time, and has been acknowledged to ha~e been the work of real ~~ 
poetic talent. Mrs. Browning's interests were many, and much of 1 
I 
I her poetry is concerned with personal emotions, with the 
question of Italian freedom, and with translations from the 
Greek poets and dramatists. But she was not blind to the growth 
of the industrial life of England, and found her sympathies 
enlisted by the plight of the children. Her "Song for the 
2 
Ragged Schools of London", written while she was in Rome, shows 
that her interest in English conditions endured, even while she 
lived and worked in a foreign land. The poem has little rhythmi 
beauty, yet perhaps its very simplicity of form brings out more 
clearly Mrs. Browning's plea - again, one of pity from the 
comfortable folk for those out in the cold of circumstance. It 
I. Smiles, Samuel, -nBrief Biographies", Gerald Massey, P• 445. 
2. Tilton, Theodore, "Memorial to Mrs. Browning", in Browning, . 
!05 
ElizabethB., 11 Poems", NewYork, JohnW. Lovell Co., (!862)1 
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1 the children, Mrs. Browning realizes, who most need this pity. lj 
She writes: 1 
"Lordly English, think it o'er, : 
Caesar's doing is all undone! 
You have cannons on your shore, 
And free parliaments in London, 
princes' parks, and merchants' homes, 
Tents for soldiers, ships for seamen, -
Ay, but ruins worse than Rome's 
In your pauper men and women. 
Women leering through the gas, 
(Just such bosoms used to nurse 
Men, turned wolves by famine - passl 
Those can speak themselves, . and 
But these others, - children small, 
Spilt like blots about the city, 
Quay, and street, and palace-wall -
Take them up into your pity1" i 
you) 
curse you. 
She goes on to describe the children who are in need of help: 
"Ragged children, hungry-eyed, 
Huddled up out of the coldness 
On your doorsteps, side by side, 
Till your footman damns their boldness. 
In the alleys, in the squares, 
Begging, lying little rebels; 
In the noisy thoroughfares, 
struggling on with piteous trebles. 
Patient children - think what pain 
Makes a young child patient - ponder 
Wronged too commonly to strain 
After rights, or wish, or wonder. 
Wicked children, with peaked chins, 
And old foreheads! there are many 
With no pleasures except sins, 
Gambling with a stolen penny. 
Sickly children, that wine low 
To themselves and not their mothers, 
From mere habit, - never so . · 
Hoping help or care from others." 2. II 
II ·r. Browning, Elizabeth B., "poems , 
-=c~~=-~ Ibid., PP• III-2.-----c-c---c=-= 
• IV, P• IIO. 
I 
I 
I 
~~~==c--rp~-; - the~e- -ch ndre,.;, -M~ Bro~i~s begs the help or religious 
I training, given through the "Ragged Schools": 
1 "'All these mouths we cannot feed, i And we cannot clothe these bodies.• 
I Well, if man's so hard indeed, 
1
1 Let them learn at least what God isl 
I • • • • • • • • • • • On the dismal London flags, 
Through the crue!t social juggle, 
Put a t hought beneath their rags 
To ennoble t he hear t's struggle . 
0 my sisters, no t so mu ch 
Are we asked fo r - no t a blossom 
From our children's no s egay, such 
As we gave it from our bosom, -
Not the milk left i n their cup, 
Not the lamp while they are sleeping, 
Not the little cloak hung up 
While t he coa t :•>s in daily keeping, -
But a place in RAGGED SCHOOLS, 
Where the outcasts may tomorrow 
Learn by gentle words and rules 
Just the uses of t heir sorrow. 
0 my sistersl children small, 
Blue-eyed, wailing through the city -
Our own babes cry in them all: 
Let us take them into pity." 1 
In a sense, this is an appeal for a new kind of compassion, and 
a proof of a new unders tanding of the perils of extreme poverty, 
since in this poem for the first time Mrs. Browning concentrates 
her concern on the moral aspects of t he situation. She real izes 
that the living conditions of the slum and factory children 
breed wickedness. She knows thatnothing mater ial is imposs i bl e 
' to bear, given hope of a better future, a future even in another I 
1! life, and given some measure of understanding of the meaning of 
I 
r. Browning; Elizabeth :8:--;--nPoems", vol. IV, pp. II3-5. 
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:, the trials of this one. It is this hope and understanding which 
il are needed by the children, she feels, even if society is 
I• 
il 
ii powerless to ameliorate their living and working conditions. 
I1While the poem is still a plea for help from the well 
I 
II 108 
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I 
1 circumstanced to aid the poor, it is not the lightening of the 1 
/ material burdens that Mrs. Browning most desires, but rather the I 
I I 
I strengthening of men's souls that they may bear them. The "Song /1 
for the Ragged Scho ols" is poetry with a definite, practical aim 
I 
/ to help put across a specific philanthropic cause. As such, it 
again gives us an indication of the changes taking place in 
English verse, since it is now used as a tool to bring about sue 
I . 
an end. 
Mrs. Browning's masterpiece in the field of humanitarian 
poetry - and the greatest poem of all the child labor reform 
verse - is 11 The Cry of the Children". It was suggested by "an 
official report on the employment of children in mines and 
I factories"~ 
j beautifully 
The rhythm and the rime are intricate, and 
worked out; the choice of words is simple, poignant, 
fitt ing to the subject; and through the poem runs an intense 
sincerity which makes it very moving. It does not plead any 
specific reform; it gives a picture of suffering childhood which 
states its own case more movingly than a score of out and out 
1 appeals: "Do ye hear the children weeping, 0 my brothers? 
Ere the sorrow comes with years? 
They are leaning their young heads against their 
mothers, 
And th~t cannot stop their tears~ 
I. woods, G.:B-:-.;-''No-te ori-rThe Ury of the Childre~-rn-,'Poetry i 
~&3~~e P~i~~g:ian Perio=d='=' ,~C_h_i_c.,..a-g~o=,~S-c._o_t_t-Fores~n ~ co., J=~-'I II i! 
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II The young lambs are bleating i n the meadows, J 1 The young birds are chirping in the nest, ! 
/
': The young fawns are playing with the shadows, ! 
/ The young flowers are blowing toward the west 
p But the young, young children, 0 my brothers, 
11 They are weeping bitterly 1 I They are weeping in the playtime of the others, 
I In the country of the free." 1 
! 
Mrs . Browning writes next of the longing of the children for 
death, as something which will give them a chance to rest from 
labor . They know nothing of the brightness and beauty of life -
the only flowers they see are the weeds by the mine mouth - and 
they have only the desire to be left alone: 
"'For, oh,' say the chi ldren, •we are weary, 
And we cannot r un or leap; 
If we cared for any meadows, it were merely 
To drop down in them and sleep. 
our knees tremble sorely in the stooping, 
we fall upon our faces, trying to go; 
And, underneath our heavy eyelids drooping 
The reddest flower would look as pale as snow. 
For, all day, we drag our burden tirihg 
Through the coal-dark, underground; 
Or, all day, we drive the wheels of iron 
In the factorie s , round and round. 
'For all day the wheels are droning, droning; 
Their wind comes in our faces, 
Till our hearts turn, our heads with pulses burnin , 
And the walls turn in their places. 
Turns the sky in the high window, blank and reelin , 
Turns the long light that drops down the wall 
Turn the black flies that crawl along the ceiling; 
All are turning, all the day - and we with al • 
And all day the iron wheels are droning, 
And sometimes we could pray, 
'O ye wheels' (breaking out in a mad moaning), 
•stopl be silent for todayl'"~ 
, For the first time, the factory children are written of in poetr 
! 
1 not as 11 The poor" to be aided from above - but are shown 
:1 movingly as. hum.an souls, sufferi.ng under intolerable conditi~ns. 
\! I. Browning, EITza e -ffi B., trTn e Cry of the Children", in Woods, .B.; 
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II No question of rank or class enters into the feeling of 
! 
compassion which Mrs. Browning 1 s poem rouses - one is_ impressed 
solely with the vivid idea that these are children, reacting as 
would any human being to a similar situation. The poem is 
pre-eminently humanitarian, alive with a deep love for children 
as human beings, not as social cases or as lesser creatures 
graciously to be given a superior hand. Mrs. Browning brings out 
vividly the children's present sense of desolation, of desertion 
by God as well as man: 
"Now tell the poor young children, 0 my brothers, 
To look up to Him and pray; 
So the blessed One who blesseth all the others, 
Will bless them another day. 
They answer, 1Who is God that He should hear us, 
While the rushing of the iron wheels is 
stirred'? 
When we sob aloud, the human creatures near us 
pass by, hearing not, or answer not a word. 
And we hear not (for the wheels in their 
-- resounding) 
Strangers speaking at the door; 
Is it likely God, with angels singing round Him, 
Hears our weeping any more? 
'Two words, indeed, of praying we remember, 
And at midnight's hour of harm, 
I 
I 
I 
il 
~ ~ 
'Our Father', looking upward in the chamber, .
1 
we say softly for a charm. 
we know no other words except 'Our Father•, J 
And we think that, in some pause of angels' I 
song, i 
God may pluck them with the silence sweet to gather, 
And hold both within his right hand, which isi' 
strong. I 
•our Fatherl 1 If He heard us, He would surely 
(For they call Him good and mild) I 
.Answer, smiling down the steep world very purely, I 
•come and rest with me, my child.• 1 
'But, nos• say the children, weeping faster, 
'He is speechless as a stone; 
And they tell us, of His image is the Master 
Who commands us to wo1•k on. 
'Go tol' say the children- •up in Heaven, 
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. /1 Dark, wheel-like, turning clouds are all we 
find. 
I
. Do not mock us; grief has made us unbelieV.ing: 
I
. we look up for Go~, but tears have made us 
I blind. • 
I Do you hear the children weeping and disproving, 0 my brothers, what ye preach? 
l For God's possible is taught by his world's loving, And the children doubt of each. 11 "'1 
In these lines speaks a sensitive spirit, able to discern the 
spiritual inroads made upon the laboring children, to evaluate 
them, and to express them so that they are brought home to the 
readers. Mrs. Browning realized that the extremes of child labor 
meant moral bankruptcy, as well as physical degeneration, for 
the children of the land; and in the last stanza of the poem she 
challenges England to face and to change to state of things: 
11 They look up with their pale and sunken faces, 
And their look is dread to see, 
For they mind you of their angels in high places, 
With their eyes turned on Deity, 
1 
I 
I 
j 
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I 
'How long,' they say, •how long, 0 cruel nation, 
Will you stand, to move the world, on a child~ s 
heart -
Stifle down with a mailed heel its palpitation, 
And tread onward to your throne amid the mart 
Our blood splashed upward, 0 gold-heaper, 
And your purple shows your pathS I 
But the child's sob in the silence curses deeper 1 
Than the strong man in his wrath." 2.. 
revolutions reaches high water mark. Here is a poem, pleading 
I 
I! the cause of labor, and pleading it simply and effectively - yet 
'I 
I 
much more than a mere social document - a real work of art. For 
1 
a work of art it is, balanced in its planning, with clear and 
II I. Browning, Elizabeth B., "The Cry of the Children , in Woods, li G.B., "Poetry of the Victorian Period", pp. 36I-2. 
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/1 diffuseness which led 
II II2 -+-~ ·---- ·····-· =-=-= ..=~==: its subject matter, and none of the 
Mrs. Norton to fil l volumes without saying j/ 
any more than Mrs. Browning here has said. Reading this poem, 1'1 
1
: one realizes that poetry has come a great way since the days / 
·I i 
I before the start of the industrial upheaval. "The Cry of the 11 
Children" may be said to be almost everything which eighteenth 
century poetry was supposed by the standards of the time not to 
I be. It is enthusiastic, taking the word to mean the expression o 
1 intense emotion; it refers constantly to the particular; it 
I makes its appeal to people's hearts rather than to their heads; 
'I II 
I 
! 
it deals with affairs of every day; and it is written 
democratically for all who care to read, rather than for a 
small aristocratic circle. It is a symbol of the changes in the 
whole life of thought. It bodies forth a new era which prefered 
originality, deep feeling, and concern fQr the good of I 
humanity to correctness, elegance, and restraint. ~he ideas and I 
ideals of writers and readers alike had undergone a complete 
transformation - one which would in time change the material 
aspects of the world no ,less completely. Poetry gives us one 
measure of that change. 
Mrs. Browning never again approached the height of "The Cry 
i 
! 
I 
I of t h e Children11 , although in "Aurora Leigh" she discussed 
I 
I 
'I questions of industry and its just working out, through the I 
i medium of discussions between Aurora and her lover. 1 11 
li ' 
1\ I. Tilt on, Theodore, "Memorial to Mrs. Browning", in Brovmin~l., 
1/ E, izabeth B., "Poems", P• 39. 'JI il 
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Chapter VII 
"Thomas Cooper, the Chartist poet." 
t=l= I ' ~~· 
Thomas Cooper hardly deserves a chapter to himself, yet as a 
example of Chartism providing the impulse to poetry he is 
interesting. Cooper was born in Leicester, the son of a dyer; 
1 
and as a boy was apprenticed to a shoemaker. He had a pass1on 
for learning, however, and became in turn a s·choolmaster, a 
Methodist preacher, and a member of the staff of the 
:1. 
"Leicestershire Mercury". During his newspaper work, he became a 
fervent convert to the doctrines of Chart ism. He: '· 
"organized the most poverty-stricken Leicester 
workers into an •army' devoted to Chartist propaganda 
and the study of literature, assuming himself the title 
of 'Shakespearean general 'i". 3 
He then edited for the Chartists the "Midland Counties 
* Illuminator", and in the strikes among the pottery works in I842 
he took a prominent part, spending as a result two years in 
stafford gaol. Here he wrote his political epic, in ten books, 
5 
j "The purgatory of Suicides". The main body of the poem is an 
j immensely long discourse on various political systems, made up 
I / of speeches given by figures of famous suicides from the past -
I Brutus, Nero, and such. The part of the poem which is of most 
i ll; interest to us is the beginning. Of this section, Cooper wrote: 
i 
"The following 'Prison-Rhyme'••• was the fruit of 
I r:-Gopper·, Thomas, in "The Encyclopaedia Britannica" vol. IV, 
--~ew York, Encyclopaedia Britannica Co., (I929), p. 382. 
2~ Ibid.,p~ 382. I 
3~ Ibid~,p. 382. 
jl 4. Ibid.' P• 382. I ~I 5, Ibid •• P• 382. I 
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/11 two years and eleven weeks confinement in stafford gaollj ----
1
, The first six stanzas of the following poem may be I 
considered as embodying a speech I made to the Colliers' 
on strike, in the staffordshire potteries, on the 
fifteenth of August, I842. Without either purposing, 
aiding, or abetting, or even knowing of an outbreak 
till it had occured, I regret to add that my address 
was followed ••• by acts of violence."~ 
part of the stanzas mentioned above follows: 
"Slaves, toil no morel Why delve, and moil, and 
pine, 
To glut the tyrant-forgers of your chain? 
Slaves, toil no morel Up from the midnight mine, 
Summon your swarthy thousands to the plain; -
Beneath the bright sun marshalled, swell the 
strain 
Of Liberty; - and, while the lordlings view 
Your banded hosts, with stricken heart and brain, 
Shout, as one man, - 'Toil we no more renew, 
Until the Many cease their Slavery to the Few1" 2. 
It is an indi~ation of the changed status of poetry, when we 
find it coming directly out of a speech to striking workers. In 
the lines we can hear the voice of the man on the platform, 
urging the listening crowd not to give in, to hold out and fore 
the wealthy to come to terms. The laborers have found at last 
the way to:.gain power enough to meet the owners on their own 
level - through union in large groups. The dawn of the era of i 
strikes and labor unions is at hand. The workers whose mood and j
1 
whose ideas are expressed by Cooper, are not offering a solutio~ 
for the original cause of the trouble - that they leave for the 
owners to find as best they can. What they want is security for 
I 
i 
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we see the new note of power taken over by the masses, coming to 
/ expression in poetry. Poetry is being used to forge a sense of 
i ,, 
11 class solidarity and class antagonism, which, before the coming 
11 I il of the industrial revolution, had not broken into written words, 
1 t: I 
i/ nor, perhaps, into conscious thought. Before the changes in I 
I! industry and agriculture had come about, the lower classes had I 
li been, as we have seen, stolid, slow, set in their ways, reserved ~ 
I I 
II inarticulate, not attempting to formulate ideas which might upse~ , 
1 
the existing order. The growth of factories, of commerce and the 
cities, had changed all that. No longer did a way of life seem 
unalterable. Men surmised what the fUture might be under 
different circumstances, and boldly banded together to bring 
about change. Everything was in flux, and men were conscious, as 
they had never been before with such immediacy, of the 
impermanence of life. The acceptance of change was a mood felt 
thr_oughout the land. Poetry reflected it. 
Other literature by and about Chartists and Chartism we have -
notably Kingsley's Alton Locke and Carlyle's Chartism. But the 
poetry of Thomas Cooper is the only verse which I have found, 
stemming directly from the Chartist move~ent. For that reason, 
.I far more than for its own merits 1 it is of interest to us. 
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Chapter VIII 
"Conclusions." 
The industrial and agricultural revolutions together formed, 
I 
I
I especially during the last half of the eighteenth century and 
the first of the nineteenth, when they were in their period of 
I 
most abrupt and dynamic growth, one of the greatest forces for 
change in the history of England. The face of England, during 
these years, was utterly a~tered. An observer of the England of 
I 
II I750, coul.d he have returned in I850, would have rubbed his eyes 
Jl ,, 
at great factory cities, roads and railroads and canals knitting 
the country into one organic whole - and through everything a 
hurry and bustle and rapidity of motion which was foreign to the 
earlier century. He would have seen a new class of mill and mine 
workers, restless, conscious of themselves as a class, with none 
of the old dependence upon their masters for friendship and 
guidance, though with a more complete dependence in regard to 
the tools of labor. such an onlooker would have seen many traces 
of the labor excesses of the early years of the nineteenth 
century, and would have heard tales of working and living 
conditions once at low ebb, thou~1 sin ce being rectifi ed. One 
thing is certain - he would have f el t that his England was gone , 
and a new England come. 
With such changes in the world of affairs, it was natural 
t hat the intellect~al life of the land should undergo 
corresponding alteration. I have discussed in detail the 
! 
l 
11 significance of the various poems quoted as I wrote of them; now 
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I wish to sum up the total effect. I do not lose sight of the 
fact that the great body of English poetry was never concerned 
1vi th any one trend or experience alone, but dealt with a wide 
variety of subjects, both particular and abstract, practical and 
theoretical. The poetry shaped by the developments in the fields 
of agriculture and industry forms only one current in a vast 
river. Yet it as significant of changes in emphasis and outlook 
in the whole. The writers, too, have been shaken up, and left 
II 
I 
I 
I 
with their old prejudices and their old pride of caste in tatter , 
their old limitations broken down. No longer is the sole aim of 
poetry to be balanced, restrained, fermed after correct models, 
polished, witty ••• Some poetry would always be addressed chiefly 
I to those who appreciated it as an art divorced from everyday 
I 
I 
I 
I q 
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I 
realities, artificial perhaps, but beautiful. But through the 
years a new kind of verse developed. Urged by the evils they 
could not help seeing, writers turned to the use of poetry as a 
weapon for social reform. Wordsworth in 11 The Excursion", 
preaching against that excess of labor which destroys 
personality; Shelley first sounding t he claxon of revolt; Byron 
turning the sharp edge of his sarcasm, in 11 The Age of Bronze", 
against the selfish land-grabbers - all these strike a new note. 
The abuses occurr~Eg in the world of affairs find their echo in 
the writings of these men. poetry is now a medium for informing 
the reading public - a vastly larger reading public than in the 
previous century - of conditions which all men together should 
strive to remedy. Through poetry, suggestions for improvement 
II7 
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are given. poetry enters into the field of political economy, 
for - long before the mass of the people had repudiated the 
laissez-faire theories - the poets were putting all their weight 
/ against them. With Elliott and Massey, we find a new type of 
·I :, 
:i 
:I 
1/ 
person writing verse - t he worker, expressing for himself and 
his class the sense of opposition to those who used power 
unjustly; while with Mrs. Norton, at the other extreme, we find 
I 
I 
the society poetess gaining her inspiration from labor condition , 
of which, a century before, she would not only have known nothin , 
but would never have dreamed of writing. 
The whole spirit of this poetry is changed. The eighteenth 
century had set up as commendable in verse writing the use of 
generalizations, and of abstract personifications of Virtue, or 
valor, or the like. The poetry of industry is particular to a 
fault, on the contrary - dealing with specific events and 
circumstances, with real evils, and most of all with life-like 
human beings, shown with all their imperfections as well as thei 
good qualities. Most of it appeals to the heart rather than to 
1
'1 I 
[ the head, and much of it is neither calm nor restrained. Take II 
1
1 Elliott • s 11 Corn Law Rhyme s 11 for instance. There it is the emotio~ 
I
J which counts, not the form. The reader is to be moved to pity o1 
!' to anger, to some definite reaction involving strong feeling an 
I a desire to act. No longer does the poet consider in detached I 
fashion a distant problem, seen remotely from his tower window. 
There is an immediacy, a sense of need, often a violence about 
these poems which makes one feel that the writers did not sit L _____ _ 
---
'I I 
I 
~-- 11 do~ calmly to write a bit o~- P~:as:~t ;er~::-~~;-:~~.· ~~~~:-~~=~ 
I create words full of force by a great longing to help right the 
I 
1 wrongs they saw by awakening comprehension, sympathy, and a will 
' 
to act in the minds of their readers. Each poem makes its own, 
individual appeal. No longer is there any attempt to follow a 
set model, or to be "co;prect". Think how utterly different Mrs. 
Browning's "The Cry of the Children" is from Ebenezer Elliott's 
"The Caged Rats". Each poet chose his ovm form, to fit his 
thought. What was most important was the meaning. With this new 
independence, the reign of the classics as dictators of form 
and expression is done. There is a deep longing for social 
justice, and a concern for a better life for all men welling up 
through the poetry which came out of the industrial and 
agricultural revolutions, and t heir impact upon the writers. 
The face of England had been changed, and the mind and spirit o 
England also. 
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11 !\ll. Abstract of the Thesis." 
England at the beginning of the second half of the eighteent 
r century kept outwardly much of its medieval aspect. Agriculture 
I 
I 
I 
was based on the old system of common cultivation of the land. 
Meadow and waste land, too, was held in common, and all the 
inhabitants of a village shared in its assets. The farmers had 
deep sense of responsibility for their laborers. In the field o 
manufactures, similar conditions prevailed. Most of the weaving 
I 
I 
'I 
I 
and spinning was carried on in t he home, and all of it by hand. j 
I 
The medieval regulations regarding the treatment I and training o, 
and the old limitations on the sale of goods were apprentices, 
i in force. The few small manufacturers eked out their living by I 
i I ! agriculture. They, too, felt responsible for the:irmen, to whom 
!i they stood in a relationship of affection, as well as mastery. ~~~ · 
II 
I' 
i/ The country in general was adjusted to a slow, stable, I 
I' 
J' provincial way of life. Transportation was limited, for roads II 
were poor and few canals had been built. The intellectual life I 
of the time was centered in London. It was dominated by a social 
I 
and intellectual aristocracy, which acted as patron to the 
writers who met its approval. The literature of the time was 
deeply influenced by the classics, upon which it was modelled. 
The subject matter dealt with society life, with themes taken 
from the classics, and with the intellectual interests of the 
I 
I 
1 city, though with Collins and Shenstone some interest in country 
l
l life was beginning to appear. 
j In this slow moving world, the new inventions went 
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unnoticed at first, but increasingly acted to alter everything 
which had seemed fixed. Automatic processes of spinning and 
I 
I 
i 
!i 
II 
I ~~ /, weaving were developed; the steam engine was made practical; the lj 
l iron industry, given new methods, revived from its somnolence and 
I provided cheap material for machinery. Capitalists set up great II 
I I 
factories, filled with humming engines; the hand worker was 1~ 
forced to give up his old methods, and to work in the mills. 1! 
I · 1: 
!/ Manufacturing cities sprang up, huddled about the factories. The i/ 
i1 workers to fill them were drained from the farms and small hand j 
II industries. They lost their old independence, . and became merely 
cogs in a machine, impersonal and undeviating. Misery and want 
1 increased. Those who remained in the country lost their old righ 1 
J to the use of common and waste land by the landlords' wholesale 
enclosures, and led a life of near-starvation, toiling on the 
owners' fields. Those who went to the cities worked long hours 
for little pay, and lived in miserable hovels. Reform 
legislation, which would have improved matters, seemed impossibl 
to the factory owners, since they believed in the laissez-faire 
principles of the political economists from Adam Smith through 
Bentham. The Napoleonic Wars, too, turned people's attention 
from canditions at home to those abroad. The lives of the worker 
grew steadily harder; children labored fourteen or more hours a 
day, and hundreds suffered actual starvation. Little could be 
done to better this by the workers themselves, though through th 
I Chartist movement they tried to • .More success was enjoyed by the 
I 
1 reformers in parliament, who, after the passage of the Reform Bi 1 
I 
I, ,, 
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1! establishing fair representation, were able to pass measures 
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regulating 
and finally, men. The poor had suffered from the Corn Laws durin 
these years; but with their repeal, food at last became availabl 
for all at a price which they could pay. 
1 The poetry of the eighteenth century was not in general 
I concerned with industrial or agricultural matters. Some hint of 
1
1 the changes taking place at that time is given us, however, by 
Goldsmith in "The Traveller" and "The Deserted Village", wherein l 
I j he describes the depopulation of the rural villages, casting the 
blame on the greed of the landlords for more land. Crabbe in 
"The Vill age" gives a realistic picture of the poverty of the 
I farming districts, and in "The Borough" tells of some of the 
~I 
II 
II 
I 
I 
i! 
j! 
abuses of laboring children taking place at that period. Blake 
in the two "Chimney sweeper" poems writes movingly of the 
children condemned to work as sweeps, while in the "Holy 
Thursday" from "Songs of Experience", he shows concern for all 
poor children, condemned to barren lives in a land of plenty. In 
the "Fragment from Milton" he makes the first reference to the 
mills, making his hatred of their ugliness plain through the two 
descriptive adjectives he chooses, 11 black", and "satanic". Thus, ! 
in the poetry of the latter part of the eighteenth century, we 
see evidences of coming change. 
1
, 
The Romantic poets were concerned primarily with the life of 
'\Abstract: 
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the mind and the imagination; yet they show thought on the subje t 
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of the industrial changes 
I " he Excursion" describes 
I 
I 
I 
II 
taking place ~ about them. wordsworth i~ 
the advances made by industry; but j
1 
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human beings. He, too, speaks bitterly of child labor, and 
// advocates education to develop the minds and free the souls of 
/ the factory children. Shelley's reaction is one of complete 
revolt. In his )~Song to the Men of England" and in his 11 Sonnet -
' England in I8I9", he calls to the laborers to rise in rebellion 
against the injustices of their position. His is poetry of 
escape, expressing a mood, but offering no solution to the 
problem. With Hood, the Romantic feeling of hatred for suffering 
shown in its abstract form by Shelley, gains a new note of socia 
conscience. In 11 The Song of the Shirt" and "The Workhouse Clock" 
Hood shows himself sensitive and understanding toward the needs 
and the thoughts of the poor. His plea is for greater 
consideration of the workers by the rich. 
Certain poets found a particular interest in one phase of 
the industrial or agricultural revolutions. Such were the writer 
i 
1 who took as their province the problems of farming, of the high 
I i rents, and the taxes on imported grains. Byron, in "The Age of 
I 
I 
I 
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Bronze", satirized the rich landowners, whose one concern was 
' i for rent, and who supported the tariff on imported wheat simply J 
because it added to their profits, no matter though the laborerJ/ 
. II 
starved. Moore, in "Cotton and Corn: a Dialogue", develop~d I! 
the same idea, in a form which would appeal to the people. And I! 
I' 
I' 
Ebenezer Elliott, the 11 Corn Law Rhymer", hammered away at the 
Corn Laws in poem after poem, some describing with pathos the 
bitter lot of the poor, others threatening the landlords who 
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the tax with vengeance from the people. 
i: Still 
,I 
I' 
I 
other poets found their chief interest in the questio 1 
i 
I 
I 
II 
of child labor. Among these was Mrs. Norton, who in "A Voice 
the Factories" described the life of a laboring child, and 
I 
fro~ 
begged for pity from those in power. In "The Child of the I 
! 
Islands", she again implored mercy for the poor children of the I 
I land, strengthening her point by a comparison between their lot 
and that of the little Prince of Wales. Gerald Massey, himself 
a mill worker as a child, wrote some verse describing the evils 
in the environment of the mine and fac!bory ch ildren. The best o 
this poetry was written by Elizabeth Barrett Browning. In "A 
song for the Ragged Schools of London", she asks for the suppor 
of the rich and the middle-class people, in the formation of 
schools where at least the children may be taught religious and 
moral truths, and learn to understand the meaning of their hard 
lives. But her masterpiece is "The Cry of the Children". The 
poem presents no specific solution; its beauty and pathos speak 
for themselves. She brings out the weariness, the hopelessness, 
the utter lack of faith in an unknown good of the working 
children, and does it in such a way that the fact itself 
becomes its own most powerful appeal for aid from legislators 
and mill owners alike. 
Thomas Cooper, author of the prison poem, "The Purgatory of 
j Suicides", is interesting chiefly as an example of the influenc 
I 
1 of Chartism upon poetry. He, too, preaches _revolt, but this tim 
/ through the practical medium of the strike. He is a symbol of 
I 
II ~="=·=~he opposition betweea class and class; he wants the :_~ rkers _ to ~=== 
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: band together and seize what he feels are their rights. 
I The industrial revolution by I850 had changed the face of 
[ England. It had altered completely the outlook of both readers I 
and writers toward the function and the subject matter of poetry J 
I 
I 
No longer was poetry a purely intellectual pleasure, reserved fo~ 
II the few. That side of it remained; but poetry had become now, as
11
11 
1 well, a weapon for social reform. Through poetry readers were 
1 I informed of the evils attendant upon the methods in use by 1 
II,~ 1 industry and agriculture, and were given suggestions of possible 
I solutions for these evils. Poets attacked specific ills, painted 
I' pictures of reality which moved their listeners to pity and to 
I 
action, or threatened dire consequeces. In any case, poetry had 
1 
come down to the heat and hurry of life. No longer was it solely 
II ari s to era tic; proletarian verse, written by workers for the 
IJ masses, had appeared. A complete revolution in the attitude of 
'I 
I 
I 
1 
the poets and the public alike toward poetry had taken place. 
I 
I 
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